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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the first two simulator evaluations in a pro- 
gram to define advanced integrated displsy-control requirements for post-Apollo 
space vehicles. The test program was conducted in the LTV Manned Aerospace 
Flight Simulator employing a Space Analog Vertical Display and Horizontal Dis- 
play, space vehicle subsystems status-trend information, and dynamic simulation 
of motion and auditory cues. The two simulations differed primarily in the 
types of information presented on the Vertical Display: the First Evaluation 
featuring c cxnmand attitude information and the Second Evaluation presenting 
information on deviation of the vehicle flight path (velocity vector) fran the 
required (Nominal)path. The report describes in detail the simulation problem, 
hardware setup including equations, procedure,.measurements, test data, and 
interpretation of tests of significance and pilot questionnaires. The results 
of the first two simulations demonstrate that the Space Analog Display is a 
feasible means of control of space vehicles during orbital maneuvers with 
median injection point data on relevant psrsmeters generally within currently 
anticipated allowable errors. Comparisons are made between various variables 
both within and between evaluations and recommendations are provided for 
further improvement of the display presentation for future evaluation. 
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The first two simulator evaluations-in a program to define advanced 
integrated display-control requirements for post-Apollo space vehicles are 
described. This includes the simulation setups in the LTV Manned Aerospace 
Flight Simulator (MAFS); selection, grouping, and indoctrination of test 
subjects; experimental testing procedures; data recording, analysis, and 
results. 

FIRST EV'ATION 

During the period 28 January through 14 Februsry 1966, a total of 
172 experimental flights were flown in the LTV MAFS by six, currently qualified 
jet pilots. A prime objective of this simulation was the evaluation of a 
space analog vertical displsy, featuring a vehicle attitude c-and presenta- 
tion during thrusting, in a cisplanetary injection maneuver. Concurrently, 
the need for supplementary digital information, co-d attitude display gain 
in various forms, and the effects of acceleration versus rate attitude con- 
trol on pilot performance were evaluated. 

Test results indicate that this analog format, in a standard tele- 
vision presentation, is a feasible means for performing the injection maneuver. 

However, the canmand attitude format did not provide adequate task 
performance information ("How sm I doing?"). The pilot had to place complete 
reliance in the attitude command during the thrusting maneuver which had to be 
canpleted before the success of the maneuver could be ascertained. 

Supplementary digital information did not improve pilot performance. 

The use of display gain in the attitude cormnand presentation had 
little effect upon attitude control performance. 

Use of the acceleration attitude control mode was deleted early in 
the simulation program when it was determined that the vehicle was virtually 
unmanageable in this mode. The angular rates achieved could not be effectively 
ccrapensated for by the pilot and rapidly reached the limits of scaling in the 
digital computer. Pilot opinion was that this mode could be learned, but not 
without considerable practice. Rate attitude control was used for all sub- 
sequent flights. 

The space analog format was well received and ccxaparatively inex- 
perienced pilot and even non-pilots learned to make an acceptable injection 
in just a few trials. 

The prime recommendation made as a result of the First Evaluation 
was to revise the vertical display format during the thrusting phase to add 
task performance information. It was recommended that the command attitude 
presentation be replaced by a more natural format incorporating the presen- 
tation of the space vehicle direction of motion with respect to the required 
(Ncolinal) path. 
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In this format task performance formation would always be avail- 
able in that the effects of pilot control of vehicle attitude and thrust 
arc presented in the form of vehicle position and direction of motion with 
respect to the required path. 

During the period27Juuethrough 13 JuJy1#6,atotal of % 
experimental flightswere flown in the LTVMFSby six,currentlyqualifled 
pilot subjects. A prime objective of this simulation was the evsluation of 
a space aualog vertical display wherein the view Is in the direction the 
space vehicle is moving, and is in proper relationship to the required 
(Nauinal) path, and a background representative of the real world. 

Three experimental questicms were evaluated camurrently: 
(1) Was display gain required in presenting vehicle path elevation 

and heading errors; 
(2) What were the effects upon pilot performsncc when attaining 

the cisplanetary injecticm point fran initial on-path versus off-path positions; 
and 

(3) What were the dffects upon pilot ability to acquire the Nuninal 
path when using a path display incorporating a single-scale range of vehicle 
positional error versus me with a three-scale display of the same range (alti- 
tude and lateral position)? 

The flight problem, and other aspects of the simulation setup were 
the ssm as in the First Evaluation to permit a direct canparison of pilot 
performance between the Space Vehicle Command Attitude display format of the 
First Evaluation and the Space Vehicle Path format of the Second. 

Test results indicate that this analog format, in a standard telc- 
vision presentation is a feasible means for performing the injection maneuver. 
However, certain deficiencies were noted in the use of fixed display gain and 
in the presentation of certain analog displlur elements, which when corrected 
should result in a higher level of perfonnauce. 

The Space VehiLle Path Mode was not flyable when vehicle flight 
path elevation and heading errors were presented in a 1:l relationship with 
the real world. Gains of 6:1 in elevation and 32:l in heading were used to 
achieve the results reported herein. 

Pilot performance with vehicle on-path initial conditions was swrior 
to that with off-path initial conditions. 

Overall pilot performance (all parsmeters) was superior when using 
the single-scale path displw, except for lateral position error control 
where the three-scale configuration was superior. 

The prime reccmmendation made as a result of the Second Emluation 
is to investigate techniques for providing a logarithmic increase in display 
sensitivity as error is decreased and a decrease in sensitivity as error is 
increased. Parsmeters affected would include vehicle flight path elevation 
and heading errors and altitude and lateral position errors. In addition, 
in order that the pilot may anticipate the consequences of vehicle attitude 
control inputs, it is recamended that quickening and/or prediction be in- 
vestigated stud incorporated. 
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CCXGARISON BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECCEKD EVALUATION 

Four of the six flight performance parameters favoring the First 
Evaluation were highly significant (0.02 or better). These parameters were 
elevation error, heading error, altitude error, and roll energy expenditure. 
The level of significance for a fifth parsmeter, lateral error, could not be 
assessed because the First Evaluation reported this error as essentially zero. 
The sixth parameter, velocity error, was significant at a very low level 
(0.18). An explanation for the superior performance on these parameters 
in the First Evaluation was the extremely fine display sensitivity to smsll 
errors which was achieved through the use of a comnand attitude presentation. 

The three parameters favoring the Second Evaluation were highly 
significant (0.06 or better). These parameters were longitudinal error, 
pitch and yaw energy expenditure. An explanation for the lower control 
energy expenditure in pitch and yaw was that in the First Evaluation pilots 
tended to overcontrol by correcting for insignificant errors, whereas in the 
Second Evaluation pilots were less aware of very small deviations from an 
idealized vehicle flight path and,therefore, corrected much less often. 

A ccpnparison of injection point data with representative space system 
performance requirements is shown below. System requirements listed as allow- 
able errors for interplanetary missions are based on the EMPIRE Program and 
Apollo. These requirements are the best available at the present time and 
subject to revision and more exact definition as interplanetary planning ad- 
vances. 

Allowable 
Median Errors* Median Errors* Interplanetary 

Parameter First Evaluation Second Evaluation Ekrora 

Flight Path Elevation (DEG) 0.0025 0.192 0.10 

Flight Path Heading (DE(+) 0.003 0.009 0.10 

Velocity (F=) 5.0 7.3 4-10 

Lateral Position (ml Essentially 1,027 50-u. ,000 
(out-of-plane) Zero 

Lo~git;in"t; Position (FT) 6,441 1,181 50-ll,ooo 
in- ane 

Altitude (Jm 121 4,368 3,m 

Energy Expenditure 
(attitude control) 

Pitch (72 
Yaw 

I%1 Roll 

* Grand median error 
m-path, l-scale median errors 

29.0 
24.3 
4.6 

13.68 
8.28 

N/A 
5.48 

WA 
WA 



PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Second Evaluation has defined the need for further research in 
specific areas which should result in a higher level of pilot performance. 
This research can be accomplished with equipment and facilities presently 
available to the program with required but limited modifications in certain 
specific areas. It is therefore recommended that a Third Evaluation be con- 
ducted in the LTV Manned Aerospace Flight Simulator (MAFS) to correct the 
deficiencies in the Space Analog that have been identified. 

The objectives of the Third Evaluation will be: 

(1) Improve the natural (realistic) presentation of space vehicle 
flight path angular and positional errors with respect to a required (nominal) 
path by investigating techniques for providing a logarithmic or non-linear 
increase in display sensitivity as error is decreased and a decrease in sen- 
sitivity as error is increased. 

(2) Improve displayed vehicle flight path response to attitude 
control when thrusting by investigating techniques for incorporating quickened 
and/or predictor forms of information in the Space Analog to cqensate for 
the inherent lag between pilot attitude control inputs and the visible change 
in vehicle flight path. 

(3) Revise the Vertical Display System Demonstrator equfp&ent 
to correct deficiencies in display element presentation. 

(4) Incorporate an Earth capture flight profile, in lieu of the 
cisplsnetary injection profile previously used, to extend the investigation 
of the operational capabilities of the Space Analog to another critical phase 
of the space mission. 

(5) Investigate pilot ability to recognize maliunctions of the Space 
Analog by observation of display element performance (through programmed 
randcm deviations from the natural environmental format) in the course of nor- 
mal space flight operation; and to identify and correct such system malf’unctions 
through the interpretation of advanced integrated forms of vehicle subsystem 
status information appearing on the Horizontal Display, and applicable panel 
controls. This will serve as a more realistic form of operational pilot task 
loading than the first level of information Status-Trend display used during 
the first two simulator evaluations. 

(6) Define the envelope of flight operation for the Vertical Display 
portion of the Space Analog, i.e., what are the limits, if any, in off Naninal 
Path vehicle conditions, which retain a natural entironmental format and do 
not require supplementary planning information for normsl flight operation? 

It is expected that the Third Evaluation will produce the following 
results: 

(1) The deficiencies of the Space Vehicle Path Mode defined in the 
Second Evaluation will be corrected and the resultant pilot flight performance 
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4 - 
will compare closely with that of the Space Vehicle Command Attitude Mode of the 
First hraluation. Further, it will be shown that the Space Analog concept of 
information presentation meets the requirements of current and future space 
systems in a msnner that permits maximum manned participation and decision 
making during the most critical phases of space flight. 

(2) Demonstration of a pilot's ability to recognize and correct 
possible malfunctions in the Space Analog will increase confidence and accep- 
tance of this form of information presentation. 

(3) The application of advanced integrated information presentation 
to vehicle subsystem malfunction detection and correction, used in conjunction 
with Space Analog malfunction recognition and as pilot task loading, will 
demonstrate the advantages of these concepts in this area. 
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1.0 l3iTRODUCTION 

1.1 STATEMENT OF TRJ3 PROBLE%i 

In future space systems, man and his machine will require much more 
integration than is presently being achieved to (1) maximize capabilities 
in space operations, and (2) to permit the design of more functional and 
reliable equipment. One area where sufficient information is presently 
not available to provide an adequate understanding of the man-machine inter- 
face, is in crew station displays end controls. 

Considerable research has been conducted in the past by various 
government organizations which has not been thoroughly evaluated for applica- 
tion to space vehicles, and until the introduction of realistic simulation, 
no adequate means has been available for such evaluation. A basic tool in 
the present effort is the LTV Manned Aerospace Flight Simulator (MAFS), which 
permits the required evaluations to be conducted under dynsmic space flight 
conditions. 

1.2 PROGRAM OFU-ECTIVES 

The objectives of this program are: 

(1) To define, evaluate, and validate, in an objective manner, 
advanced display and control systems concepts that will maximize man's capa- 
bilities in the man-machine interface of advanced space systems. 

(2) To provide proven display-control system requirements thereby 
assuring an early optimization of the man-machine interface and a marked reduc- 
tion in equipment development time. 

1.3 TECHNICAL APPROACH 

To date this program has accomplished the following: 

(1) Examined contemplated manned space missions subsequent to Apollo 
and established a generalized flight profile that encompasses the situations 
relating to future space flights and is a suitable base fbr the evaluation of 
advanced systems (Reference 1). 

(2) Reviewed existing data on the most effective current methods 
of presenting basic types of information to man and determined their initial. 
application to space flight (Reference 2). 

(3) Conducted mission, function and task analyses of the generalized 
flight profile and established initial vehicle systems display and control 
requirements (Reference 3). 



(4) Defined an initial integrated display and control configuration, 
baaed upon man's I'Undamental capabilities and limitations, to meet the mission 
requiranents of the generalized flight profile. 

(5) Simulated this initial display and control configuration and 
evaluated display configuration performance under dynamic space flight con- 
ditions in the LTV MAPS. 

(6) l!Mluated the results of simulation and recommended further 
studies needed. (This report.) 

Studies (1) through (4) above, were accauplished as part of the 
Requirements Analysis Phase of this program which is summar ized in Reference 4. 

A schematic of the program to date is shown in Figure 1. 

1.4 GEWRAL EV.ATION PLM 

In the Requirements Analysis Phase, post Apollo space missions were 
first reduced to a generalized flight profile and then to basic flight phases 
and f'mdsmental information and control requirements. Concurrently, advanced 
display and control concepts developed by previous investigators were reviewed 
and the most pranising selected for incorporation, evaluation, and further 
development. The culmination of this analytic effort was an initial definition 
of displays and controls which serves as the base configuration for further 
development through realistic six-degrees-of-freedom simulation in the LTV 
MAPS; By operational evaluation and development through all the flight phases 
of the generalized flight profile, optimized integrated system requirements 
are being defined along with supporting simulation data. 

Each simulation phase of this program consists of the following: 

(1) Definition of a display-control configuration incorporating 
the concepts to be evaluated, a related flight phase environment, and test 
objectives. 

(2) Implementation of a simulator setup including: MAFS crew 
station hardware, vehicle equations of motion, computer equations, supporting 
computer progrsmming, test experimental design, subject selection, test data 
requirements, data evaluation procedures , computer hardware setup and engineer- 
ing shakedown of the simulation complex. 

(3) Formal testing. 

(4) Test data evaluation. 

(5) A report, containing a description of the simulation complex, 
test conclusions, identification of concepts validated, and recanmendations 
for additional analysis and testing of concepts requiring further development. 
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1.5 REPORTFORMAT 

This document reports on the results of two separate simulation 
evaluations, for the purpose of comparing the operational performance! of two 
malog displays: one presenting c aumand attitude flight information, similar 
to that available in current space programs (First Evaluation); the other an 
advanced integrated Space Analog incorporating a natural environmental format 
(Second Evaluation). 

The greater part of the simulation setup is camnon to both evalua- 
tions., tba differences in display presentations being accomplished by changes 
in the computer programming. Descriptions of equipment used, procedures, etc., 
appearing in the First Evaluation section of this report are also applicable 
to the Second, except for those differences noted in the Second Evaluation 
section. 

The body of this report defines equipment, procedures and techniques 
used; presents examples of data taken, descriptions of analyses, and the re- 
sulting conclusions and reccesnendations. Additional supporting data is pre- 
sented in the appendices. 
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2.0 FIRST EVALUATION 

The purpose of the First Evaluation was to establish the operational 
effectiveness of an analog vertical display when presenting flight information 
similar to that in current space programs both with and without numerical 
backup data. The results are to serve as a base for comparison and develop- 
ment of more advanced integrated Space Analog Display requirements. Testing 
consisted of 172 ucperimental flights in the LTV MAFS during the period 
28 January through 14 February 1966. 

2.1 

2.2 

oBJEcTIvEs 

The objectives of the First Evaluation were: 

(1) Investigate the ability of a pilot to set up and execute an 
orbit (or trajectory) change maneuver using command attitude 
indications, present orientation, and situation data end 
presented on the Vertical Orientation and Horizontal Situa- 
tion displays. 

(2) Determine what modifications or additional information were 
required in these initial display configurations to achieve 
better man-machine integration. 

(3) Investigate the effects of different control modes on pilot 
performance and define the requirements for the most effec- 
tive control method(s). 

(4) Establish requirements for display and control concepts that 
had been validated through simulation results and/or define 
the requirements for further investigation. 

THE SIWLATION PROBLEM 

2.2.1 The Space Mission Segment 

The mission segment selected for the first evaluation program was the 
critical injection maneuver from earth orbit into a Mars cisplanetary trajectory 
(Figures 2 and 3). This had been designated as one of the events requiring 
precise orientation, navigation, and energy management information for the 
pilot to participate in the control loop with maximum effectiveness. In addi- 
tion, nearly all maneuvers in space flight (with the exception of proximal 
docking and non-atmospheric landing), are much like the injection maneuver 
differing primarily in precise values of the parameters and in the degree of 
control accuracies required. 

The simulation began with the vehicle in a given position in a 
circular orbit around the earth. The injection was made with reference to a 
nominal path to Mars. The injection point was constant for attainment of the 
Mars trajectory. 
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Each simulation flight was terminated upon shutoff of the main engine 
(a nuclear fission plant) at injection into the cisplanetary trajectory. 
Assessment of the success of the injection maneuver was made in terms of 
correspondence of the terminating position, velocity and flight path angles 
of the vehicle (its "state") relative to the conditions required at the in- 

I jection point. 

The only crew station considered in the program was the primary 
pilot-commander station. No navigational operations were carried out by the 
pilot. The director displays, which c onrmand the operator to take specific 
action, presented information which would, in a realistic situation, be derived 
fran the spacecraft's ccanputer and navigation system. The primary problem 
herein was to determine (given the information that a pilot would require 
from a navigation system) the degree to which he could: 

(1) Interpret what it is he must do to accomplish the mission 
goals and, 

(2) His effectiveness as a vehicle controller in the man/machine 
loop utilizing the displays and controls s-plied him. 

2.2.2 Simulated Space Vehicle 

In order to study the utilization of any display-control concept in 
a mission setting, it was necessary to "invent" a vehicle to convey the 
simulation with as little bias as possible. This was accanplished by estab- 
lishing vehicle characteristics typical of most vehicles in its class, and by 
measuring those performance parameters which were as unrelated to the par- 
ticular vehicle simulated as possible. Thus, speaking in terms of delta 
velocity requirements instead of mass losses, acceleration instead of thrust, 
etc., it will be possible to apply the experimental results to a wide variety 
of vehicles. Table 1 presents the details of the Simulated Space Vehicle. 



SPACEFRAME: 

Shape - 

synrmetry - 

mrNE (MAIN): 

Cylindrical 

About longitudinal axis 

Nuclear Reaction 
Turbulent Flow 
Solid Core 
Heat-Exchange 
Fission 
Gas-generator Turbopump 

Prouellant - 

Thrust - To Mass Ratio - 

Hydrogen 

At thrust initiation approximately32.2 
ft/sec2 

Location - Aft; Thrust along longitudinal axis 
through center of mass* 

Operation - Dichotomous; FLU-power or off. Sequence auto- 
matic except for initiation. Fixed nozzle. 

Specific Impulse - 

A~ITIJDi CONTROL SYSTEM: 

840 sec. 
-__-- 

Hot Gas Reaction Jets 
H202 over Catalyst (monopropellant) 

Acceleration Levels - Pitch: 50/sec2 
Yaw: 50/sec2 
R,oll: 5o/sec2 

Operating Characteristics: 

Moments- Jets arranged to produce Pure Couple6 

Acceleration Cozmnand - Jet Valve Open or Closed - Fly by wire mode 

Rate Cnnarnnd - Jet Valve Open or Closed - Open time varied 
for amount of deflection by logic circuit. 
Sign of a control movement determines direc- 
tion of thrust. FLU. thrust attained after 
.ramp function buildup in rate by pulse-modu- 
lated system. Permits small deadband. 

*Location of C.M. will be varied randomly (as a function of time) during each 
trial run,.simulating fuel mass shift, etc. This will produce thrust mis- 
alignment problems. 

TABLE 1 SIKUUTED.SPACE VEXCLE CHARACIwIS!CICS SDMMARY 
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2.3 SlMuLATION SETUP 

Major components included in th? simulator imglementation were 
a8 follows: 

2.3.1 LTV Manned Aerospace Flight Simulator (MAFS) 

The MAFS is a moving base crew station simulator tith the crew 
station gondola mounted inside a 20-foot diameter sphere. The interior 
walls of the sphere serve as a projection screen for appropriate visual 
projection systems. However, external visual displays were not required 
for this s5mulation. Crew station gondola motion is provided by four 
hydraulicpoweredgimbals - outer pitch, yaw, inner pitch, and roll. The 
outer pitch motion has a deflection capability of +I0 degrees and primarily 
provides variations in the longitudinal acceleration on the pilot. Maximum 
yaw and inner pitch deflections are 210 degrees. The yaw and inner pitch 
drives are pivoted 6 feet behind the pilot, the yaw motion providing lateral 
and yaw accelerations, with inner pitch providing normal and pitch acceler- 
ation cues to the pilot. Roll motion, which provides pilot oriented roll 
accelerations, is limited to 220 degrees in rotation. The roll tis is 20.5 
inches below the normal eye position. 

Figure 4 is a view of the simulator room and shows the gondola on 
the moving base inside the 20-foot diameter sphere with the Safety Engineer's 
console at left. The purpose of the Safety Console is to monitor operation 
of the moving base for the protection of personnel and apparatus. Figure 5 
presents side views of the gondola, canopy open and closed, as it appeared 
for this program. 

2.3.2 Crew Station Displays and Controls 

The crew station display panel is shown in Figure 6. Of this 
configuration, only the units listed below were required to be operable for 
this evaluation. These operating units are emphasized in Figure 7. Primary 
cockpit controls were the vehicle thrust control and the three axis vehicle 
attitude controller. In addition, the panel contained numerous illuminated 
legend pushbutton switches end variable rotation controls (submerged wheel 
type) on both sides of the television displays. 

(1) Vertical Display 

The vertical display was implemented with the Norden Pathway 
Display System Demonstrator (Reference 5). This system utilized a l&inch 
television tube in the MAFS crew station to dlispley a space analog present- 
ation. The electronically generated scenewas a view looking forward over the 
nose and along the thrust sod.8 of the vehicle. The viewed scene was in 1:l 
relationship tith the real world with a view angle of 23.7 degrees in the 
vertical plane and 31.2 degrees in the horizontal plane. The background scene 
consisted of a ground plane, horizon line, and starfield presentation; for 
displaying vehicle orientation, velocity and heading relative to the local 
horizontal plane. In addition, the ground plane grid indicated variations in 
altitude, the size of the grid varying inversely with altitude. A pathway, 
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converging at infinity, was superimposed on the background scene with the 
function of the path varying with the selected display mode - ATTITUDE or 
CWATTITUDE. Figures 8 and 9 show typical vertical display presenta- 
tions for each mode. 

(a) Space Vehicle Attitude Mode - In the attitude mode the pathway 
represented the naninal (or required) orbital path, and conveyed vehicle atti- 
tude, velocity, vertical (altitude) and lateral (horizontal) displacements 
relative to it. For vehicle roll displacements the path rotated with the 
background scene - i.e., with the ground plane. Vehicle yaw and pitch 
motions with respect to the path were depicted by rotations of the path 
with the pilot as the center, and displacement of the path vanishing point 
(tip) fran display center, right - left parallel to the ground plane, and 
up - down normal to the ground plane, respectively. Vehicle velocity along 
the path was displayed by bars, "tar strips," across the path, and parallel 
to the horizon line, which translated along the path. The width of the path 
varied inversely with altitude error (vehicle altitude relative to that of 
the nominal path), the near end of the path being fuU display width for zero 
altitude error. Direction of altitude error was presented by the relative 
position of the path with respect to the center of the screen; the path 
appearing in the lower half of the screen when the vehicle was above the 
path and vice-versa. The near end of the path was displaced left and right 
of display centerline parallel to the ground plane for lateral (horizontal) 
displacement of the vehicle from the ncxuinal path. 

(b) Space Vehicle Conunand Attitude Mode - In the command attitude 
mode the path presented required attitude at present vehicle position. The 
near end of the path remained at full width of the display, parallel to the 
ground plane, and centered in the display (zero altitude error and lateral 
displacement) representing present vehicle position. Yaw and pitch attitude 
changes required for controlling to the commanded flight path were presented 
by lateral displacements of the path tip - by bending the pathway right and 
left parallel to the ground plane; and vertical displacement of the path tip 
by rotation of the pathway up and down about its near end normal to the .ground 
plane, respectively. Present velocity was displayed by the ?ar strips" as 
for the Attitude Mode, while the velocity error from the required value was 
displayed by speed markers, bars adjacent and parallel to the left side of 
the pathway, which translated along the path at a rate that was a direct func- 
tion of the velocity error, the direction of motion relative to that of the 
"tar strips" denoting the error sense. 

(2) Horizontal Display 

The horizontal display utilized a 16 inch television tube with 
its long dimension (normally the width) oriented fore and aft. It displayed 
a composite picture of three basic presentations as shown in Figure 10. The 
composite scene was obtained via a closed circuit TV camera using a beam 
splitter, one-way mirror, system as shown in Figure 11. Two of these dis- 
plays, System Status-Trend and Horizontal Situation, were available for all 
Funs. The third display, Digital Readout, was presented only when specified 
by the experimental requirements. 
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(a) Status-Trend - The Status-Trend display utilized an Industrial 
Rlectronics Engineers, Inc. Series 360 Readout Display, a rear projection 
device incorporating transparencies for twelve different system status con- 
ditions. The status conditions were presented individually, in a random 
order by the computer program. This display appeared on the TV screen when 
selected by the pilot (self-paced) as part of the task loading portion of 
the simulation. (See Display Item EL for operation.) 

(b) Horizontal Situation - The horizontal situation display pre- 
sented vehicle position and flight path heading information which were gene- 
rated on a CRT. These were superimposed on a fixed position map and grid 
background produced by an edge-lighted overlay on the CRT. 

The horizontal situation display mode presented was dependent upon 
the vertical pathway display mode selected. In both the ATTITUDE and CW 
A!lTTl!UDE display modes the CRT generation presented a straight line along the 
tube vertical, fore-aft, centerline, which represented the naninal path 
(required orbital path). 

A second straight line depicted present vehicle position and flight 
path heading. This line was generated in such a fashion that the point at 
the end which corresponded to present position was heavily accented and the 
other end pointed in the present direction of flight. 

In the COWARD ATTI!JUDE mode three additional lines were displayed. 
Two of these, normal to the nominal path line, designated the longitudinal 
positions for thrust initiation and termination. The positions of these 
two markers were pre-set constants for each simulation run. A third line 
to depict required (commatied) flight path heading was generated in the 
same manner as the present heading line with the large, heavily accented, 
end coinciding with that of the present heading line, at the present position 
of the vehicle. The length of the required heading line was 25 per cent 
greater than that for the present heading line. 

All of the CRT generated lines were produced by a single beam in 
conjunction with a function stepping switch. In this manner,normal CRT 
drift characteristics affected all of the lines similarly without changing 
their relative relationships. 

(c) Digital Readouts - The digital readouts were produced by a 
character generator writing the specified quantities on a second CRT. The 
displayed parameters varied with display mode. For both modes, the digital 
readouts included time to event (the event being thrust initiation until it 
occurred and thereafter, thrust termination) and vehicle velocity values; . 
present (P), required (R), and change (C). 
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In the CCMMAND ATTITUDE mode the attitude angles relating vehicle 
orientation to the nolninal path and local horizontal, for a yaw-pitch-roll 
Ner convention, were also displayed - the displayed parsmeters being the 
present, required, and change values for yaw, pitch, and roll. 

(3) Vehicle Thrust Control 

A fore-aft, push-pull type control, for left hand operation 
was provided for primary control of engine thrust. This controller can be 
seen in the lower left center of Figures 6 and 7. For this simulation only 
on-off thrust control was utilized, the control being rigged for thrust OBJ at 
control positions forward of 25 per cent throw, and thrust OFF for positions 
aft of that. The microswitch on the control was wired in such a manner a6 
to require both the thrust controller function and nuclear propulsion power 
switches to be selected before thrust could be obtained. 

(4) Vehicle Attitude Controller 

A three-axis side arm controller was provided for manual, right- 
hand, control of attitude about all three vehicle awes - yaw, pitch, and roll. 
This controller, an LTV development, is part of the right armrest as shcmn 
in Figure 12. It is configured so that the yaw and pitch pivots coincided 
with the wrist pivot of the pilot and the roll axis with his forearm axis 
through the wrist pivot. With this configuration manual control is possible 
under high vehicle acceleration. The controller is equipped with spring 
centering and a positive neutral detent, with full throw displacement of 
2 10 degrees, in each of the three axes. In addition, two thumb control trim 
knobs, pitch and yaw are provided on the hand grip. The function of the side 
controller varied with attitude control mode, Ute or Acceleration Caumand. 

(a) Rate Command - In the RATE c-and mode, displacements of the 
stick in each axir beyond lO$ (2 1 degree) of full throw produced angular rate 
commands proportional to stick displacement - zero at 2 lC$ up to 2 10 degrees, 
per second at full throw. The pitch and yaw trim knobs functioned only in 
the RATE command mode and provided bias signals, rate comman ds up to about 
+ 1.5 degrees per second proportional to knob displacement, for such purposes 
& compensating for engine misalignment moments about each of these awes without 
having to continually deflect the attitude control, 

(b) Acceleration Command - In the ACCRLERATION command mode the 
attitude controller provided direct control of the attitude reaction control 
jets, commanding the jets cn at the maximum acceleration level, + 5 degrees 
per second, in the appropriate direction for corresponding contrrl displacements 
greater than 25 per cent of full throw; and jets off, no acceleration, for 
lesser displacements. 
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FIGURE 12 CREW STATION SEAT AND VEHICLE ATTITUDE CONTROLLER 
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(5) RATE/ACcEtwATION Attitude Control Function Switch 

This alternate action puehbutton switch permitted Selection of the 
attitudecontrol mode, rate or acceleration command. The selected mode was 
indicated by illuminating the RATS (Top and white illuminated) or ACCELERATION 
(bottom and blue illuminated) halves of the switch display screen. 

(6) NUCLEAR PROPULSION Power Switch 

Arming of the nuclear propulsion system prior to thrusting was 
obtained by this alternate action switch, the display screen of the awitch 
being illuminated (white) when the system was armed. 

(7) THRUST Controller Function Switch 

This alternate action switch was provided for selecting and 
arming the vehicle thrust function for the left controller and for a visual 
indication of propulsion system operation, thrust on. Arming of the vehicle 
thrust control was indicated by a dimly lit (white) switch display screen, 
lighting only one of the four indicator lamps, the remaining three lamps being 
illuminated to produce a brighter (green) display screen when thrust was on. 
To provide greater flexibility in the simulation the thrust control microswitch 
and thrust controller function switch interlock was so arranged that the single 
lamps used for indicating thrust control armed would be lighted whenever either 
switch was actuated. Thrust could therefore be initiated (providing the nuclear 
propulsion system was armed) whenever both were actuated, regardless of sequence. 
This arrangement provided a means for possible evaluation of a pushbutton switch 
for on-off thrust control in comparison with the linear motion control. 

(8) START and STOP PROGRAM Switches 

START PROGRAM (computer to operate) and STOP PROGRAM (canputer 
to reset), of the simulation runs was commanded by these two holding coil 
switches with the appropriate switch display screens being illuminated (white) 
to indicate the start or stop program condition. The two switches were elec- 
trically interlocked such that actuation of either would release the holding 
coil of the other, thereby deactivating it. 

(9) VERTICAL, and HORIZONTAL PRESENTATION Switches 

These two alternate action switches were used to provide on- 
off control of the vertical and horizontal displays with the display screen 
of each switch being illuminated (white) when selected. 
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(10) Display Mode Switches 

Mode selection for both the vertical and horizontal display8 
was acccmplished by mean8 of the ATTITUDE and Cm ATTITUDE switches in the 
vertical display switch group. 

These holding coil switches were interlocked with each other 
such that actuation of one would deactivate the other. They were also inter- 
locked with the VEHTICAL and HCBIZONTAL PRESENTATION switches euch that the 
mode selection switches were non-functional unless either one of the present- 
ation SWitChe8 was on. The display screen in each of these 8WitChe8 in the 
vertical group w&8 illuminated (white) to indicated the selected display mode. 
In addition, the same display mode in the horizontal display switch group 
illuminated (white) though the horizontal display switches were non-functional 
in this simulation for simplicity in simulation setup. 

(ll) Task Loading Switches 

Ten pushbutton Switches were implemented for the task loading 
portion of the simulation - seven holding coil switches and three momentary 
action SWitChe8. Manual operation of these 8WitChe8 w&8 interconnected with 
a Caanputer logic program l13 provide a vehicle systems task loading to the 
pilot on both an operator query and automatic warning basis. 

(a) Operator Query - For operator query, functional only when no 
autanatic WsZning IndiCatiOn existed, the pilot could actuate the SYSTEM 
OPERATION switch, then select one of five systems by actuating the appropri- 
ate switch, and then actuate the STATUS-TREND switch to obtain the system 
status-trend display on the horizontal TV presentation. Each of these Seven 
switches contained a holding coil interlocked with the computer logic and 
stayed on and illuminated (white) subsequent to actuation and until the pilot 
responded properly to the displayed status-trend. 

The five functional system switches were ENVIRONMENT, COMMUNICATION, 
POWER,~~CEANDNAVIGATION,andNUCLEARPROPULSION. 

In conjunction with the particular status-trend which was displayed 
(twelve different combination8 being programmed by the computer on a random 
basis) there were three possible response action8 (only one being correct) 
which the pilot could make. (Figure 13) These were the actuation of one of 
three momentary Switches; ZERO, CAUTION (in effect extinguishing the original 
alerting signal) and ESCAPE. Incorrect action8 by the pilot produced no 
results other than for a data record. A correct action resulted in satisfying 
the computer logic with resultant clearing (turning off) of all associated 
8WitChe8 and the status-trend display. An exception occurred when escape was 
the correct response, actuation of that switch resulted in illuminating (red) 
the ESCAPE switch display screen and halting the computer. 

(b) Automatic Alert - Automatic warnings were indicated by the 
illumination (amber) of the CAUTION switch and half of the lamps in the aesoci- 
ated system switch by the computer program. For these cases the procedure 
followed by the pilot was similar to that used for an operator query except that 
it was not necessary to actuate the SYSTEM OPERATION switch, hi8 first action 
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being to actuate the switch for that Bystem associated with the WWning. 
A&.UatiOn Of the System switch resulted in the illumination Of the 
remaining lamps (white) for it8 display screen. Subsequent pilot actions 
were the s8me as for an operator query. 

(12) Miscellaneous Switches 

Three other switches were utilized in the crew station panel 
as indicator8 only (nonfunctional switches). These were the COMPUTER POWER, 
CISPLARETARY IRJJK!!l!IOR and EMTR CQlpNNICATIORS switches which were illuminated 
(white) at all times wh en 28 VDC power was 8Upplied to the gondola. 

2.3.3 Master Control Station 

The simulator operations were directed from the master control 
station, Figure 14. Included in this station were a control console, the 
Rorden vertical display generator console, and the data recording equipment. 
The control console contained the intercom system controls; a repeater display 
for the horizontal presentation; indicator lights for display mode, attitude 
mode, and engine on-off; and a number of simulation control switches. The 
Norden display generator console included a repeater displsy of the vertical 
presentation. 

2.3.4 Rybrid Computation Setup 

The hybrid, anslogiligital canputer arrangement, part of the LTV 
Simulation and Anslog Computation Facility, is shown in Figure 14. The 
primary computing tssks for the simulation were performed with an ASI- 
digital computer with associated analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog 
conversion. Analog computing equipment was utilized where necessary to supply 
8uch function8 as display and moving base drive signals. A schematic of the 
computer arrangement is shown in Figure 15. 

2.3.4.1 Rata Recording 

Recording of the required data WM accomplished with a digital line 
print&; a dual pen 30 x 30 inch plotter; and two six channel etrip chart 
recorders. !Che 30 x 30 inch plotter was used to record a three-dimensional 
trajectory plot. One pen plotted the projection of the trajectory into the 
nominal orbital plane, Xp vs Zp, where Xp coincided with the local radius 
vector at the nominal insertion, thrust termination, point. The other pen 
recorded the out-of-plane plot, Xp VB Zp, Yp being normal to the nominal 
orbital plane. A typical plot is shown in Figure 16. 

The strip chart recorders were used to record time histories of: 
attitude controller deflections in pitch, roll, and yaw; trim knob di8plBcement 
in pitch, roll, and yaw; task loading response tinres; and engine thrust 
initiation and termination. Rxamples of recorded data are shown in Figure 17. 
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FIGURE.16 THREE DIMENSIONAL TRAJECTORY PLOT 
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The digital line printer recorded 32 parameters on a time or function 
camnand buir. Tim based printoutrr were obtained at one minute Intervals 
during nonthrusting flight and at 20 6ecoti intervals while thrusting. In 
addition, fbnct10n c ammnded printouts occurred at eng%ne Ignition and 
termination and with computer reset, stop program Printoutr could also be 
rmLnuallyC amanded from the master control console. Format used is shown 
in figure 18, 

Rather details on recorded data are given in Section 2.5.2 
Measurements. 
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NOTE: TkRM “E-(NO.)” PLACES bEClMAL POINT. EXAMPLE - 077849 E-2 z 0778.49 

VENT, ’ 1: 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 
ELAPSED ORBITAL ALTITUDE ACTUAL FLIGHT PATH ORBITAL ORBITAL THRUST/MASS 

UE - TIME 
I 

TIME VELOCITY 
EN - FIRE 

1 1 ,~I,;P;I+ /HEADING (LONGITUDE I LATITUDE I RATIO I 

ENGINE 
iN - SHUTOFF 

ENGINE 
PT - END 

POINT 

AN -MANUALLY 
SELECTED 
PRINTOUT 

(FVT.) 
h/10 
(FT.) 

*H 
(DEG.) I 

y RP 
I 

z RD 
(DEG.) (DEG.) 

9. a 10. 11. 
CONTROL MODE PRESENT 
AND YAW 
DISPLAY MODE $3 

(DEG.) 

12. 
PRESENT 
PITCH 

03 
(DEG:) 

13. 
PRESENT 
ROLL 

;ba,G.) 

14. B 15.’ 16. 8 17.’ 18. 
YAW RATE PITCH RATE YAW 
COMMAND COMMAND COMMAND 

T/M 

19. 
PITCH H COMMAND 

fk 
(DEG.) 

20. 
YAW 

I I I I , I I 

21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 
PITCH YAW PITCH INTEGRATED INTEGRATED INTEGRATED VELOCITY I 

1 ERROR 1 ERROR 1 CORRECTION 1 CORRECTION 1 ABSOLUTE 1 ABSOLUTE 1 ABSOLUTE 1 CHANGE I 
TERM TERM 

*, 
(DEG.) 

0, 
(DEG.) (DEG.) (DEG.) 1 

32. 
ENERGY VELOCITY FLIGHT PATH 

EXPENDED EXP’ENDED ERROR CLEVATION 
ERROR 

‘UPPER TERM PRESENTED BEFORE PM OF Z/2/66; LOWER TERM THEREAFTER. 

SEE TABLE 5 FOR FURTHER DEFINITIONS. 

PRINTOUT IDENTlFtCATlON 

FIGURE 18 DIGITAL PRINTOUT FORMAT - FIRST EVALUATION 



2.4 

Twelve prospective subjects, LTV engineers and Eavy BuWeps per8onue1, 
were contacted on the basis of their known pilot experience. It was importaut 
In tNs study, because of the limited two week experimental period, to have a~ 
haaogeneaus a pilot population aa poeslble. 

Subjects were selected according to the fallawing criteria: 

2.4.1 Qualifications 

(a) Over loo0 hours jet aircrait experience (either single or 
multiple engine). 

(b) Over ten years tot&L aircraft experience. 

(c) Over 1500 total flight hours. 

These criteria were establlshed on the basis of the preliminary 
questionnaire sent prospective pilot candidates. 

2.4.2 Selection and Grouping 

It was possible to select a very homogeneous group of six subjects. 
Of the six, four were LTV engineers who were currently active In military 
reserve flight programs, and two were engineering flight test personnel 
assigned to the LTV Navy BuWepe Representative Office and cammissioned officers 
In the U. S. Eavy. 

Table 2 lists pertinent data on these pilots. The numbers appearing 
in this table are used for pilot identification in the remainder of this report. 

T-2 

SSMULATIOR PILOPS RXPERIEWCE ARD QUALIFICATICRS 

. 
Tot&L Years Totrl TOtAL 

Pilot Age Flight Jet Flight 
Experience Eoure Hours 

1 ii 15.5 1500 2500 

: 13.0 14.5 2ooo 1600 5!zz 
4 

2 

g 13.0 

20.0 13.5 

;gz 1800 

1700 22clo 3400 

&ants 36 14.9 1618 2567 
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Pllotr 1, 2, and 3, wre urigned to QToap I (dimp3.q gria of 
1.75:1). Pilot8 4, 5, and 6, were ariigned to Group II (variable airply 
gain of 8.75:1u.), with Subject8 5 and 6 perfoming their flnml block 
of fllghtr with a gain of 1:l. It 8hould be noted that the l 88ignment of 
8llbjeCt8 to -8 VII a rwprOCC88, th8 OllUM~tiOn Of 8objeCt8 
takixbgphce after@‘oUJ3 l 88MtUld rCheduliu& 

Ulthin Group I, Pilot8 2 and 3 wrc provided dIgItal Information 
on the Horirontal Dlrplq; Subject-~1 h8d 8nalog information only. Within 
Group I&Pilot8 4 and 5, hadanalog infoxmtlononly,Pilot 6 haddigital 
inionrtiOne8We~. Thi8 8libjCCt -8ivnt t0 @'o\qp8 18 L-i8ed in 
Table 3. 

TABIE 3 

l- CXUY 

DIGITAL 

DBPIAYGAIF I 

I Variable to 
I (1.75:l) II (8.75:1 MU.) I 

Pilot2 
Pilot3 I pilot6+, 

+scc Section 2.5.1.1 *Final block of 
run8 with a gain 
of 1:l 

2.4.3 Evaluative Subjectr 

A number of engineering rhakedom flight8 were mmde prior to the 
beginnIng of the formal experimental te8t period by the Iuw Group Super- 
viror . There fl&htr are do-ted in the FUght Log, and were conducted 
to e8tabli8h the CaplbiIMioM ai variable8 t0 be used with the 8imulatim 
rrubjectr. Experience and qmlificationr of the HAPS Superviror were equal 
or 8ugmidor to thorc of the tcrt population. 

In 8ddition, 8 certalnnWber of 8pccul8tlve run8 mrem8de after 
the e&al pcrlod by the program Simulation Engineer, in prepara*ion 
for the Second Evaluation. 
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2.5.1 Independent Variables 

The Fir8t Evaluation is cla6sed a8 a "Feaeibility Demonstration" in 
which the principsl objective is to show whether or not management of a given 
maneuver or missicm is possible under the control and di8pl6y setup used 
(Reference 6). The initisl rogram plan for the First Ev6luation (Reference 7) 
identified such independent 7 or aperimentsl) variable8 a8 the presence or 
absence of digital readouts and u8e of acceleration v& rate command in attitude 
control. Sanewhat later in the program (January 1965) it wa8 determined that 
display gain wa8 a worthwhile variable to investigate. The Display System 
Demonstrator provided by Norden Division of United AircreSt had tot6l error8 
in attitude caauand of one to three degrees, but the attitude profile had to 
be controlled to less than one degree error to provide an adequate insertion 
into cisplanetsry orbit. Thus the ability of the available me6ns of cli8pl~ 
of commnnded attitude wa6 marginal as far as control accuracy was involved 
and it was further considered that such display error8 were not unreasonable 
in an operational space vehicle attitude display. It was thereupon decided 
to incorporate gain ch6nge capability in the simulation. 

2.5.1.1 Gain Variable 

Three types of gain were set up initially: (the gain was identical 
for pitch, roll, yaw) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

GAIN 1.75:1: This was to be no gain change (or l:l), but an 
inadvertent miswrite of canpu%ion program reeulted in a 
constant gain of 1.75 to one, i.e., an error of 1 degree 
appeased an the displey as M error of 1.75 degrees. 

STEP GAIN: This was a step change in gain at attitude error8 
below 1 degree from 1:l to 5% !thiS changewas s\tperimpoSed 
over the 1:75 to 1 basic gain of the vertical display setup, 
so the gain was actuelly 8.75 to 1. 

VARIABLEGAIN: This was a linear gain change fran 1.75:1 
at 2 degrees error to 8.75:1 at 0.1 degree error. Gain was 
a constant 8.75:l frun 0.1 degree error to zero error* 

The implementation of these gain schemes is explained in Appendix I-A. 
From an operational standpoint, Step Gain was perceived by the pilot a6 a sudden 
increase in sensitivity of the vehicle to corrective attitude control system 
ilfputs when the displayed attitude error was nearly nullified. Variable gain 
was perceived as a gradual increase in such sensitivity. Both gain change 
methods produced M attitude c amnand display resembling a quickened display of 
error, though, the implementation was entirely different. 

During the last week of experimental runs the programing error which 
resulted in the overall 1.75:l gain was diSCOVered. It was decided, therefore, 
to test the last two pilots, 5 and 6, on a rectified 19 gain ontheir last 
merimental day. Thus GAIN (1:l) was the fourth, if belated, level of the 
GAIN independent VtWiEtbleS. 
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2.5.1.2 Digital Formation Variable 

The other principal experimental Variable in the pir8t Evaluation 
wa8 the preeence or rbrence of digital information a8 backup to the aualog 
pres'entationr of the vertical and horizontal di8p48. The following parameter8 
of iufomation were presented iu digitsl fora on the Roriaontal Diup4: 
(Figure 10). 

(1) TIM TO m: fn miuutes and reconds. 

in feet per SeCOhd 
in feet per 8eCOnd 

, difference between (P) and (R) in 
feet per second. 

(3) PITCH: PRESRRT - in degree6 aud tenth8 
in degree8 aud tenth8 

difference between (P) and (R) in degree8 
and tenth8 

and tenths 

in degree8 and tenth6 
in de ree8 and tenths 

f R) in degree6 

and tenth8 

in degree6 and tenth8 
in degree6 aud tenth8 

and (R) in degree6 

Only the first trr0 parameter8 appeared in ATTITUDE Mode; all appeared 
when the pilot selected Cm ATTITUDE Mode. 

The digital iufomation was generated with a character generator on 
a cathode ray tube (CRT), a8 explained in Appendix I-A, which image wa6 then 
transmitted by Closed-Circuit TV to the hori6ontal diSp4. The clarity of 
the digital display wa6 inferior because of CRT difficulties and interfered 
with effective use of the iuformation when ueed. 

2.5.1.3 Attitude Control Mode Variable 

The original experimental program plan called for cmparlson of two 
types of attitude control 6y8telll6. 

The first type being AC CGLERATIOR comnand in which actuation of the 
attitude controller produced a constant angular acceleration about the 8xi6 
comanded. Ibe longer the control was held on, the faeter the angular rate 
attained. The rotation imparted to the vehicle was cancelled by opposite 
deflection of the control for an equal period of time. 



!Che 8eCOnd type of control was RATR c-d, in Mch angular rate of 
rotation of tha VchiCle about any axis WI8 proportional to the amuut of 
attitude controller deflection. Release of the control automaticalJy damped the 
induced rate. Operational capabilities of the control mode8 are dercribed in 
Section 2.3.2, while implementation of the control ryrtem ia described in 
Appendix I-A, Section 2.2. 

In a 8erier of prelimimry shahe dam flights, tiichwere documented 
in the Plight Log, both -8 Of attitude Cnarrnd were evaluated. It wa8 QUiChly 
detemined that the vehicle wa8 virtually ummnageable when in ACCDIZRATIOD 
-d. Angular rate8 achieved, quickly reached the limit of scaling in the 
AS1 2100 digital cauputer, which thereupon halted. The subject felt that the 
mode "could be learned", but not without considerable practice time. !Che 
fact that the ACCElXRATICN ccamand mode ir considered to be an emergency form 
of control coupled with the stringent ti.m limitation8 of the Fir8t Dvaluatlon, 
caused the deletion of ACCELERA TIOH ccmsand frcm further consideration in the 
study. All 8ubsequent flight8 were made with RAIg camand. 

III the SW Set of pmlimimry flighta, the VEU-1OUS gain-change 
method8 were investigated, and Step Gain was al80 elimiuated. The 8Udden 
increase in sensitivity of the error 8ignal to the cnaarnd path was considered 
to be very disruptive, and to have no advautages over Variable Gain. It wa8 
thu8 decided to study only two gain change conditions: Gain1.75:1 tind 
Variable Gain. 

2.5.1.4 Initial Condition8 

A set of fifteen initial flight CW3itiOns were set up for this study. 
The pilot would find himself in auy one of theee fifteen conditions when he 
initiated a flight by pushing START PDGGRAM. The vehicle could be in the 
nominal plane, or out-of-plane to the left or to the right. The vehicle could 
be at the naninal altitude (300 nautical miles) or above or below this altitude. 
It could be in a circular or elliptical orbit, and if In au elliptic, be on 
the ascending or descending side of the apogee. Additionally, each initial 
condition was accompanied by an initial attitude, each being a random combin- 
ations of Pitch, roll and yaw. Table 4 lists there initial poeitional condition6 
and a de6CriptiOn of each Iran the standgmiut of the Subject. COuditiOn6 1, 2, 
and 3 were presented on the first, or familiarization day. On succeeding 
exgerinmntal days, all conditions except 1, the on-ncaxlnal-path condition, 
were presented. 

2.5.2 Mea8uraImlt8 

Principal performace data were obtained through the AS1 Digital 
Line Data Printer. Thi8 device printed Out pertinent SySttlp peI?fOrPlance data 
every 60 seconds starting 60 8eCOnd8 after initiation of each flight and every 
20 seconds after ignition. Special printout8 occurred at engine ignition and 
shutoff. These printout6 are identified on the data sheet8 a8 follows: 

TME: Time identification of printout (!BJE) 
FEN: Printout at moment of engine igui%~ (Fire RRgine) 
SW: Printout at moment of engine shutoff (Swtof~~ine) 
EPT: Printout at terminstiOu of run and computer reset @cd poiu,) 
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HO. 
- 

1. 

2. 

3. 
L 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

HcmiMl 

l2.5milerbClow 

12.5 rile8 bdOW 

12.5 ~ilC8 below 

12.5 mile8 above 
-.-- .-.--_- ̂- 
12.5 miles above 

12.5 ril+r above 

33.3 miler abm 

33.3 mile8 above 

33.3 IllilC8 abore 

33.3 rilC8 below 

33.3 mile8 beltnr 

33.3 mile8 below 

PLAHltRHLATMIpc 

In plane 

15.1-r right of plane 
____. --.-- 

15.1 aller left of plane 

IUplUW 
- _--__. 

15,lmiler right of plane 

15.1miler left of plane 

Inplane 
_ --- ---.-.. I- -..-. 
15.1 rile8 right of plane 

15.1miles left of plane 

Inplane 

15.1 ail08 right of plane 

15.1milcr left of plaae 

In plane 

15.1 rile8 right of plme 

15.1 rila8 left of plane 

Sam a8 ncminal - circular 
orbit. 

Elliptical orbit - clinib- 
ingtowardminorti. 

Elliptical orbit - de8cenda 
ingtowardminor8xir. 

Elliptical orbit - cl%&- 
ing toward apogee. 

Elliptical orbit - 
d&scen~ toward 
perigee. 

With respect to Bminal 

TABLE4- nITIALmiIcIEcwrr1oEs 



The data reported inthir do-t are derivedfrcaEPTor 8Elll 
denoted printout& 

The ry8tem perfomauce PC Vt8 proce88ed through the digital 
computer are lirted and defined %u Table 5, whllo Figwe 18 dewriber the * 
pri?ltoutformaL 

In addition to digital printout informtlou, 8cveral 6n8log ch8nnel8 
in the 8imalation were recorded for reference on a Bru8h 08cillograPh a8 
folJ.ow8: 

Controller deflection--pitch 
Controller deflection--roll 

1 Controller deflection--yaw 
I Trim knob displacement--pitch 
1 Trimknob dirrplacement--yaw 
' !h8k loading rMpc'Zl8e time6 
1 Engine Thrud, On-Off 

These data were not reduced during the Firrt Evaluation. 

It wa8 planned to u8e au X-Y plotter to record the flight path trace 
during each nm, but in practice it wa6 found that the rerulting plot8 were 
not sufficiently informative to jurtie further data recording with the plotter. 
It was thtretkfter Used a8 a flight progresr di8plw by the %St Conductor. A 
typical flight is presented in Figure 16. 

2.5.3 pilot que6tiomaire 

All simulation pilots were given a 8hOI% que8tionnaire to amwer 
upon COIQletiOn of their flight8 in the rimulator. me que8tionnaire ~68 
similar to the form used for pilot report8 on test aircraft. A few of the 
item6 on the form were Short-Ir, but most were rating qtirtlons, i.e., 
a psrticular feature of the cockpit wa8 to be graded on a three-point scale. 
Generally, M approving or pos:t:ve rating ~66 to be “3”, a neutral reaction " l, 2 , end en unfavorable grade 1 . The queetioxumire with pilot responses 18 
enclosed as Appendix I-8. 

Pilot6 C o6ment8 made in the course of experimental run6 or at other 
times were recorded in the Simulation Flight Log which Is dercrlbed in Section 
2.5.6. 

2.5.4 Pretraininq 

All 81x pilot8 nre'iutervieued, ten day8 before the rtart of the 
experimental runl, for final aaXptaWe as 8ubjectr. At that time, a 8pecially 
prepared Pilot &&book (Reference 8) w given to them for rtudy. Content8 
of the Pilot Handbook included: 

(1) Introductory iufomation on the progrsl. 

(2) M&ul&ed vehicle characteristicr, a descriptiowof the vehicle*8 
prOpul8iOn and reaction Control 8y8teB6, the two mode8 Of attitude control, end 
related materiel. 
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PARAWTER SIMBOL DEFIHI!CIO3 PERFO- mPLI~TI0N 

l.ELAPSEDTJXE t Tim iron iuitlation. Locate8 other paramterr 
in tin8 hirtory of 
flights. 

2. ORBITAL 
VEmITY 

Inertial velocity V re8titalIt. 

3.AM!I!J!UDE 
k 

Vehicle height relative Computation term. 
to surface of the earth. 

4. FLIGRT PA!IH 
Y 

Angle between vehicle Should be zero at 
ELEVATION path and muhal in injection 

nomiu6lplulc. 

5.FLIGmPAm 
P u 

Angle between vehicle Should be zero at 
mADIm path and nminal iu injection. 

local horizontal plane. 

6. ORBITAL Central angle between At injection, expresses 
rLlmxmE CD 44P vehicle poritiou and under or overahoot 

noainal pO8itiOn in po8ition. Should be 
nanizmlplane. zero. 

7. ORBITAL 
49 

Central angle between At injection, ucpresses 
ummDE RD vehicle position aud out-of-plane position. 

nomlnd pO8itiOu in Should be zero. 
planenomaltonoa&ml. 

8. THRBT-TO- r/r;t Increasing ratio due to Copaputatlon terPL 
MASS RATIO reduction in fuel nms6 

during thrwtingperiod. 

9. ComROL BmE 

LO. DISPL4Y MODE 

Status Term: Single sum terPl define8 
OOOOO = Acceleration both rode relections. 

Mode 
OOOOl= Rate&de 

status Tenu: 
0000 = Attitude 
0001 = md Attitude 

ll. mEsEHT YAW P 3 
Euler aagle, relative to Canputation term. 
local vertical axe8. 

l2.Pm3mTPrrCH 8s Euler tingle, relative to Computation term. 
1OCti Vertical ud6. 

SmLlof3 

4-O 



Yaw attitude c-d. Ideally, valuer follow 

to zero for upt 

ERRORYAW a mea8ure of 

zero;amu8ure of 

TAB= 5 DRE'IHITIORS -DIGI!ZAT,PRIEKWTPE-CEw- sm. 
FIRST EV~OH 

2 of 3 
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RRROR ROIL, 

27. lXUXITI 

aversge absolute error 
to establish Control 

average abrolute error 
t0 eStabli8h Control 

ence between Overell pilot perfo-cc 

Reference ir 300 R. M. Pitchprofilenranagement 

Fitch angular acceler- 
ACCELERATION ation contribution from 

engine misalignment. 

35. TAbi Yaw angular contribution Computation km. 
AC-TIOR from engine misalignment, .- -- 



(3) Flight plan, in which the cisplanetary injection maneuver was 
described, and the general tasks to be performed were indicated. Also, the 
display setup uaa placed in its historical context and described. 

(4) Panel Description, a functional item-by-item description of all 
displays and controls in the cockpit. 

(5) Flight management procedures, a task description and check list 
detailing what was to be done during a simulator run. 

(6) System management procedures, 
monitoring (task loading) job. 

a task description of the systems 

Subjects were encouraged to contact theBrogramQffice if questions 
arose while they were studying the Pilot Handbook. 

All subjects were aware of the fact that some of their number would 
have digital information and others would not (the,task descriptions had 
branching instructions for both groups). None were aware that gain of the 
vertical display error presentation was a variable in the study. 

The first dsy for each subject was designated as the ..Fsmiliarization 
Day, and is so recorded in the Flight Log. The subject reported for his 
experimental period at either 8:30 a.m. or 1:OC p.m. The main points in the 
Pilot Handbook were covered in a short briefing conducted with the mockup of the 
crew station. (Figures 19 and 26.) The pilot was given a few ground ties for 
correcting attitude error while in the extreme pitchdown posture which charsc- 
terized this simulation toward the end of each run. 
later.) 

(These will be covered 
The pilot was then taken to the MAFS and seated in the moving base 

gondola. There he was briefed on flight procedures by the Simulation Engineer 
and given safety instructions in case a malfunction occurred while the moving 
base was connected to the computer facility. 

The first one or two flights were conducted in automatic attitude 
mode. The attitude profile was msnsged by the computer, the only pilot tasks 
being to initiate and terminate thrust, and monitor the system status displays. 
An out-of-plane initial condition was progrannned to petit the pilot to observe 
both the pitch profile and the yaw profile he would be managing. At the same 
time, he could without much interference, learn to respond appropriately to the 
systems warning and parameter lights, and read the system Status-Trend present- 
ation on the Horizontal Display. 

Following the automatic attitude control runs, the pilot was given 
manual control. The first three manual runs were conducted with the systems 
monitoring task disconnected, to enable the pilot to devote full time to 
flight management. The first four initisl conditions were used for these 
familiarization runs. The pilot was "talked through" his early flights by 
the Test Conductor. It was emphasized that the subject should not attempt to 
control more than one axis at a time until he was accustomed to the control 
characteristics of the vehicle and he was encoursged to explore. It was pointed 
out that roll should be nulled first, then heading, and finally pitch, 
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FIGURE 20 CREW STATION MOCKUP DISPLAY PANEL 



unless the vehicle was in an extreme pitchdown position (greater than 20 
degrees) in which case, yaw should be nulled first, or brought as close to null 
as possible, followed by pitch and finally roll. At extreme pitch angles, roll 
and yaw interacted, which led to,large and divergent errors in attitude, unless 
prompt and correct action was taken by the pilot. 

Cues for ignition and shutdown were counted down by the Test Conductor, 
to assure correct pilot interpretation of these display indications. 

At the end of the first day of testing, all pilots appeared to have 
mastered the rudiments of the flight task, and were transitioned to the 
experimental sequence. 

2.5.5 Experimental Procedure 

All experimental flights (flights after the first, familiarization 
day) were conducted in the same manner. 

The pilot was asked whether he was ready to go. At the same time, 
the MAFS Safety Engineer signified the readiness of the simulator. The pilot 
was then directed to select START PROGRAM at will. 

Selecting START PROGRAM made the simulator responsive to pilot con- 
trol inputs, since this switch enabled the computer. The pilot established a 
null orientation to local horizontal and the vehicle's orbital path vector. 
Then, upon request from the Test Conductor, he made an estimate of his position 
with respect to the naninal path depicted on the Vertical and on the Horizontal 
Display. He would report being on, above, or below the naninalprW, and/or 
to the right or to the left of that path. The Test Conductor provided feedback, 
and additional information on orbital shape and position if the initial con- 
dition was Number 4 through Number 15. For this group of conditions, the pilot 
was told that he was in an elliptical orbit, and either ascending or descending. 
This information was required by the pilot to interpret his initial pitch can- 
mand, since the first flight objective during thrust was to cancel this negative 
or positive vertical velocity in such a way that ncminal altitude was attained. 
This nulling of vertical velocity was accanplished by a modified (as compared 
to naninal) pitch profile. 

Approximately three minutes after flight initiation, the pilot Was 
requested to select CC&WAND ATTITUDE Mode and to establish the initial attitude 
indicated. As the subject selected CWMAND ATTITUDE Mode the Nominal path 
depiction of the Vertical Display was replaced by a Command Path which the 
pilot flew to, i.e., errors in attitude were shown by the amount of deviation 
of the path tip from the center of the screen (null point). The pilot steered 
the center of the display-screen (nose of the vehicle) to the path tip. Local 
velocity was shown on this cornnan d path, as it was on the naninal path, by 
tar strip motion. 

The Horizontal Display in CU4MAND ATTITUDE Mode retained the Ncaninal 
path, but added a path heading required line emanating from the vehicle symbol, 
as well as ignition and shutoff lines on the nominal path trace. If the pilot 
was in the digital information group, the ATTITUDE Mode readout of TIME TO 
NVENT and PRESENi! VNLCCITY were supplemented by Required and Change Needed 
serdouts of velocity, and attitude information (present (P), required (R) and 
change (C) needed, for pitch, yaw, and roll). 
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During this period the pilot responded to the vehicle subsystem 
monitoring task. He was instructed to treat this task as secondary, though 
important. He was not to drop a primary task, such as ignition, for the secon-- 
dary task. However, because of ingrained past training sag pilots continued 
to respond to the red warning light as a primary task. To correct this, an 
amber CAUTIOlV alerting display was substituted for the original red WARNING 
after the first few days of testing. 

A minute and a half before ignition, the subject was asked to arm 
the thrust control by selecting EUCLEAR PROPULSION and THRUST on the console. 

The Test Conductor observed the countdown for ignition on the monitor 
and the ignition input by the subject (by means of a light indicator on the 
Test Conductor's Console) and informed the pilot how well he had responded 
to the ignition cue. 

Communication during thrust was kept to a minimum. Any interchange 
made was initiated by the pilot. Little or no coaching of the subject by the 
Test Conductor or Simulation Engineer occurred during this phase of the flight. 
Where c cmmunication did occur it was documented in the Flight Log. 

After thruster shutoff, the pilot was asked to select STOP PROGRAM 
(which reset the canputer), to disarm the thurster control, and to select 
ATTITUDE MODE on the displays, thereby preparing the crew station for the 
next flight. 

The Test Conductor reported flight path heading, elevation angle, 
velocity error, and average absolute errors in all three axes to the subjects 
after each run. This information was read off the AS1 printout record made 
at the instant of shutoff. (SEN). His performance was critiqued, and he was 
told to prepare for the next flight. 

The Test Conductor then instructed ccmputer personnel in attendance 
which initial condition and task loading tapes were to be used next. 

Each flight required fifteen minutes, with about two minutes between 
flights. 

Upon completion of the formal testing period each subject was given 
the Pilot's Questionnaire to complete within 24 hours. Results of this ques- 
tionnaire are given in Section 2.6.3 and Appendix I-B. 

2.5.6 Simulation Flight Log 

During the ~erimental and evaluative flights, a flight log was 
maintained of initial conditions, simulation operation, and comments between 
the Pilot and the Test Conductor. 
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In this log, the first column indicated the flight number. This 
number corresponded to that given to the same flight on the digital printouts, 
snd the nmber assigned that flight in the raw data tables in the RESULTS 
portion of this report, Section 2.6. 

The second column listed the initial condition for the flight. 
These Initial Condition numbers are the same as those listed in Table 4. 

The third column contained the pilot's interpretation of these initial 
conditions. If he correctly identified the condition, i.e., placed the vehicle 
&i$s correct relation to the nominal path, then the entry in the column is 

givL. 
Where the pilot's interpretation was faulty, his interpretation was 

Notes made on the simulation, including the experimental conditions 
set up were shown in the fourth column. Any malfunctions which occurred, 
change in simulation mechanization, etc., were noted in this column. 

Finally, the canments made by the pilot during and after each run 
were recorded in the last column. Explanatory material and Test Conductor 
coarments were in parentheses. 
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2.6 RESULTS 

2.6.1 Injection Point Data Analysis 

Of the printout data identified in Table 5, only certain flight 
injection point items are relevant for evaluating system performance. These 
injection point parameters sre further defined in Figure 21.which also presents 
their spatial relationships. Median scores achieved for these parameters are 
given in Table 6. Each of these measures was derived in the following manner: 

(1) Scores for each experimental run were transcribed fran the AS1 
printout records onto (subject) x (run) matrices, one matrix for each measure. 

(2) On each matrix, the scores were swmned over the flights for 
each subject, and the mean, standard deviation, end median computed. 

Medians (score above or below which fifty percent of the scores fall 
in value) are the basic data for analysis rather than means, because many of 
the sample distributions were markedly skew (i.e., non-normal) as can be seen 
in Table 7. Skew in these cases were produced by a score or two of the set of 
scores for a subject being atypical. The subject misinterpreted an initial 
condition, temporarily reversed responses to the ccmnnsnd display, or made saue 
other error. In view of the small number of scores for a given measure, median 
data, a statistic unaffected by extreme cases in the set of scores, appears to 
be most descriptive of performance. 

The injection point data given in Table 7 are detailed in a series of 
eleven histograms I in which median data per subject are shown for each parameter. 
In the case of in-plane yaw average error and yaw control energy expended, mean 
data are substituted for median, since the number of observations was less than 
four. "In-plane yaw" means an in-plane initial condition for that run. 

In the following histograms each bar represents the performance of a 
particular subject tested under specific group conditions as assigned in 
Section 2.4.2. These conditions are restated as follows: 

I-A Group I, with Analog information only. 
(Gain 1.75:1) 

I-AD Grow I, with Analog and Digital backup information. 
(Gain 1.75:l) 

II-A Group II, with Analog information only. 
(Linear gain change fram 8.75:l to 1.75:l for 
errors of 0.1 to 2.0 degrees). 

II-AD Group II, with Analog and Digital backup information. 
.&Linear gain change from 8.75:l to 1.75:l for 
errors of 0.1 to 2.0 degrees.) 

II-A(l:l) Group II, with Analog information only. 
(True 1:l). 

II-AD(l:l) Group II, with Anslog and Digital backup information. 
(True 1:l) 

Specific ccPmnents on the data contained in each histogram appear in 
the explanatory text that acccmpanies each figure. 
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INJECTION POINT 

\I 

AVERAGE ABSOLUTE 
ERROR 

CONTROL ENERGY 
EXPENDED (TOTAL) 

TERMINAL VELOCITY 
ERROR 

ALTITUDE ERROR 

LONGITUDINAL ERROR 
@ dDS 

LATITUDINAL ERROR 

0 RDS 

ELEVATION ERROR 
cYS 

FLIGHT PATH 
HEADING ERROR 

+‘Hs 

A MEASURE OF CONTROL STABILITY. THE INSTANTANEOUS ABSOLUTE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMMAND AND ACTUAL ATTITUDE FOR EACH 
AXIS OF ROTATION IS SUMMED OVER THE THRUST PERIOD AND DIVIDED 
BY THE TIME TO ARRIVE AT AN AVERAGE ERROR ESTIMATE. 

A MEASURE ANALOGOUS TO FUEL CONSUMPTION. THE INSTANTANEOUS 
ANGULAR VELOCITY FOR EACH OF THE THREE AXIS OF ROTATION IS 
SUMMED OVER THE THRUST PERIOD. 
ENGINE SHUTOFF VEHICLE VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO THE NOMINAL 
42,000 FEET PER SECOND (ABSOLUTE VALUES). 

ENGINE SHUTOFF VEHICLE ALTITUDE WITH RESPECT TO NOMINAL 
1,800,OOO FEET ALTITUDE (ABSOLUTE VALUES). 

ENGINE SHUTOFF POINT POSITIONAL ERROR ALONG PATH MEASURED 
AS ORBITAL LONGITUDE; CENTRAL ANGLE IN NOMINAL ORBIT PLANE; 
INJECTION POINT IS CONSIDERED AS ZERO (ABSOLUTE VALUES). 

ENGINE SHUTOFF POINT POSITIONAL ERROR OFF PATH MEASURED AS 
ORBITAL LATITUDE; CENTRAL ANGLE NORMAL TO NOMINAL ORBIT 
PLANE; INJECTION POINT CONSIDERED AS ZERO (ABSOLUTE VALUES). 

ANGLE BETWEEN THENOMINAL FLIGHT PATHANDTHEACTUAL VEHICLE 
PATH IN THE NOMINAL ORBIT PLANE AT ENGINE SHUTOFF (ABSOLUTE 
VALUES). 

ANGLE BETWEENTHENOMINAL FLIGHT PATHANDTHEACTUAL PATHIN 
THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE NOMINAL ORBIT PLANE AT ENGINE SHUTOFF 
(ABSOLUTE VALUES). 

FIGURE 21 DEFINITION OF FLIGHT INJECTION POINT 



DISPLAYGAIH DISPIATGJUII 
'ImRE HEAs= 1.?5:1 and 8.75:1 1:l 

om.) (MAX.) WIN. I OtAx.). 

AVER&B ABSOLUTE ERRCB 

22 

zi 

zm- h3ree6) z:$g ::$;; ;:g ;:ik& 

YAW-cm-OF-PuNE 0.830 2.038 1.218 1.~~7 
1.085 1.599 0.925 1.281 

CONTROL ENERGY 
(mxJLnR vEIacrn)rn 

2 YAW-IN-PLANE PITCE (Percent) 27.2 17.7 43.7 35.0 26.4 23.1 26.5 24.9 
26 YAW-OUT-OF-PLANE 23.7 

3F3-6' . '249 . 
25.4 

27 ROLL 3.1 4.2 

VET.aOCITY ERROR 

28 ABSOLUTE (Feet per sec.) 1.5 
28 ACTUAL -0.2 

2::: 4.2 4.9 
-0.6 2.9 

ALTITUDEERROR 

z 
ABSOLWE (F-t) 9; 259 
ACZCUAL -259 -S2' -g 

IOlW3ITUDINAL ERROR 

30 t &me6 of Central Angle) 0.007 0.037 0.015 0.017 
Equiv. Nautical Wle#) 0.464 2.450 0.993 1.126 

FLIGHT PA!l!HEEADIl&ERROR 

31 (Degreea) 0.002 0.015 0.003 0.007 

FLIGEITPATHEIZPATIOHERROR 

32 (Degrees) 0.001 0.009 0.002 0.004 

TABIE 6 SW c@’ neDIAN SCORES - F-T EVAIUATION 
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COUTROL EUEUI EIPsslJm vF.mITI FmOR Nm¶JI 
IAU PIXEI 

ROLL AwoLIm ACllRL ABSOURZ 
C-S) (Fp6) m. ) 

t 

571.7 524.8 584.3 87.0 

;“i” 1 (DK) p.m.) 1 (an.) 

-269.8 O.lso 
(192.2) (0.230) 

t1;:Fj 0.013 

-259 0.037 2.45 

-108.3 0.040 
'y&l . 

2.65 
59.6 

0.057 
4.36 $.$I . 'p3$2' 

-78.9 0.036 2.38 
(til.4) $.z:' 
-w * 

TABLE 7 INJECTION' CONDITIONS - ACROSS TRIALS - FIRST EVALUATION 



Figure 22 - -kdian Pitch Average Absolute Error 

Thlr figure show8 all subject8 with rcrpect to the amount of average 
error between the c cmuumded pitch attitude aud achieved pitch attitude during 
the thrust portion of the flights. For example, Subject No. lmaintained a 
median average error in pitch of 0.824 degree8 during; all hi8 experiacntal rum. 
Note that mart of the subjects controlled with au average error of lesr than one 
degree. There uere no noticeable difference in performme attributable to 
experimental conditions. A8 will be Been in the queetionnaire an8wer8, 8UbjeCt8 
u8ed the vertical analog dieplay almoet exclusively. Performmce differences here 
were most likely the result of individual 8kill level8 and motivation. Subjects 
5 and 6 working under the 1:l gain coudition~had the be8t performance 8core8 
for many parameterr. Thir is attributable to learning and to -roved operation 
of the analog ccamand dirrplay, rime several electro-m8chaulcal 8ervo8 were 
replaced by an all-electronic CIrCait for these 1:l 17~18 (8ee Appendix-LA).It 
might be tentatively said that these rrubjecte 8core8 am reprerentative of the 
best obtainable with thi8 particular version of the Space Analog for theee 
8core8 were obtained under near-perfect simulator operating condition8. 

Figure 23 - Median Yaw Average Abeolute Error 

Roth median average error for those flight8 in which the vehicle wa8 
initially In-plane (and thus no yaw attitude profile wa8 required, other than 
null heading) and those run8 begun Out-Of-plane 8rc ShCrm on this hi8tOgraDL 
Hate that in all ca8es except Pilot 3, error for the out-of-plane fYghts 
exceed that for in-plane. Ihie is because no yaw profile was ccmmau ded in an 
in-plane maneuver, and no yaw rate had to be set up. The pilot simply prevented 
any error in heading fran creeping in as he went through hi8 pitch profile. 
Thereforo, this performance difference in In-plane vs. out-of-plane average 
error in yaw is not surprising. Yaw average error tend8 to be greater than pitch 
error overall. No disltinct differences among experimental conditions appear in 
this plot. The higher error for yaw than for pitch suggests that the Vertical 
Display did not present yaw error as well a8 pitch error. The principal cue 
for yaw error was the "bending" of the path. With a slight ammut of roll 
error, it was possible to fly the vanish point of the c cmand path at the 
center of the screen with a fair amomt of yaw error, unless the "bending" of 
the path waa noted and corrected by a ccmbined roll and yaw attitude control 
input. 

Figure 24 - Median Roll Average Absolute Error 

The high error scores 8hOwn here are not particularly significant 
as far as fU ht management is concerned. 

k 
k8t of the subject8 (Ice Questlon- 

naire result8 ccvsplained that the roll error cue was difficult to dircern 
after the horizon disappeared during the pitch-down profile. The effect of a 
more or less conetaut roll error was slightly coupled pitch aml yaw indications. 
That is, a correction In pitch affected the amount of yaw error depicted, and 
vice-versa. The subjects were allowing an error in roll (command roll wa8 alwaya 
zero in this flight) to remain during much of the thrust period. Thir inter- 
pretation of the data is reinforced by Figure &, Median RollEnergy 
Expended. None of the 8UbjeCtS ured more than 9 per ceut of their available 
roll capability. 
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SUBJECTS (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (5) (6). 
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(l:!, (1:l) 

FIGURE 22. MEDIAN PITCH AVERAGE ABSOLUTE ERROR - FIRST EVALUATION 

SUBJECTS 
GROUP 

.(l) (2 (3) ’ (4) (5) (6) (5) 
I-A I-AD I-AD II-A II-A II-AD II-A II-AD 

(1:l) (1:l) 

FIGURE 23 MEDlhN YAW AVERAGE ABSOLUTE ERROR’ - FIRST EVALUATION 



Percentage f-8 for the next three hl8togram8 (Figurer 25, 26, and 
27 were calculated in the few muter: 

Pitch $ = looA@, 
5 Ate 

where:Atg= BurntIme. 

Yaw $ = mars, 
5 At8 

a=$ = lOOA% 

5 At, 

AysB= Pitch anguhw 
mlocity expended. 

AksB=Yaw sng~lrr 
velocity vded. 

Ap,g Roll angular 
velocity expended. 

for the purposes of thir ccqutationJ% was arrived at by taking 
the lpcau burn time for all initial condition8 a8 ncuured under automatic 
attitude control. 

At,,= 453.46 eecond8 

SDAt*= 5.ll 8econda 

Ehxinupa OperatiOti CqPability (5 kg) 18, of cOur8C, the 8llpIc for 
all three axe8 in this simulated vehicle. @he amount of velocity expended if 
the reaction control eyetern were on 8ll duriug the thru8t period.) 

Figun 25 - Median PitchEnergy Expended 

Hote that them were little if auy differences among median energy 
expenditure8 for the subjectr, regardlees of condifion. pilotl,by hi8 own 
admi88ion, wa8 aaaeuhat heavy-handed on the attitude COntrOller, u8ing a 
number of "baug-bsng" control Input8 where a single bput would have sufficed. 

Figure26- Percent Median Yaw Enemy Expended, 

Rather surpriein@y, the differences between the in-plane runa and 
the run8 which 8t8rted out-of-plane Beau in Figure 23 for average ab8OlUte error 
are not evident here. It took a13 much yav energy to stay in-plane a8 It did to 
go through a yaw profile to get into the ncmin&L plane, yet the pilot8 did not 
control to u close an accuracy when out-of-plaue. Apparently, they had more 
chance for error in the out-of-plane ca8e. 

Figure27- Percent Roll .mrKv Eixpendea 

Hate the very low energy arpsnditure for all 8UbjeCt8, snd ccqprre 
this with the high average roll error shorn In Y%gure 24. Subject8 were 
pexmltting a high roll error to remain without l ttamrpting to correct. 
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SUBJECTS (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (5) 
GROUP I-A I-AD I-AD II-A II-A II-AD II-A 

(1:l) 

FIGURE 25 MEDIAN PITCH ENERGY EXPENDED - FIRST EVALUATION 

(6) 
II-AD 
(1:l) 

SI 
GROUP LA LAD I-AD II-A II-A ;I -AD iI-A II-AD 

(1:l) (1:l) 

FIGURE 26 MEDIAN YAW ENERGY EXPENDED - FIRST EVALUATION 

s:? 

GROUP’ i-A I-AD I-AD II-A iLA illAD ‘-’ II-A ‘-’ II-AD 
(1:l) (1:l) 

FIGURE 27 MEDIAN ROLL ENERGY EXPENDED - FIRST EVALUATION 



PQtlrc 28 - Ikdian Veloaity Error at Injection 

Both actua3. (algebraic am of positive and negative mluea) urd 
absolute (negative value8 converted to positive and totalled) median8 are given 
001 this plot. It ahould be noted that very little chmge in median valuer occur6 
when abaolute value8 are aubatituted for actual val\sca. Subject6 showed a fenden- 
cy to termin6te at a velocity in exceaa of nominal 42,000 f&a. Subject 1po. 4 and 
Subject No. 5 rrperatlng In the 1:l condition were contruy to thia trend with 
alight neg6tive (slow) aPcdian 6COlW6. 

2hia overahoot tendency c6n be explained by aaauming either a l&e 
reaponae to thruater shutoff cue or by a allghtly positive pitch error at 
ahutoff, or by a cmblmtion of both. Pilot Ho. 2'6 velocity error is twice 
or more aa large a6 any of the other subjects. Thia inditidurl miaaed the ahut- 
off cue aever6l tima because he ~66 mtchlng the horizontal di6pl.z~~ digital 
readouttiatcr countdown. He friledtotmuaitlonto the vertical azmlogdiaplsy 
of the cue quickly enough to respond In tim6 to the diaappearsnce of the 
crund velocity mrkera. -A lead term in this cue ~66 Incorporated, 0.5 6econda, 
to coapenaate for subject Latency (see diacuaaion in Appendix I-A, Section 
2.5.2.2). However, reaponae time to the termination cue (At&) for the varloua 
subjects varied between 0.57 and 3 aeconda, with a me6n of about 1 second and 
therefore 0.5 l econda late, considering the lesd term inserted. Lag in reaponae 
ia probably reapOn6lble for the positive error in velocity. The need for a 6mre 
poaitztve thrust termination cue ia indicated by this finding. Such a conclu- 
61011 3.6 supported by the reaulta of the queatlontmire, diacuaaed in Section 
2.6.3. 

Figure 29 - Medlul Altitude Error at Injection 

This hiatograpl shows how well the subjects Plsintained the nominal 
altitude of 300 nautical mile6 at thrust tellpination. Again Pilot 2 haa a high 
error, bu.t Subject 5 approaches him. The actud acorea reflect a tendency (ex- 
cept for Pilot 6) to finish a thrust period below the nomirml altitude. Thus, 
if these fin-8 are coeibined with those aha the preceding plot, subjects 
tendedt0 termlnatethruatlou andfaattith reapectto the nolniaalflightpath. 
Thia auggeata that the pitrpmfUirror 6my have been poaitlve, or have a 
positive tendency for moat pUot8, that 16, they pitched down more than the 
cctmmnd indicated, but they tcr&rmted l&e, with respect to ncmin6l. 'Phi8 
finding la supported by the differential longitude data (A@crP*) which 
showed thrt aubjecta tended to have negative differential longitude require- 
ment to reach 42,000 fpa i.e., they exceeded the velocity req uimmentatthc 
thruat term.tmtion point. 
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> 
FIGURE 28 MEDIAN VELOCITY ERROR AT INJECTION - FIRST EVALUATION 

FIGURE 29 MEDIAN ALTITUDE ERROR AT INJECTION - FIRST EVALUATION 



Ngure Tjb- Madlan Longitudinal Error at Injection 

These data were derived In the following PLrmcr: 

where: @RPs = Longitude at thrust termination. 

QRPF = Longitude at thrust initiation. 

53 = Vehicle velocity at termination. 
. 

f S 
= Altitude at termination + 20,926,080 feet 

(termination radius). 

57.3 = Conversion factor from radians 

The measure giver the amount of central angle inlongitude that muit 
be traversed at the thrust termination velocity to rehch 42,000 f&a, the nominal 
Injection velocity. There were no significant differences asmug experimental 
conditions. Median latitude error at thruat temiuation,@R 
zero for all subjects. Pilots wem within 2.001 deg(central 

, was eaaentially 
b) e of being in 

plane when thrust temiuation occurred. 

On this histogram 0.01 degree equals 0.6622 nautical mllea. 

Figure 31 - lkl.ian Flight Path.Heading Angle Error at Injection 

These data should be considered with Median Flight Path Elevation 
Error which is shown in Figure 38. These two parmeters reflect the "air&$ 
accuracy of the pilots at thrust termination. Median error (deviation frm 
nominal heading) was never mare than 0.015 degrees, or leas than a minute of 
arc, well within requirements for orbital injection. 

Figure 3Q - Median Flight Path Elevation Awle Error 

Median error (deviation fros! n-al path elevation) ma never more 
than 0.009, or half a minute of arc. 

The above two quantities reflect control accuracy, especially during 
the temiualthruatatage. 
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2.5 

SUBJECTS (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
GROUP I-A I-AD I-AD II-A f’ AD II-A - ::)A if) AD 

(171) (11) 
FIGURE 30 MEDIAN LONGITUDINAL ERROR AT INJECTION _ FIRST EVALUATION 
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SUBJECTS (1) 
GROUP I-A I-AD I-AD II-A II-A II-AD II-A I-l-AD 

(1:l) (1:l) 
FIGURE 31 MEDIAN FLIGHT PATH HEADING ERROR AT INJECTION - FIRST EVALUATION - 

0.020 

0.015 

0.005 

$ SUBJECTS (1) (2) (3) -(4j (5) (6j 
GROUP l-A I-AD I-AD II-A II-A II-AD II-A II-AD 

(1:l) (1:J) 

FIGURE 32 MEDIAN FLIGHT PATH ELEVATION ERROR AT INJECTION - FIRST EVALUATION 
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2.6.2 Mann-Whitney "U" Test 

The large amount of variance in the data, the skewed distributions, 
and the low number of trials run in the experimental period make any use of 
parametric tests of significance questionable. Consequently, the median data 
were converted into ranks across experimental conditions for each performance 
measure, so that a non-parametric test of significance, the Mann-Whitney 'vu,, 
test for 2 Independent Samples, could be applied to the data. Two such tests 
were run on each performance measure; one test between Display conditions 
(Analog vs. Analog plus Digital information) and the other test between 
display gain conditions (Gain 1.75:l vs. Variable Gain). The 1:l gain con- 
dition was not tested, because there were insufficient data for any meaningful 
comparison. 

In the Mann-Whitney Test (Reference 9) scores which achieve at 
least ordinal level of measurement are converted into ranks, retaining group 
identity in the conversion. One of the two groups is arbitrarily selected as 
the group of interest. Then a count is made of the number of times that a 
score, in the rank order, which comes from the other group, precedes a score 
from the group of interest. This number, the statistic "U", will be around 
a half or more of the total number of scores in the ranking because the scores 
frcm the two groups will be intermixed in the rank order. But "bunching' of 
scores, fram either the group of interest or the other group, will produce a 
low 93." The distribution of the "U" statistic is known and tabled for various 
size groups. These tables give critical values for the one-tailed hypothesis, 
i.e., significant differences either positive or negative, but not both, 
between groups which result in rejecting the null hypothesis of no group 
differences. In the present study both positive and negative differences 
are relevant. Hence, the critical values in the tables are doubled to 
provide a test of the two-tailed hypothesis. 

With this test, the researcher is testing the probability that a 
possible score fran one group is either larger or smaller than a score from 
the other group. The Mann-Whitney is one of the more powerful non-parametric 
tests, and is widely used as a less restrictive alternative to the parametric 
"t" test. 

Results of the Mann-Whitney analysis of median data is presented 
in Table 8. 

In the tests between the Analog Only and Analog plus Digital 
information conditions, Table 8 shows that significant differences were in 
favor of the analog-only group. That is,subjects who did not have digital 
information tended to control better, as measured by yaw control and velocity 
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A- AD cmARIsow GAIN COMPARISON 

MEASum LEVEL TREND TREND - 

ABSOLUTEEBROR 

PITCH N.S. None N.S.. None 
YAW-IN-PLkNE 0.10 Analog Cnly N.S. None 
YAW-OUT-OF-PLANE 0.20 Analog Only N.S. None 
ROLL N.S. None 0.20 Variable Gain 

COaTROL ENERGY‘EXPENDED 

PITCH 
YAW-IN-PLANE 
YAW-OUT-OF-PLANE 
ROLL 

VELOCITYERROR 

N.S. None N.S. None 
0.20 Analog Only N.8. None 
N.S. None N.S. None 
N.S. None N.S. None 

ABSOLUTE 
ACTUAL 

ALTITUDE ERROR 

0.20 Analog- ,aily 0.10 Variable Gain 
0.20 Analog only 0.10 Variable Gain 

ABSOLUTE N.S. None N.S. None 
ACTUAL N.S. None 0.20 Gain 1.75:l 

LONGITUDJNAL ERROR N.S. None N.S. None 

FLIGHT PATH HEADING ERROR N.S. None N.S. None 

ELEVATION ERROR N.S. N0I.M N.S. None 

A-AD - Analog Cnly to Analog Plus Digital 
Level - Level of Significance (2-Tailed Probability) 
TI%rd -Which Group Did Better 
N.S. - No Significant Difference 

TABLE 8 
MANN-WH= 'VW TEST RESULTS 

FIRST EVAIWt!ION 
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maintcnauce,'than thoae with digital inputs. The questionnaire data suggc8ta 
that the digital information tended to distract the eubjectr, a8 prerented in 
thir simulation. It is possible that other ways of di8playing nuaerical data 
might not &ad to these resulta. !l!he level of rignificancc, except for yaw 
average absolute error-tin plane, wa8 very low, 0.20. 

The tests between gain condition.8 tend to favor the Variable Gain 
condition, a linear change frcr 1.75:lto 8.75:~ Velocity error wa8 affected 
by thi.8 variable; and, rime thi8 in turn wa8 affected by pitch control, it 
may be that the greater rensifivity of the display to attitude error in the 
Variable Gain condition can accouut for thi8 significant difference. Altitude 
error wa8 better for the Gain 1.75:1 condition than Variable Gain, but the 
level of rignificance m very low. 

Saac of therre trend8 a8 reflected by tertr of rignificance are 
interesting, but individual difference8 in perfolaance fairly well swamped 
what difference8 may exirt between experimental condition8. 'Ihe above results 
should therefore be interpreted very cautiouely. 

. 
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2.6.3 Questionn8in Allaly818 

ma pilat @leStiOUMil% WSS administered to ti Subject8 fOuowiIlg 
their participation in the study. The questiounaire format, the rating 
scales u8ed, group results and inditidual re8pon8es are given in Appendix I-B. 

As a sugary of the questiouuaire the following statements cau be 
msde: 

(1) Pilots did little scanning between the Vertical and Horizontal 
dispm- Instead, they fixated on the Vertical Display, with but occasional 
glances at the Horizontal display. 

(2) Pilot opinion was that the vertical analog display eatisfac- 
torily fulfilled the mission requirement8 of managing orbital change. 

(3) The pilots considered the vertical display as being easy to 
Interpret in both situation and camahd modes, much superior to other forms 
of situation presentation and emwhat euperior to other form8 of attitude 
comand presentation. 

(4) Roll presentation wa8 lpDre difficult to interpret than pitch 
and yaw, mainly because the horizon line wa8 not Visible in pitch attitude8 
greater than 2.11 degrees. 

(5) The velocity Sarker motion used for thrust initiation and 
termihation was considered to be less effective than 8n indicator light 
at the Side or top of the display would have been. 

(6) Ihe Horizontal Display presentation was aomeuhat blurred and 
consfdered too gross to be of much we to the pilot during this maneuver. 
Digital infonmtion was used extensively by only one pilot, while the others 
only used attitude chauge readout8 to sane extent. 

(7) The system monitoring task was OvercaphaSized a8 to importance 
by satbe pilots, but none were tssk loaded to any 8ignificant extent during 
the thrusting sequence. 'Tim? ma apportioned appropriately. The pilots were 
evenly divided with respect to opinion of syeteme information preeentation; 
half liked a randcan sa@ing scheme to cut down system8 status display 
clutter in the cockpit, while half preferred to have the information always 
available. 
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2.6.4 Discussion 

These data and the questionnaire material suggest that the independent 
'variables studies in this program had little if any effect on the pilot's 
performance. The constant condition, the vertical display, was adequate to 
manage the cisplanetary injection profile. Digital information only served 
to distract several subjects, although this might have been due to its being 
presented on the horizontal display, and its being presented with inferior 
clarity. But, certainly, no case can be made for the necessity of digital 
information on the basis of this simulation. Analog information was suffici- 
ent to control the vehicle, and to follow through an attitude ccxnman d profile. 

The results for display gain are inconclusive, mainly because 
insufficient data were collected for a true 1:l gain conditions. The displeiy 
was always more sensitive to error and to corrective inputs by a factor of 
1.75. The small amount of information obtained under 1:l does suggest that 
larger than 1:l gain is not required for adequate injection management. The 
effect, on the pilot, of the high-gain type display used in this evaluation 
is that of an error display which becomes somewhat more jittery as zero error 
is approached. However, this increased sensitivity does not necessarily lead 
to more accurate attitude control. The pilot appeared to be reacting to the 
increased sensitivity as if it were noise. 

The horizontal planning display had little or no role in this study 
other than providing a realistic crew station environment. It is basically 
a long-range planning display, and a panel on which subsystem information was 
presented. No long-range planning was required for this particular orbital 
injection. The vertical display informed the pilot as to what to do and 
when to do it. The path heading presentation, and thrust initiation/termination 
lines were useful for general planning of the maneuver and not intended to 
compete with the greater accuracy of the vertical display. In the Second 
Evaluation, a vastly simplified horizontal display will be used which will 
only show vehicle position with respect to nominal, for Whew goes it" infor- 
mation. 

The task loading sequence succeeded in its principal purpose-- 
providing the pilot with a realistic amount of work in the cockpit, though it 
would have been better had more variety been built into the sequence, perhaps 
with several levels of information capability of presentation. 

The vertical display functioned very well as a nulling display of 
the "follow men variety. It led the pilot through the whole thrust profile. 
If he followed its instructions exactly, "steeringll in the direction commanded 
by the path, he made a successful injection. The data are conclusive on this 
point. The Space Analog display as used in this study is a feasible command 
display. The path depiction is analogous to the highway which provides the 
heading command for the motorist. But, like the motorist who has no road map, 
the pilot must trust the display generation that he will actually arrive at 
his objective by following the path. He has no llhow am I doing" information, 
except for the horizontal plane information shown on the horizontal display. 
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A rlgnificant problem ir, the non-intuitive relationship between 
attitude and velocity vector in space flight, e6pecially if orbital dyn6mice 
are ccasidered an well. Pointing the no6c of the vehicle at the nqutrcd 
path will not necessarily put it on that path. In the prorent rtudy, the 
pilots could have diqpcnred rlth "what am I doing" infonvtlon provided by 
the ground reference plane, since they were locked Into the commnd path, 
and had no nminal path depiction to relate thslr prerent porition to. Had 
the pilot6 been prerrented two path8, the cmnand attitude and nomlnal, on the 
vertical display, understanding of the flight rltuation would have been better, 
and the "how = I doing" fund6aental question urnnred, a6 the cad path 
led the pilots ever closer to the nmlnal--desired trajectory. However, it 
wa8 not posrible to show both path6 in true relationrhlp to the real vorld at 
the 8ame tlmc due to the llmlted view angle of the verticsl di6play and the 
extreme attitude8 required by the vehicle when thru6ting along its longitudinal 
SXS6. 

This rtudy haa establi8hed the feasibility of analog-type cnwand 
attitude dl6pZaye for conveying all necesrarg 5nformation for flight control 
of a fixed boooter, conrtant-thru6t space veh%cle. All pilot6 and many 
visitor6 considered the dl6play of attitude and ccaxnand attitude information 
to be superior to, and more earily interpretable than, any space flight hard- 
wsrc now in u6e. 

These 6tudy results have rhoun that, analog lnfonuation ir adequate 
to manage M orbital change, the most fundamental of 6ll space flight 
maneuver6. Therefore, method6 of presentation and types of analog information 
6hould now be investigated to provide the an6wers to all four of the iundanacntel 
vehicle control questions: 

(a) What am I doing? 

(b) What rhould I be doing? 

(c) HowamIdol.& 

(d) How should I be doing? 

Such coprblnation mu6t be integrated ulthln a ringle display, 60 that 
in one view the pilot can obtain all the information required to adequately 
perfom his role in the 6pace vehicle system. 
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2.6.5 Conclu6ion6 and Recanaundations 

2.6.5.1 conclu6lon6 

(1) Vertical Dlrplay Performance - The VertlcdlDi6p&,uith a 
flight path presentation of ccmand attitude and thnmt initiation md termin- 
ation cues i6 an acceptable mc6ne Of pOrfOrPling an orbital change space 
m6neuver. Test subjects collridered It to be the equal of or supe*ior to 6ny 
other type of comand attitude diqplry with which they have had emrience. 
Subject perform6nce supports this opinion. With the analog fomat u6ed 
PreSented on a Skndard television rater Of 512 lb206 and a view area Of 
8 x 10 inches with a 1:l relationship to the real world, the follrning flight, 
performance wss achieved: 

l!kt DisplrJr Gain (1:l) 
Average of lhdisn Score6 

Velocity Error 4.6 feet per SeCmd 

Altitude Error 

Gut of Plane (lateral) Position Error 

In Plane (longitudinal) Position Error 

Flight Path Heading Error 

Flight Path Elevation Error 

52 feet 

Essentially zero 

1.07 nauticnl miles 

0.005 degrees 

0.003 degree6 

(2) Vertical Display Gain - Increased gain had little effect npon 
attitude control accuracy. Step Gain, a Sudden five fold increase in sensi- 
tivity of the attitude error aieplsyed (at 1 degree aud below) wa6 found to 
be very disruptive to the pilot. Variable Oain, wherein the increase of 
sensitivity is linear over M error range of 1.9 degree6 (from 2.0 to 0.1) 
MS acceptable. 

It i6 
Y 

SSible that higher gains for a given of attitude error (ten 
or twenty to me might lead to greater control accuracy, but this mu6t be 
traded off with "jitter" effects on performance with a slow responding space- 
craft. PrClimiIUUy investigations of 17.5:l in the pre#eI.It study proved 
Illl66tiSfaCtOX'y in that the SyStUU wa6 unstable. Another approach which can be 
taken in this area is in quickening the dirplay by presenting the first end 
perhaps the Second derivative of the error. This approach has led to Improved 
controlperform6nce in other slow re6ponee 6yetem6 such a6 submarines. 

(3) Deficiencies in C-d Attitude Presentation - The format 
evaluated did not protide adequate task performance information ("how am I 
doing"). The pilot was not able to determine his approach to the norpin6J. path, 
how far he still had to go, and when he would be on naainal. The pilot had to 
trust the display to take him to the ncmind path he was attempting to attrin. 
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Roll cues iKm3 the reference surface were relatively weak once the 
local horizon wa6 no longer in view. This can be alleviated by increasing 
the texture gradient of the reference surface, i.e., prC#Mting more Of the 
quasi-randOm square surface pattern by 6n apparent increa6e of vehicle 
altitude. 

(4) Heed for Digital Information - Digital information was not 
necessary to perform the orbital ohange maneuver. Toe vertical display was 
clear and unequivocal in the command mode. 

(5) Space Analog Horizontal Display - The horizontal di6play wa6 
not required for the accanrpllshment of the orbital change maneuver. It wa6 
used only as a backup for situation information. The need for this di6pl6y 
would have been greater had the simulation included the preceding cisplanetary 
injection planning phase. 

(6) Training Requirements for the Space Analog - Comparatively 
inexperienced pilot6 and even non-pilots learned to make an acceptable injection 
in just a fewtrials. The vertical di6play presentation is sufficiently like 
the cues that are obtained in other more familiar Vehicle management situations, 
and presents cnnrmand information in a sufficiently straightforward manner, that 
positive transfer takes place. The integration of infOZ?uatiOn in this display 
makes a complex and difficult task much easier and natural. 

(7) Acceleration Mode Attitude Control - In this mode the attitude 
controller, when actuated, produced a constant angular acceleration about the 
axis connnanded. To cancel the rotation imparted to the 'vehicle required an 
opposite deflectinn of the control for an equal period of time. It ~66 quickly 
determined that the vehicle was virtually unmanageable when in the Acceleration 
Mode. Angular rates achieved, rapidly reached the limit of scaling in the 
ASI-2100 digital cOmputer, and resulted in cauputer shutdown. It was the 
opinion of the pilot that the mode "could be learned" but not without consider- 
able practice time. 

Rate attitude command was used for all subsequent flights. 

(8) Task Load- - The Task Ioading was fairly effective, and 
differences in performance rate between coast and thrust periods were noted, 
as expected. But a more continuous task is necessary to ascertain the points 
during the thrust period at which primary task loading occurs. 
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2.6.5.2 Recommendations 

The majority of the following recommendations are directed toward 
the further development of the analog concept of information display for orbital 
change space maneuvers: and as such also serve as the base requirements for 
the second simulator evaluation. 

(1) Vertical Display Format - Revise the information format of the 
vertical display as follows: 

(a) Vehicle Coast Period - Presentation to be the same as in 
the First Evaluation, i.e., view forward (center of the display screen) repre- 
sents the direction the vehicle is pointed. The background, reference surface, 
horizon, sky texture and nominal flight path are presented in a true 1:l real 
world relationship to the line of sight. This mode remains as the ATTITUDE 
MODE. 

(b) Vehicle Thrust Period - Presentation is changed from that 
of the First Evaluation wherein the fliQht vath renresented command attitude 
and the view forward the direction the vehicle was-pointed. In the revised 
format the flight path and the background are the same as in the AlWTUDE MODE 
above. However, the view forward (center of the display screen) now repre- 
sents the direction of the vehicle flight path (vector). This change now 
permits the presentation of "how am I doing?" information in that there is 
a positive presentation of vehicle position with respect to the nominal path 
at all times during the thrusting maneuver. This mode is now identified as 
the PATH MODE. 

(2) Vertical Display Scaling - Provide scale changes in both lateral 
and vertical vehicle positional error display to permit tine study of flight 
techniques for acquiring the nominal path when the vehicle is off path by a 
significant amount. The ability of the pilot to re-acquire a nominal path 
following either poor pilot technique or system malfunction during the pre- 
vious flight maneuver would reduce the need for pilot navigational effort and 
vehicle computer capacity to reprogram the nominal path after each flight path 
error. 

(3) Horizontal Display Format - Delete digit&. backup data and re- 
quired vehicle path heading. Retain the nominal path, vehicle position, pre- 
sent vehicle flight path heading, thrust initiation and termination lines, 
and background reference grid and terrain texture as planning information for 
the orbital change maneuver. In addition retain the status-trend display for 
vehicle subsystems as task loading during the simulation. 

(4) Simulation Performance Comparisons - Upon completion of the 
Second Evaluation compare the flight performance with that of the First 
Evaluation to determine the significance of the added Ithow am I doing?" 
information. 
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3.0 SECCWD EVALWATION 

The purpose of the Second Evaluation was to establish the operational 
effectiveness of, and requirements for, an advanced Space Analog Vertical 
Display incorporating a real world analog display format. This format 
corrects the task performance information ("how am I doing") deficiencies 
inherent in the command attitude display of the First Evaluation. Testing 
consisted of 84 experimental flights in the LTV MAFS during the period 
21 June through 13 July 1966. ., 

3.1 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the Second Evaluation were: 

(1) To assess pilot performance when using a Space Analog Vertical 
Display wherein the view is in the directionthe space 
vehicle is moving (velocity vector) and is presented in proper 
relationship to the required (Nominal) path and a background 
representative of the real world (ground texture, horizon, 
and sky plane). 

(2) Compare pilot performance during the Second Evaluation with 
that in the First Evaluation. 

(3) Establish requirements for displays and controls that have been 
validated through simulation results and define requirements 
for further investigations. 

3.2 THE SIMULATION PROBLEM 

3.2.1 The Space Mission Segment 

The mission segment for the Second Evaluation was the same as for the 
First Evaluation for purposes of obtaining a direct ccznparison of pilot per- 
formance (Section 2.2.1 and Figure 2). Though the flight profiles were the 
same the differences in individual flight problems were visually more apparent 
in the Second Evaluation. The command attitude presentation of the First 
Evaluation appeared to be the same for all flight problems. However, in the 
Second Evaluation the presentation of space vehicle direction of motion re- 
sulted in a realistic view of each flight situation. This is best illustrated 
by a comparison of Figures 33 and 3. 

3.2.2 Simulated Space Vehicle 

The same space vehicle configuration was used as in the First Evaluaticn 
(Section 2.2.2 and Table 1). 
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VEHI’CLE 6~ PATH, 

c-c AWAITING THRUST 
VEHICLE BELOW PATH, TERMINATION 
AND IN PLANE 

VEHICLE PATH SET UP TO INTERCEPT 
NOMINAL. VEHICLE ABOVE AND TO 
RIGHT OF NOMINAL PATH. 

FIGURE 33 TYPICAL FLIGHT PROFILE - SECOND EVALUATION 



3.3 SIMUUTICaJ SETUP 

The hardware setup for the Second Evaluation, consisting of the LTV 
MU'S crew station gondola, hybrid digitalAanalog computer, etc., was the same 
as for the First Evaluation (Section 2.3) with the following exceptions. 
(Certain descriptions are repeated for clarity.) 

3.3.1 Crew Station Displays and Controls 

Revisions to the crew station were limited to the information content 
on the vertical and horizontal displays (a computer program change) and a new 
control procedure for clearing the task loading CAUTION light. 

(1) Vertical Display 

Two display modes were used: 

(a) Space Vehicle Attitude Mode - Same as the attitude 
First Evaluation (Figure 8) wherein the presentation is a true view forward 

mode in the 

of the vehicle nose. This mode is used primarily during the initial coast 
period to permit vehicle attitude orientation in preparation for vehicle 
thrust initiation. Thrust command being a part of the Path Mode. 

(b) Space Vehicle Path Mode - This mode was substituted for the 
Space Vehicle Command Mode of the First Evaluation to provide the pilot with 
task performance or "how am I doing" information during the thrusting maneuver. 

The center of the display screen represents the direction the space 
vehicle is moving (flight path velocity vector). This view forward is oriented 
with respect to the Nominal Path and the background consisting of the ground 
reference plane, horizon line, and sky plane. The Nominal Path is the ideal 
earth orbital path required to attain the cisplanetary injection point. 

Typical presentations in the Space Vehicle Path Mode are shown in 
Figure 34. 

Initially the Path Mode was unflyable when vehicle path elevation 
and heading error displays (relationship of the center of the display to the 
tip of the Nominal Path) were in a 1:l relationship with the real world. The 
small angles involved in the injection maneuver, and their rates of change, 
were not discernible to the pilot. Consequently, in the course of the engineer- 
ing shakedown flights, and prior to the start of testing, display gain values 
were incorporated progressively, with trial flights following each gain in- 
crease, until a flyable configuration was arrived at. Final gain values used 
were: 

Vehicle Path Elevation Angle Error Gain - 6 : 1 

Vehicle Path Heading Angle Error Gain - 32~1 

The additions of the above gains had one detrimental effect upon the 
realism of the vertical presentation. Large errors in vehicle path elevation 
and heading were magnified by the gain and resulted in excessive displacements 
of the Nominal Path with respect to the background. To minimize these distortions, 



VEHICLE ON NOMINAL PATH BUT SLIGHTLY VEHICLE AT REQUIRED ALTITUDE BUT,TO LEFT 
BELOW REQUIRED ALTITUDE OF NOMINAL PATH. ON INTERCEPT COURSE. 

VEHICLEABOVENOMINAL PATHANDROLLED VEHICLE ABOVE AND TO LEFT OF NOMINAL PATH. 
RIGHT. ABOUT TO PASS THROUGH PATH AND ON INTERCEPT COURSE. 
CROSS OVER TO THE RIGHT. 

FIGURE 34 VERTICAL DISPLAY PRESENTATIONS - SPACE VEHICLE PATH MODE - SECOND EVALUATION 



gains were also added to the background presentation (ground plane, horizon, 
and sky plane). These were: 4:l in the horizontal plane and 2:l in the vertical 
plane. These lesser values were used so as not to restrict excessively the 
field of view represented by the display screen width and height. The final 
relationships between display view angles and gains are illustrated in Figure 
II-A-l of Appendix II-A. 

Thrust initiation and termination c onznands via velocity markers, 
to the left of the Naninal Path, were the same as in the First Evaluation. 

Vehicle altitude and lateral position errors with respect to the 
Ncaninal Path were displayed in the same manner as during the First Evaluation 
when operating single-scale. Single-scale denotes a single rsnge of + 100,000 
feet in both altitude and lateral position error using one configuratyon of 
the Ncminal Path. Vehicle position errors being displayed by a reduction 
in path width for increasing altitude error and a lateral displacement of 
the path, in the appropriate direction, for lateral errors as described in 
Section 2.3.2(1)(a). This was the prime configuration evaluated. 

Since vehicle closure with the Nominal Path was a critical flight 
cue the simulation setup included an additional three-scale presentation con- 
figuration to determine if there was value in such a format in improving flight 
performance. Each scale configuration of the Nominal Path operated in the same 
manner as described in the preceding paragraph. However, an additional coding 
feature was added to distinguish between the scale ranges. This coding was 
dictated by the capability of the available equipment and does not represent 
optimization from the human engineering viewpoint. 

Scale coding was as follows: 

VEHICLE ALTITUDE 2 100,ooo ft. Dim path 

VEHICLE LATERAL 
POSITION 

+ 50,om ft. Medium bright path 

+ 10,000 ft. Bright path 

~lOO,COO ft. No tar strips on path 

2 50,cno ft. Tar strips stationary 

2 10,000 ft. Tar strips moving 
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When operating in thethree-scale mode, vehicle altitude and lateral 
positional errors dictated the coding, width and position of the Naninal Path. 
As either error was reduced, and the vehicle entered the next lower scale range, 
the coding would change autauatically and the Naninal Path width and position 
would reflect the extreme range position of that particular scale (narrowing and 
lateral displacement of path as applicable). 

(2) Horizontal Display 

The horizontal display was simplified by the deletion of the 
numerical backup data and the required vehicle path heading line from the con- 
figuration used in the First Evaluation. The resulting format is shown in 
Figure 35. This one configuration was used with both the Attitude and Path 
Modes of the vertical display. The presentation of the space vehicle position 
corresponded with that of the vertical display when in single-scale or three- 
jC%le modes. When int'hree-scale mode, scale change wa6 reflected by a dir- 
placement in vehicle position concurrently with the displacement of the Nominal 
Path on the vertical display. 

(3) Task Loading Switches 

The task loading response procedure was improved by eliminating 
the need for direct extinguishing of the CAUTION light. This unit is located 
on the right side of the main display panel and in the First Evaluation either 
use of the left hand (am obscured the horizontal display) or the right hand 
(required release of the side-arm controller) was needed to cancel the CAUTION 
light when this was the correct response. In the Second Evaluation the CLEAR 
switch on the left side of the display panel was used for this purpose. AU 
other task loading functions remained the same as described in Section 2.3.2(n). 

3.3.2 Rybrid Computation Setup 

The hardware of the computation setup was essentially the same as 
described in Section 2.3.4 with the exception that the character generator and 
related cathode ray tube associated with the generation of digital data for the 
First Evaluation were deleted (Figure 15). 

3.3.2.1 Data Recording 

Data recording was essentially the same as described in Section 2.3.4.1 
except for some revisions in the paremeters recorded. The revised digital printout 
format is shown in Figure 36. 
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FIGURE 35 HORI'IONTAL DISPLAY PRESENTATION - SECOND EVALUATION 
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3.4 SUBJNTS 

3.4.1 Selectionand Groupins 

The pilot-8UbjeCh3 employed in the Second Evaluation were LTV engineer8 
and Navy BuWeps personnel who were known to have extensive pilot experience. 
Experienced pilots were employed to minimize training time and to insure hano- 
genuity of the pilot population. 

Criteria for selection were identical to those employed in the 
First Evaluation with one exception. Four subjects,(l, 4, 5, and 6)were the 
same subjects employed in the First Evaluation. Scheduling problems neces- 
sitated the substitution of two subjects. A Navy BuWeps pilot of canp8rable 
flight experience was substituted for Subject 2 of the First Evaluation, 8l80 
a Navy BuWeps pilot. The substitution for Subject 3 was an experiences simu- 
lation engineer who lacked the flight experience of the other subjects, but 
who wa8 highly experienced in simulation flight proceudres. (This subject 
was subsequently found to fly the best injection maneuver.) 

Pilot subjects were employed to permit generalization to the astro- 
naut population. However, uniform skill levels acros8 subjects were not as 
critical as for the First Evaluation because each Bubject was compared with 
his own performance under different conditions. In the First Evaluation, 
three pilots were assigned to cne treatment (display gain) and three pilots 
were assigned to another (variable gain), hence, hauogenuity of pilot experi- 
ence was necessary to insure that differences between treatment8 were not due 
to differences in skill. In the Second Evaluation, each pilot-subject served 
as his own control; the same subject was compared under two different treat- 
ments. Sequence effects of treatments were minimized by assigning treatment A 
first for three subjects and treatment B first for the other three subjects. 
Hence, difference in performance between treatments are not due to basic skill 
differences between subjects or sequence effects, and, therefore, should be 
due to differences in treatments, e.g. display characteristics. 

3.4.2 Evaluative Subjects 

A number of engineering shakedown flights were made prior to the 
beginning of the formal experimental test period. Participants were the MAFS 
Group Supervisor and the Project Engineer for this study. These flights were 
conducted to establish the level of difficulty of the proposed rrimulation task 
and to determine easily programmed methods for improving the presentation to 
the subjects. The decision to increase the gain setting on the tip of the path 
was a product of the shakedown flights. 

In addition, each morning prior to running the subjects, the simulator 
displws were calibrated to insure that they were uniform in the presentation 
of infomation. The MAFS Group Supervisor assisted by the Safety Engineer par- 
ticipated in the calibration. 
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PROCEDURE 

3.5.1 Independent Variables 

The independent variables of interest in the Second Evaluation were 
as fOlkWe: 

(1) Vertical Display Characteristics and Interpretation - This variable 
was uniform throughout the Second Evaluation; however, injectionpoint data acquired 
during the Second Evaluation will be campared with cauparableinje@tinn~point data 
for the First Evaluation. In this sense, the revised display setup may be 
compared to a control condition, the display setup employed in the First Evalua- 
tion, and tests of significance will be conducted to determine the probability 
of such differences occurring by chance. 

In the First Evaluation, pilots were instructed to follow a camnand 
attitude profile as depicted by movement of the flight path. The view forward, 
fran the pilot's eyes to the center of the screen,was the direction the space 
vehicle, was:poi&,ed. In the Second Evaluation, the pathway represents the 
nuninal path to be achieved and the view forwardwesthe direction the vehicle 
uasmoving (the vehicle's flight path or velocity vector). The position of the 
tip of the path with respect to the center of the display represents elevation 
and heading (angle) error rather than c cmmsnd attitude information. 

This primary difference in displsy interpretation was a major subject 
for investigation. In the Path Mode, the pilot no longer received vehicle 
attitude information, but rather saw the results of his attitude inputs in 
changes in the vehicle'8 path relative to the naninal. path. 

(2) Three-Scales Versus Single-Scale Positional Cues - Each pilot 
flew seven flights under each of two scale coding conditions. The three-scale 
coding condition (Section 3.3.1) provided distinct visual cues whenever the 
pilot reduced his attitude or lateral error below specified distances. At 
50,000 feet altitude error, the flight path changed from dim to medium bright- 
ness and narrowed to minimum width; and at 10,000 feet it changed again to very 
bright and minimum width. Similarly, as lateral error was reduced below 50,000 
feet, tar strips appeared across the pathway, and at 10,000 feet error the tar 
strips began to move rapidly. Concurrent with the tar strip changes were lateral 
displacements of the path. The path was initially at a position of maximum error, 
but as error decreased the path moved inward toward a centerline position, where 
the tar strips changed the path displaced outward to a position of maximum error, 
and again moved inward with decreasing error. The cues were intended to provide 
greater sensitivity to positional errors. The single-scale condition presented 
a bright pathway with moving tar strips throughout the flight. 

To inmrre that sequence effects (practice, boredan, etc.) did not 
confound the data, three subjects received the multiple scale condition first and 
three subjects received the one scale condition first. 

(3) On Path Versus Off Path Initial Conditions - The initial conditions 
employed in the Second Evaluation were identical to those depicted in Table 4 
of the First Evaluation. In order to canpare performance under the two types 
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of ConditiOn8, each pilot.received seven flights under Initial Condition #l 
(on-path) and seven flights under other Initial Conditions #2 through #15 
(off-path). Three pilots received the odd numbered initial conditions and 
three pilots received the even numbered initial conditions. 

The Second Evaluation employed a single attitude control mode (Rate 
control) and the same three axis side-arm controller. The gain in the flight 
path tip was constaat for all conditions. Pilots received no digital informa- 
tion during the Second Evaluation and the rystems management tapes were randomly 
assigned to conditions. 

3.5.2 Measurements 

Principal performance data were obtained throught the ASI- 
digital computer typewriter printer. This device printed out 32 flight parsm- 
eters at the manent of engine shutoff (coded SEN). The data reported in this 
document are derived from the SEE printouts. Other data collected as backup 
information were digital printouts every twenty seconds of the same flight 
parameters and Brush Oscillograph recordings of pilot pitch, roll, yaw, 
inputs, trim knob displacement, thrust initiation and cutoff times, and task 
loading initiation 8nd response time. A most useful source of information 
during the administration of the flights was the X-Y+-plotter which recorded 
vehicle position. 

3.5.3 #Mot Questicmnaire 

All simulation pilots were given a brief questionnaire or pilot 
report upon completion of their flights in the simulator. Most of the ques- 
tions were ratings on a three point scale; some were short answers. Pilots 
were provided an opportunity to comment on the displays, controls, or simu- 
lation procedure at the end of the questionnaire. The questionnaire with 
pilot responses and evaluation is presented in 

T 
'dix II-C, An analysis of 

the questionnaire data is presented in Section 3. .3. 
3.5.4 Pretraining 

All subjects were interviewed ten days before initiation of the 
simulation. Each subject received a Pilot Handbook, similar to that provided 
for the First Evaluation, which described the simulated vehicles charac- 
teristics, the flight plan, the displays and controls available and their 
functions, and the flight management procedure. The major differences between 
the experimental setup for the First and Second Evaluation were verbally de- 
scribed to the pilots. The pilots were told that they would fly the cis- 
planetary injection m8neuver under boththree-scale and one-scale 
conditions. 

The first day for each subject was designated as the Familiarization 
Day and was so recorded in the Flight Log. Subjects were given a short briefing 
and were given an opportunity to ask questions. They were then seated in the 
UAFS gondola, briefed on flight procedures by the Simulation Engineer, and 
were given 8afet.y instructions in the event the simulator malfunctioned. 
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The first two flights were conducted in the automatic mode. The 
flight profile was managed by the canputer, the only pilot tasks being to 
initiate and terminate thrust, and monitor the svstems status displays. One 
of the automatic flights was Initial Condition #l (on-path); another automatic 

flightwasan extreme off-path condition, e.g., InitialC ondition#12(15.1 miles 
left of plane and 33.3 miles above nominal altitude). 

Following the automatic flight the pilot was given a manual flight. The 
first four runs were conducted without the systems monitoring task to enable 
the pilot to devote full time to flight management. Pilots received at least 
nine fsmiliarizationfJ3ghLs beginning with the simpler initial conditions 
(1, 2, and 3) and progressing to the more difficult, off path initial con- 
ditions. Most of theflights were with the three- scale condition. The 
pilot's skill in mastery of the flight management task was used to gauge when 
to stop the familiarization period. At the end of the first day, all pilots 
appeared to have mastered the rudiments of the flight task and were transi- 
tioned to the experimental sequence. 

3.5.5 Experimental Procedure 

All experimental flights were conducted in the same manner for all 
subjects. Name, date and flight number was recorded on the digital- 
readout sheets, the strip chart oscillograph tapes, and the X-Y plotter graphs. 
Computer personnel were given the predetermined I.C. number, scale mode, and 
task load number before each flight. 

The pilot was asked whether he was ready to go. At the same time 
the MAPS Safety Engineer signified the readiness of the simulator. The pilot 
was then instructed to select the "Start Program" at will. The pilot estab- 
lished a null orientation to local vertical and the vehicle's orbital path 
vector. The pilot was then asked to estimate his position with respect to 
the nominal path as depicted by the position of the Nominal Path on the 
Vertical Display. His response was recorded in the Simulation Log and he was 
advised on the correctness of his estimate. 

After approximately four minutes in the ATTITUDE mode, the pilot 
was informed that it was 90 seconds until thrust initiation and that he should 
arm his thrust control by pressing the THRUST and NUCLXAR PRWULSION push 
buttons. Shortly thereafter he was to select his PATH mode display. The 
path display represented the required path that the pilot was to acquire (if 
off path) and maintain in order to arrive at the cisplanetary injection point. 

Thrust initiation time was indicated by the pulsing of the velocity 
markers followed by the markers disappearing momentarily, then reappearing and 
moving away rapidly. Thrust ignition was accomplished by moving the thrust 
lever forward. 

During the PATH mode, communications with the pilot were kept to a 
minimum while he regulated his attitude controller and set up a program for 
achieving the nominal path. After thruster cutoff, the pilot was asked to 
select STOP PROCRAM (which reset the computer), to disarm the thruster control, 
and to select ATTITUDE mode on the displays. 
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The Test Conductor reported to the subject after each flight his 
flight path elevation and heading errors and his lateral, altitude, and 
velocity errors. This data was read from the typewriter printout record 
which was made at the instant of engine shutoff (SEN). 

&chfli& required approximately fifteen minutes. There were rest 
periods of two to five minutes between flights and a 15 -minute break after 
an hourto anhour and one half. 

Upon completion of the formal testing period, which included two 
experimental sessions, each subject was given the questionnaire described in 
Section 3.5.3. 

3.5.6 Simulation Flight Log 

During the experimental,fsmiliarization, and shakedown flights, a 
simulation log was maintained by the Test Conductor. The log format was very 
similar to that reported for the First 'Evaluation (Section 2.5.6). The Test 
Conductor prepared in advance an assignment of initial conditions and scale 
ordering for each Bubject. These assignments were typed in the Log and dic- 
tated the sequence of administration of conditions. The subject assignments 
are reported in Appendix II-B. Pilot performance (the five SEN readings given 
to the pilot) was recorded in the log after each trial. Pilot comments and 
initial condition interpretations were also recorded. 
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3.6 -S 

The two major Bources of data for the Second Evaluation were the 
flight performance (end point) data and the pilot questionnaire. 

The results of the Second Evaluation in terms of parametric scorers 
which are summarized by measures of centra3. tendancy acrosB subjects and 
conditions are given in Section 3.6.1. 

The reStitS Of the non-pa?XUUCtriC test (Mann-Whitney '?J" Test) t0 
determ3ne whether the derived differences acroBs conditions could be due to 
chance or whether there is a high probability that the differences are due 
to experimental conditions are given in Section 3.6.2. 

An anslysie of questionnaire results is given in Section 3.6.3. 

3.6.1 Injection Point Data Anslysis 
.r 

Of the printout data identified in Figure 36, nine injection point 
paEZimeterS were identified a6 relevant for evaluating Bystems perfOI-nU%nCe. 
These were : flight path errors (elevation, heading, velocity), positional 
errors (lateral, longitude, altitude), and control energy expenditure (pitch, 
yaw, roll). These parameters are the ssme as thOBe measured in the Piret 
Evaluation thereby permitting canparison between the two evaluations. A 
descriptive (graphic) canparison is presented in this section. A statistical 
canparison and interpretation of data is presented in Section 4.0. 

Table 9 summar izes the results of the Second Evaluation in terms 
of total absolute scores for all Bubjects, the associated mean values, snd the 
separately calculated median values for each of the nine parameters. Within 
each of these major s ummary categories shown in Column 1 are presented the sub- 
categories of interest: three-scale versus one-scsle and on-path initi&L con- 
ditions versus off-path initial conditions. 

The measures presented in Table 9 were derived in the following msnner: 

(1) Scores for each experiments3 flight were transcribed fraa the 
typewritten digital printout records on to (subject) x (flight) matrices. This 
raw score data for each subject during 14 flights is presented in Appendix II-B. 

(2) Cm each matrix, the scores were summed over flights for each 
subject. By sumring these totals a~z-088 subjects, a Grand Total was derived 
for each of the parameters based on 84 measurements. The Grand Mean for each 
cell was derived by dividing by 84. 



(3) The three-scsle tots& and one-scale tot&s were derived in a 
similar manner from raw score data in Appendix II-B by inclusion of only the 
seven relevant flights per subject. Three-scale means and one-scale means 
were derived by dividing by k. The totals and means for on-path (I.C. #l) 
and off-path (I.C. #2 through 15) were derived in a similar manner. 

(4) The grand median, above and below which 50$ of the scores 
lie, was calculated by rsnking the 84 scores and assessing a value midway 
between the 42 and 43 scores. Three-scale and one-scale medians (and on 
and off path medians) are, by definition, values midway between the 21 and 
22 value when the 4.2 scores are ranked in absolute magnitude. 

The median scores are considered to be more representative of the 
distribution than are the mean scores due to the extreme skew of the dis- 
tribution of scores. Appendix II-B data shows that a majority of the scores 
are quite snail with a few values often accounting for more than half of the 
column total. The mesn is sensitive to score magnitude; the median is sensi- 
tive to ranking only. The effect of using median data is to eliminate the 
bias of extreme scores and, when the extreme scores sre very large, to make 
the median smaller than the mean. 

Figures 37 through 45 present by histogram the median data presented 
in Table 9 in order to clarify the effects of experimental conditions on par- 
ticular parameters. The reader can readily assess frcmn Columns 2 through 6 
which conditions are contributing to increasing the grand median (Column 1) 
and which are reducing the median. Columns 7, 8, and 9 present ccmpsrable 
data fran the First Evaluation (maximum, minimum, and median values for the 
eight conditions). These results are discussed in Section 3.6.1.1. 

The data presented in Table 9 and illustrated in Figures 37 through 
45 presents three-scale versus one-scale data with initial flight conditions 
grouped together end on-path versus off-path initisl conditions with the 
three scale and one scale data grouped together. Each of the four presen- 
tations was based on 42 data points. However, in order to determine which 
single condition resulted in the best overall performance, the data was further 
analyzed as follows: 

(1) On-path initial conditions with three-scale and one-scale data 
analyzed separately. 

(2) Off-path initial conditions with three-scale and one-scale data 
analyzed separately. 

It was hypothesized that the best performance would be achieved during 
the on-path condition for whichever scsle vsriable was determined to be swerior. 
Table 10 summar izes the results of this analysis. Each of the medians was 
based on 21 data points. 
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Figure 37 - Median lrlight psth Elevation Error 

Of the four msjor condition8 investigated, the on-path initial cc& 
dition resulted in the most accurate elevation angle at injection (.208 
degrees) follcrwed by one-scbfe, off-path,andthree-scelcinthatorder. 
On-path, single-scale resulted in the best Sub-COnditiOn; but only slightly 
better than the on-path with ccunbined single and ;M~e8l,ea~ Al- 
the error is 20 times a8 great a8 the largest error reported for the Fir8t. 
Evaluation, it is submitted that an accuracy of 12 minute8 or .2 of one 
degree may Well be satisfactory for a cisplanrtary injection with subsequent 
midcourse corrections. 

Figure 38 - Median Flight Path Heading Error 

Of the four major conditions, the one-scale 8nd on-path initial 
condition8 resulted in the smallest heading error followed by the off-path 
condition. The three-scale condition resulted in five or more times as great 
an error as any of the other three conditions. The on-path, single-scale con- 
dition resulted in a median error of .oOg degrees which is smaller than the 
msximum for the First Evaluation (.015) and cauparable to the median (.003). 
This accuracy $8 well within requirement8 for an orbital injection. 

Figure 39 - Median Velocity Error 

The one-scale condition incurred the 8mallest median velocity error 
followed by on-path, off-path, and three-scale Condition8 in that order. The 
on-path, single-scale condition of 7.3 feet per second wa8 camparable to the 
5.0 fps median reported for the First Ev8luation. Velocity error was primarily 
due to terminating late (at a velocity in excess of 42,000 feet per second) and 
is probably more a f%nction of attention to the velocity marker than to other 
display characteristics. The high three-scale error suggests lack of control 
duringthetenninal thrust period. 
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Figure 40 - Median Lateral Error 

The three-scale condition resulted in the smallest error followed 
closely by the on-path condition. The one-scale error was nearly four times 
as great and the off-path error was seven times as great. It is suggested that 
scale changing magnifies the importance of position error. Three-scale, on- 
path error is only slightly more than 1,000 feet and easily corrected for 
during the cisplanetary flight. 

Figure 41 - Median Longitudinal Error 

The on-path initial condition resulted in the smallest longitudinal 
error at injection with the one-scale condition only slightly less accurate. 
The three-scale and off-path conditions resulted in median errors approxi- 
mately twice as large. Eight-eight per cent of the errors were positive sig- 
nifying a late termination. Late termination is most likely a function of 
attention to velocity markers during the terminal thrust period. Longitudinal 
error was significantly smaller for the Second Evaluation than for the First 
Evaluation. The best single sub-condition was on-path, single-scale (1,181 fps). 

Fi,@re 42 - Median Altitude Error 

The three-scale condition resulted in smaller median error than the 
one-scale condition; however, the differences were not significant according 
to the Maria-Whitney "U" Test (see Section 3.6.2). The on-path, one-scale, 
and off-path conditions followed in that order. Median altitude errors were 
significantly larger than those reported for the First Evaluation. Altitude 
error is the only parameter where the grouped on and off path error value was 
smaller than errors for the on-path condition only. 
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Figure 43 - Median Pitch Energy Expended 

Pitch,, yaw, and roll were much lees affected by experimental con- 
ditions than were flight path and position errors, i.e., the percent of total 
energy expended was more or less hauogeneous acrom conditions, ranging fr&n 
159 to 1% for pitch. The on-path, single-scale condition at 13.68% was the 
best eingle sub-condition or condition. Pitch energy expenditure was signi- 
ficantly lower than that for the First Evaluation. It is euggested that in the 
First Evaluation pilots tended to compensate for minor erkors from camnand 
attitude resulting in a somewhat wasteful expenditure of energy. In the 
Second Evaluation, scale aeneitivity waa less at large error initial con- 
ditions, and once a vehicle path closure with the Naninal Path was ret up 
the pilot applied minimal control inputs until close proximity to the Nominal 
Path was achieved. 

Figure44 - Median Yaw Energy Expended 

Yaw energy expenditure ranged flmm approximately lO$ to 15% for the 
four major conditions. The on-path, single-scale condition at 8.28% was the 
best single sub-condition or condition. Yaw energy expenditure was also sig- 
nificantly lower for the Second Evaluation than for the First Evaluation for 
the same reasons suggested in the preceding paragraph. 

Figure 45.- Median Roll Enemy Expended 

Roll energy expenditure ranged from approximately 7'$ to ll$ for the 
four major conditions. The on-path, single-scale condition at.5.w MB the 
best single sub-condition or condition. The median roll energy expenditure 
for the First Evaluation is significantly lower than median roll expenditure 
for the Second Evaluation. However, the on-path, singl&a&~an~dws:Wt 
differ appreciably from the First Evaluation median of 4.69. 
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3.6.1.1 Discussion of End Point Data Results 

(1) General Observation6 

(a) First Evalu8tion median performance w8s superior to the Second 
Ev8luation an 8l.l parameters except longitudinal error, pitch energy expended, 
8nd y8w energy expended. 

(b) The Second Evaluation has demonstrated that a pilot with a 
minimum of training can perform 8 successful cisplsnetary injection maneuver 
with the di.spl8ys provided. (Median end point performance was CCmparSble to 
presently available requirements for Apollo 8nd interplanetary flight.) 

(c) Performance with initial 'on-path' initial conditions were 
superior to "off-path" initial conditions on 8ll nine parameters. 

(d) Performance at injection point is superior with 8 single-scale 
th8n with 8 thre8-aC8k Ctl r32-~parsmeterS &?.XCCpt &8tarti 8nd tititude pOsi- 
tion errors. Apparently, the greater positional ac~urecy available in three- 
scale operation encour8ges the pilots to concentrate more on minimizing posi- 
tion errors. While under single-scale conditions positional errors were less 
obvious and pilots concentrated on the more significant factor, minimizing 
elevation and heading angles. 

(e) The on-path, single-scale condition resulted in the best overall 
performance on all parameters except lateral position error. 

(2) Caaparative Performance on Individual Parameters 

Under 8ll conditions, heading error (Figure 38) was less than 
elevation error (Figure 37) and lateral position error (Figure 40) was less 
than altitude position error (Figure 42). There are several possible explana- 
tions for the superior lateral control: 

(8) The larger gain in the path for heading error (32:l) than for 
dleNti6ti error (6,:l) resulting in more discernible lateral movement of the 
tip. 

(b) A more positive indication when the vehicle was on Nuninai Path 
(centered) than when naninal altitude had been achieved (apparent view from 
above or below). 

(c) Redundant information in the horizontal display. 

(d) More deviant initial conditions in altitude than lateral error 
under sane conditions. 
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3.6.2 Mann-Whitney "U" Test 

The. Mann-Whitney '(us Test w8s applied to medi8n more data for the 
Second Evaluation in order to determine the etstiatical significmtie of the 
differences reported, i.e., to determine the probability.that such differences 
might have occurred by chance. 

The nine relevant parsmeters were canp8red under the following con- 
ditions discussed in Section 3.6.1: 

(1) On-Path versus Off&&h. 

(2) Three-Scale versus One-Scale, with On-Path and Off-Path 
conditions combined. 

(3) Three-Scale versus One-Scale, considering only On-Path con- 
ditions. In addition, the grand medi8n scores for the Second Rv8lustion were 
compared with those for the First Evaluation. The results of the M8nn-Whitney 
test 8s applied to the caparison between the First 8nd Second EvUations 
will be discussed in Section 4.0. 

Tables ll, 12, and 13 sunmvsrize the results of the three comparisons. 
For each of-the parsmeters, the mediz+n scores are shown for the two con- 
ditions being compared. The fourth column reports the level of significance 
of the difference as determined by the Mann-Whitney Test. If the probability 
of difference between the two medians occurring by ch8nce is greater th8n 26, 
the difference is considered non-significant (N.S.). This implies that we 
cannot be too confident that there is 8 real difference between the two groups 
because the reported difference could occur 8s often 8s 26 of the time by 
chance. The last column indicates which condition had the sm8ller error or 
superior performance. If the difference iS not SignifiCsJIt, no trend iS 
indicated. 

The test of significance was conducted in the following msnner: 

(a) Reference was made to the raw score d8ta (Appendix II-B). 
For each subject and e8Ch parameter, there are seven raw scores for each 
of the conditions, i.e., seven three-scale, seven one-scale, seven initial 
conditions #l (on-path) and seven initial conditions #2 through #15 (off- 

psth) l 
The medi8n (fourth ranking score) was determined for each of the‘six 

pilot subjects. (See illustration below.) 

(b) In comparing two conditions, the six median scores fkom each 
were canbined and ranked fran smallest error to largest error. Opposite each 
score was indicated the original identity of the median before combination. 

(c) The ')us Test is based on the assumption that 8 highly signi- 
ficant difference between conditions would be one in which 8ll the median 
scores fran one condition are ranked above (or below) 8ll the medisn scores 
from the other group. To the degree there is overlap in the joint rankLngs, 
the probability of a real difference is lower. To determine 'v"ll for snrtll 
groups, Siegel (Reference 9) requires a simple counting of the number of times 
a member of Group B precedes a member of Group A 8s illustrated below. The 
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count column is summed yielding a 'VW value and reference is made to Tables 
in Siegel listing the level of significance for the "U" for a 6 by 6 subject 
camprison. 

ILLUS!@ATIoN OF P- FOR -TING '!U" VALUES 
FOR SMAILGRUJPS RRADINGERROR 

SUBJECT MEDIAN SCORNS JOINT RArmlms CONDITION COURT 
3 - 

3 Scale lSc8l.e .w 
.009 

1 1.658 -027 xi 
2 .024 .Oll .024 

$ 
.oc% 

..xz6 :$ 
.026 
.027 

2 -035 ,164 .026 .w .034 -035 
.126 
.164 

1.658 

1 1 u=9 
1 1 
1 1 Significant at 
3 .OgO level 
1 2 
1 2 
: 2 

: 
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:MEAstJRE FIN-PATH OFF-PATH LEVEL* 

FLIGHT PATH ERROR 

ELEVATION 0308 'dog 0.416 deg o-155 ON-PATH 

HEADING 0.021 deg 0.051 dog 0.155 ON-PATH 

VELUCITY 11.5 fps 12.6 fps N.S.( .bOg) NONE 

POSITION ERRORS 

LATERAL 1,262 ft 7,743 ft N.S.(.242) NONE 

IONGITUDINAL 1,880 ft 4,655 ft 0.066 ON-PATH 

ALTITUDE 4,875 ft 9,879 ft 0.066 ON-PATH 

CONTROL ENERGY 
EXPFXDITURE 

PITCH 15.09 g 16.81 $ N.S.( .294) NONE 

YAW 9*93 % 15.04 % 0.013 ON-PATH 

ROLL 6.86 $ u.05 % 0.013 a-PATH 
c 

* Level of significance (Mann-Whitney 'VW Test) 

TABLE 11 

A COMPARISON OF ON-PATH VERSUS OFF-PATH 

MEDIANPRRF'ORMANCEAT INJECTIONPOINT 

SECOND EVALUATION 
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--~~ 
fJQ@F THREESCAIE cmscALE LEVEL* TREND 

FLWI!J! PATH ERROR 

ELEVATION o.5g6dbg 0.284deg .120 One-Scale 

BEADING 0.247deg 0.017deg .o!w One-Scale 

VELOCITY 12.9 fps 9.4 fps 0155 One-Scale 

POSITION ERRORS 

LATERAL 1,154 ft 4,25gft .006 Three-Scale 

LONGITUDINAL 3,711 ft 2,029ft N.S.(.242) None 

ALTITUDE 4,079 ft 7,626ft N.S.(.531) None 

CQNTROL ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE 

PITCH 18.49 $ 15.05 % J55 One-Scale 

YAW 12.59 % 10.15 $ N.S.(.350) None 

ROIL 10.08 % 9.20 % N.S.(.294) None ~~ 

* Level of significance (Mann-Whitney "U" Test) 

TABLE12 

A COMPARISON OF TRRRE-SCALE VERSUS ONE-SCALE 

MEDIANPFJU?ORMANCRAT INJXCl'IONPOINT - 

ON-PATH AND OFF-PATH: CONDITIONS COMBINED 

SECOND EVALUATION 
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NEASJRE 

FLIGRT PATH ERROR 

ELWATION 

HEADING 

VELOCITY 

POSITION ERRORS 

IATERAL 

IXINOITUDINAL 

ALTITUDE 

CONTROL ENRRGY 
EXPENDITURE 

PITCH 

YAW 

ROLL 

THREESCALE 

.58g de@ 

.038 deg 

12.5 fPS 

1,027 ft 

2,029 ft 

4,368 ft 

18.00 $ 

Il.05 % 

9.20 k 

ONE SCALE 

.lg2 deg 

.w deg 

7.3 fPS 

2,709 ft .021 

1,181 ft .120 

4,593 ft N.S.( .4C9) 

13.68 $ 

8.28 $ 

5.48 % 

‘LEVEL+ 

0197 

.02l 

N.S.(.242) 

J.20 

N.S.(.350) 

.I.20 

* Level of significance (Mann-Whitney "U" Test) 

TABLE 13 

A CCMPARISQN OF THREE-SCALE VERSUS ONE-SCALE 

MEDIANPERFOR?@NCEAT lNJ'ECTIONPOIIW- 

ON-PATH CtXDITIONS ONLY 

SECOlVD EVALUATION 

One -Scale 

One-Scale 

None 

Three-Scale 

One-Scale 

None 

One-Scale 

None 

One-Scale 



3.625. DisCussiOn of Msnn-Whitney "U" Test Results 

(1) Table 11 indicates that on-path initial conditions resulted in 
signific8ntl.y superior perform8nce for six parameters; off-p8t.h initisl conditions 
were Superior for no parsmeters; three parsmeters resulted In non-significant 
results. The differences between conditions for yaw 8nd roll energy expendi- 
ture were highly significant; the difference between conditions for position 
errors were fairly reliable with 8 probability of being wrong of less than 
7 per cent. Differences between elev8tion.snd heading were significant, but 
at 8 very low level (.20 or greater ~8s defined 8s non-SignifiC8nt). 

(2) Table 12 presents .8.c~~p8ris~.of three-S&e versuS one-: 
scale displsys when On-path and off-path conditions were combined. Under these 
conditions the one-scale ~8s superior on four parameters, the three-scale 
was superior on one parameter, lateral error. Four parameter differences 
Were not significant. 

(3) Table 13 presents 8 comparison of three-scale 8nd one-scale 
displays for On-path d8t8 Only. This comparison W8S made beCauSe it W8S origi- 
nally predicted that the on-path condition would result in best performance 
and it was suspected that some of the differences between three-scale and one- 
scale reported in Table 12 were obscured by large degradation contributed by 
off-path initisl conditions. By considering only on-path initial conditions 
the effects of scale factors alone would be manifest favoring the single- 
scale by greater differences. 

Atmalysis of the data indicated that the effects of considering only 
on-path initial conditions was to increase the level of significance below .20 
for two parameters - longitudinal error and roll control energy expenditure-,,but also 
to dece-asz‘the level of's5gnific8nce for another, veloci-ty error. The net result 
was that five parameters were now significant in favor of the single-scale 8s 
ccsapared with four parameters when On-path and off-path were combined. However, 
the predicted overall effect of increasing the differences in medians was not 
confirmed. Five differences were increased; three differences were decreased; 
one difference was unchanged. 

(4) In Summary, the results of the Mann-Whitney Test for significance 
supports conclusions reported in Section 3.6.1.1. The differences between 
meditm for the single aad thrso-Scale conditions 8reuulikel.y to have 
occurred by chance and reflect real differences favoring the single-scale 
display except for lateral error control. On-path initial conditions also 
result in signific8ntly better perform8nce than off-path initial conditions. 
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3.6.3 questionnaire An8lysis 

The Pilot Questionnaire w8s administered to 8ll subjects following their 
participation in'the study. The questioxnnxire format, the rating scales used, 
group results, individual ratings snd canments are given in Appendix II-C. 

The following eunrmarizes the key statements made: . 

(1) Pilots judged the Second Ev8lu8tion Thrust Ph8se task to be more 
difficult than the First Ev8lu8tion task, but more interesting. 

(2) The ior of vehicle attitude information was felt to be a 
handicap. 

(3) The realism of the Vertical Display presentation w8s eqtxlrl to 
that of the First Evaluation. 

(4) Nominal path tip (vanish point) displacement with respect to the 
center of the Vertical Display was the primary cue,for estimating vehicle flight 
path heading and elevation error. 

(5) Occ8sicm8l to considerable COnfWiOn was reported due to the 
inherent slow response of the naninal flight path to flight control inputs, 
suggesting the need for increased sensitivity or other improvements in this 
area. 

(6) The velocity marker was rated a fairly good cue for thrust 
initiation and cutoff, but 8 cue requiring less concentration would be preferred. 

(7) The Horizontal Display was used more often than in the First 
Evaluation 88 8 supplement to the Vertical Display and primarily for vehicle 
path heading 8nd vehicle position information. A need was expressed for a 
similar display for flight planning in the vertical pl8IIe. 

(8) The digital information provided in the First Evalu8tion w8s 
generally not missed. Two pilots requested altitude and lateral error re8douts; 
however, use of more responsive display configurations should minimize the need 
for this type of information. 

(9) Despite the increased difficulty of the Second Evaluation, most 
of the pilots judged the systems monitoring task to be less distracting than 
during the First Evalu8tion. An expl8nation may be that the monitoring task, 
8s programmed, was too simple. 

(10) More time was spent with the flight management task than with the 
systems monitoring task. During vehicle coast, two thirds as much time w8s 
spent monitoring systems as flight management, while during vehicle thrusting 
only one third 8s much time was spent monitoring. These differences 8re most 
likely due to a coast period with little flight management activity other than 
vehicle attitude control, and to the added demands of the flight m8nagement 
t8Sk during thrusting, respectively. 
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(11) Opinion was divided on the value of the three scales for 
achievement of the ncminal path. An explrrnation may be found by reference 
to the end point data, which revealed that the three scales provided better 
vehicle lateral and altitude control, whereas the single scale resulted in 
more accurate elevation and heading angles. An improved scaling technique 
should incorporate the advantages of both the single and three scale 
techniques. 

(12) Subjects commented that three-scale changing was confusing 
when errors were large, but were useful when the nominal path had been 
achieved. They recommended either 8 two-scale system with manual changeover 
or eliminating step changes entirely and increasing sensitivity 8s error is 
reduced. 

(13) Brightness was rated the most helpful cue that a scale had 
changed. 

(14) There was a lack of a positive index of when the nominal alti- 
tude has been achieved, i.e., the Vertical Display implementation requires that 
pilots recognize that nominal altitude is a displayed condition with the sides 
of the path coincident with the corners of the scope. Further altitude correc- 
tion results in the path switching abruptly to a similar position in the 
opposite field (above or below). Pilots frequently used this flipping as 8 
gauge of on-altitude conditions. 

(15) Large elevation and heading angles resulted in the path tip 
moving out of view. This condition could be avoided by a logarithmic decrease 
in sensitivity of the path tip. For large errors, horizontal and vertical 
situation planning displays were recommended. 

(16) Indication of the rate of change in altitude (path width) was 
not sufficiently pronounced. 

(17) Immediate feedback on the amount of the pilots attitude correc- 
tion was reccenmended. This could be achieved by a more sensitive feedback of 
the effects of attitude changes on flight path and positional errors. 
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3.6.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

3.6.4.1 Conclusions 

(1) General 

(a) First Evaluation median performance was superior to the 
Second Evaluationon six of the nine critical parameters (elevation and heading 
angles, velocity, lateral position, 
ture). 

and altitude errors; and roll energy expendi- 
Second Evaluation parameters for which significantly better performance 

was achieved were longitudinal error, pitch and yaw energy expenditures. 

(b) With a minimum of training,pilots were able to perform a 
successful cisplanetary injection maneuver with the displays provided. 

(c) Performance with a single-scale positional error presen- 
tation was superior to that with three-scaleson five parameters. Superior 
performance with three-scaleswas achieved only for lateral error control. Three 
parameters showed no significant difference. The implication of this finding 
is that future displays should employ a single-scale modified to provide 
greater sensitivity for small position errors. 

(d) On-path initial conditions resulted in superior perfomn- 
ante than off-path initial conditions on six parameters; three parameters re- 
ported no significant difference. 

(e) Median performance was better in the horizontal plane than 
in the vertical plane. Heading errors were smaller than elevation errors and 
lateral position errors were smaller than altitude position errors. Among the 
factors contributing to better horizontal performance were the higher error 
display gain used and the existence of a horizontal display for planning purposes. 

(f) Significant observations from analysis of the questionnaire 
data were as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The Second R-valuation was more difficult, but more 
challenging and interesting due to the increased 
responsibility assigned to the pilot. 

The three-scale condition was considered detrimental 
and a modified single-scale technique was recommended. 

The Horizontal Display was used more often than in the 
First Evaluation and a comparable vertically oriented 
presentation was suggested for altitude control when 
the vehicle is off path at greater than line-of-sight 
distances. 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The absence of vehicle attitude information was 
considered to be a handicap suggesting the need for 
greater sensitivity in presenting vehicle position 
relative to the flight path. 

The cue for thrust cutoff (at injection) should be 
more positive. 

Digital information was considered to be unnecessary 
with the displays provided. 

The systems monitoring task was not sufficiently dis- 
tracting and was too simple for task loading as it 
was programmed. 

(2) Vertical Display Flight Path Heading and Elevation Angle 
Presentation 

The Space Analog Vertical Display was not flyable when the vehicle 
flight path heading and elevation angles with respect to the required path were 
presented in true relationship (1:l with the real world). Display gain in 
flight path heading error (32:l), and elevation angle error (6:1) resulted in 
a flyable configuration with the following best median on path performance 
at the cisplanetary injection point: 

Heading error 0.009 degree 

Elevation error 0.192 degree 

Though the use of fixed gain resulted in acceptable flight per- 
formance, it induced undesirable presentation characteristics under certain 
flight conditions. These were not noticeable when the vehicle flight path 
heading and elevation errors were relatively small as in a well controlled flight 
profile. However, they were very pronounced under poor path control and large 
deviations. Under these conditions, the required path position depicted the 
amplified error at the expense of its true position to the real world, ie, 
large path tip displacements above and below the horizon and to the side of 
the apparent vehicle path. 

The gains used provided an adequate presentation of change in 
elevation and heading errors but the rates of change were still much less than 
that of a true attitude presentation. Consequently, flight control correc- 
tions required care in application. 

(3) Vertical Display Vehicle Position Presentation 

Flight performance was superior when using a single-scale in 
presenting vehicle altitude and lateral position error; vrith respect to the 
required path. The use of three-scale presentations with increasing sensitivity 
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as the path was approached resulted in undue pilot attention to'positional 
errors at the expense of elevation and heading errors. This is undesirable 
because the latter are of greater significance to the cisplanetary path re- 
quired. However, the greater sensitivity of these scales did produce better 
vehicle positional performance. The results indicate the need for the combina- 
tion of the best features of single andthree-scale presentation of positional 
errors, i.e., a single path configuration with increasing sensitivity of error 
presentation as the required path is approached. 

Best vehicle position performance was achieved with the 
2 10,000 ft. scale as follows: 

Lateral error 1,027 feet 

Altitude error 4,368 feet 

(4) Control System Energy Expenditure 

The use of the vehicle attitude control system was significantly 
less during the Second Evaluation than during the First. In the First Evaluation 
the command attitude presentation encouraged the constant correction of errors 
and generally resulted in a certain amount of overcorrection. The Second Evalua- 
tion presentation, on the other hand, incorporated a display configuration that 
required care in control application, as well as flight techniques requiring 
minimal control action. 

Best control system energy expenditure performance was as follows 
(medians): 

Pitch Yaw 
On-Path - Single-Scale F3%* 8.2% 

Roll 
9% 

Off-Path - Single-Scale 15.88% 14.8% 10.67$ 

* Per cent of total available during thrusting period. 
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3.6.b.2 Recommendations 

VERTICAL DISPLAY 

(1) Program a Logarithmic Relationship Between Display Sensitivity 
and Error - Investigate techniques for providing a logarithmic increase in 
display sensitivity as error is decreased and a logarithmic decrease in 
sensitivity as error is increased. Parameters affected would include flight 
path heading, elevation, altitude and lateral errors as displayed on Vertical 
and Horizontal Displays. 

(2) Increase Altitude Error Sensitivity - Increase the sensitivity 
of the path width to altitude error, i.e., the path should be perceptibly 
narrower for such initial conditions as 33.3 miles above nominal than for 12.5 
miles above naninal. With training, pilots should be able to associate dis- 
played path widths with specific altitude errors. Accuracy in estimating alti- 
tude error should improve as error decreases due to the increased sensitivity. 
This will affect the Vertical Display implementation equipment. 

(3) Increase Lateral Error Sensitivity - Increase the sensitivity 
of the path's lateral displacement to lateral errors, i.e., the path should be 
displaced much farther toward the horizon line for such initial conditions 
as 33.3 miles left than for 12.5 miles left. Pilots should be able to associate 
a displayed extent (or angle) of displacement with a given lateral error. 
Accuracy in estimating lateral error should improve as error decreases. This 
will affect the Vertical Display implementation equipment. 

(4) InveStiRate a Vertical Position Plannjm D' - The Vertical 
Display necessarily becomes degraded in precision of infowon as the 
altitude error becomes very large. Whereas it is feasible to display specific 
path widths for specific altitude errors when there is a relatively small 
lateral error (line-of-sight distances), the display problem becomes more 
difficult as lateral error increases. Consider the initial condition of a 
33 mile lateral error. The display of altitude changes in combination with 
this lateral error is necessarily much less precise than with no lateral error. 
In the present simulation, pilots had a horizontal presentation for planning 
purposes when there was a large lateral error, but no corresponding vertical 
presentation. It was difficult to detect small changes in altitude in combina- 
tion with a large lateral error, the pilot relying somewhat on his knowledge 
of his own attitude inputs. End condition data for the Second Evaluation 
indicated median altitude error was over twice that of median lateral error, 
possibly due to the less precise information in the vertical plane. It is 
recommended that a vertical position planning presentation analogous to the 
horizontal presentation be investigated. This would present the orbital 
situation, similar to Figure 2, as part of the long range planning information 
on the Horizontal Display. 

(5) Improve "Fly-Through" Presentation of Path - Eliminate present &is- 
continuity in path altitude error presentation when vehicle is in close proximity 
to the path. Present display implementation results in a sudden switching of 
path position indicating a vehicle position above or below path commensurate 
with small altitude errors. This sudden switching has caused pilots to over- 
compensate for what appears to be a significant altitude error with resultant 
poor altitude control when on path. A smooth transition of path presentation 
is required to provide a more positive index of small altitude changes. This 
will affect the Vertical Display implementation equipment. 



(6) Standardize Path Tip Displacement Distance for Heading and 
Elevation Errors - The gain in the path tip should be adjusted so that a given 
displacement from center constitutes the same angle (error) for both heading 
and elevation. Hence, pilots may learn that a specific tip displacement - 
equals a specific angle regardless of the spatia;l plane he is attending to. 

(7) Standardize Scale Factors on C-on Drives to Path Tip and 
Background - The scale factors should be the same for drives to the Naninal 
Path tip and background elements. Background cues (horizon, ground plane, 
star field) provide secondary cues to established elevation and heading angles. 
It is axiomatic that these cues must verify the pilot's interpretation of an 
angle and, therefore, the scale factors to drives to the tip and background 
must be uniform. 

(8) Quicken Feedback of Flight Parametric Information - In order 
that the pilot may anticipate the consequences of improper attitude management, 
it is recommended that a quickening of displays be investigated. The infoxma- 
tion fed back would be the parametric values (flight path angular and position 
errors) which would exist at some specified future time (e.g., 10 seconds or 
as required) if the vehicle continues on its present trajectory. In the Second 
Evaluation approaching the naninal path at a steep angle often resulted in 
passing through it and continuing on for many thousands of feet before the 
error could be corrected. Knowledge that "X" seconds from then the vehicle 
will pass through the naninal path should prompt the pilot to immediately 
correct his attitude and approach assymptotically rather than oscillating 
about the path. Predictor information would also canpensate for scme of the 
inherent lag between attitude command inputs and a visible change in movement 
of the flight path. 

(9) Provide a More Positive Engine Cutoff Cue - The pulsing of the 
velocity marker provided good anticipatory indication of an approaching thrust 
requirement (initiation or cutoff). The disappearance of the markers, followed 
by their reappearance with rapid movement is a satisfactory cue for thrust 
initiation. The slowing, stopping and disappearance of the markers is not a 
satisfactory cue for thrust cutoff because it requires continuous monitoring 
and forces reliance on detecting the absence of a cue for initiation of a 
very critical discrete act. It is recommended that a more positive cue-- 
possibly an auditory cue, separate display element or pulsation plus deletion 
of markers similar to the thrust initiation comman d--be activated at the exact 
moment that the engines should be cutoff. The velocity markers were not easily 
detected when the pathway was to the extreme left. It is rectxnmended that there 
be markers on both the right and left side of the path for ease of detection 
under extreme lateral error conditions. 
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HORIZWl!ALDISPIAY 

(1) Improve Sensitivity to Iatcral Error - Since the Horizontal 
Display elaaents are coordinated with the Vertical Display elanants, sensitivity 
of the moyil3B vehicle position symbol will also increase logarithmically as the 
nominslpathis achieved. To facilitate detectia of movement, it is recaPmended 
that the symbol be displaced much farther toward the periphery of the display. 
It would then be possible to tell that the vehicle was closing on the nauinal 
path even at relatively gradual closure rates. The symbolshouldmove continu- 
ously toward the nc&na.l path (rather than switching back outward at critical 
periods as in theUrW-IeaLe.t‘eehniqUe36 _.- 

(2) Provide a More Realistic Task LijadinB - The use of the Status- 
Trend display, a first level of vehicle subsystem status monitoring, has 
proved to be too simple a task for pilot task loading. It is recaumended that 
a more demanding procedure be incorporated in the next evaluation involving 
recognition of malfunctions in the vehicle systems that control the vertical 
displ~ presentation (Guidance, Navigation and Control). Programmed devia- 
tions in the natural format of the vertical display would signal the mal- 
functions. Pilot query of the vehicle systems via presentations on the 
Horizontal Diapw, detection and correction of the malfunction by suitable 
control action, would provide a realistic task loading and also petit inves- 
tigation of advanced vehicle subsystem monitoring concepts. In addition, 
ability to cope. with potential malf'unctions in the Space Analog will build 
ccnfidence in this type of displs;y. 
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4.0 COMPARISCN OF THE FIRST AND SECOND EVALUATIONS 

The objectives of the First and Second Evaluations differed con- 
siderably, hence any general comparison between median injection point perfor- 
mance must be made with recognition that differences in the display technique 
have been combined with other specific problems of interest in the particular 
evaluation. For example, the grand median performance for the First Evaluation 
was a composite of median performance under six conditions, three with analog 
information only and three with both analog and digital information. Also, 
investigated were different display gain settings. The grand median per- 
formance in the Second Evaluation was a ccmposite of median performance 
under three scale and one scale conditions, with on-path and off-path initial 
conditions also analyzed within each group. 

A comparison between the First and Second Evaluation was conducted 
by determining the grand medians for each parameter for the respective evalu- 
ations and by conducting a Mann-Whitney ?JW Test, similar to that described 
previously, to determine the significance of the reported parameter medians. 
Table 14 presents the results of this comparison. 

The major differences between the First and Second Evaluations may 
be summarized in terms of what they investigated. The First Evaluation was 
concerned primarily with determining the applicability of the analog display 
concepts to the cisplanetary injection maneuver, with the pilots following a 
commend attitude profile in a manner similar to that currently employed or 
planned for the Gemini and Apollo missions. The First Evaluation demonstrated 
that a command attitude profile could be successfully flown with relatively 
small error in the relevant parameters. The First Evaluation provided infor- 
mation on "what sm I doing" and "what should I be doing," but lacked infor- 
mation on "how am I doing." The Second Evaluation attempted to correct 
this deficiency, by permitting the pilot more control over the selection of 
appropriate elevation and heading angles and by allowing him to see his 
nominal path error. However, the Second Evaluation presented a task which 
required greater pilot participation and management, especially under the 
off-path initial conditions. The Second Evaluation demonstrated that it was 
feasible for pilots to perform a cisplanetary injection maneuver with feedback 
of nominal flight path error as the major information input. 

The experimental design of the Second Evaluation incorporated the 
recommendations and conclusions of the First Evaluation as follows: 

(1) The recommendation that the vertical display presentation be 
changed during the thrust period so that the pilot is able to receive infor- 
mation on 'How em I doing" and can control the vehicle's position relative 
to the nominal path. This change, in effect, integrates the man into the 
loop as a ccnmnand element rather than as a nuller of errors. 
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PEASURE 

ELEVATION ERROR 

I-IEADmG ERROR 

VJZLOCITY ERROR 

LATERALERROR 

LONGITUDINAL ERROR 

ALTITUDE ERROR 

PITCH ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE 

YAW ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE 

ROLL-(X 
EXPENDITURE 

FIRST 
EVALUATION 

0.0025 dog 

0.003 dog 

5.0 fps 

0.0 ft 

6,441 ft 

121 ft 

29.0 46 

24.3 % 

4.6 $ 

SECOND 
EVALUATION 

O-305 dog 

0.032 dog 

11.7 fps 

2,488 ft 

2,799 ft 

6,560 ft 

16.12 $ 

11.75 $ 

9.62 % 

* Level of significance (Mann-Whitney "U" Test) 

TABLE 14 

ImEL* 

.OOl 

.003 

0179 

WA 

.006 

.OOl 

.OOl 

.OOl 

.014 

First 

First 

First 

First 

Second 

First 

Second 

Second 

First 

COMPARISON OF THE GRAND MEDIAN SCORES 

FOR THE FIRST AND SECXXD EVAIUATIONS 



(2) The recommendation to include scale changes in both vertical 
and horizontal positional error to investigate the display of rates of closure 
between the vehicle and the nominal path. 

(3) The recommendation to use analog information alone; digital 
backup information was unnecessary. 

(4) The conclusion that rate attitude control rather than accelera- 
tion attitude control should be used. 

(5) The conclusion that in the First Evaluation a realistic level 
of performance with a standard TV roster analog display was determined against 
which more advanced display techniques could be compared. 

It was predicted that the incorporation of Recommendations #2 through 
#5 would act in the direction of improving performance in the Second Evaluation. 
Recommendation #l, which resulted in changing the meaning of the flight path 
and view of the display in the Second Evaluation, would not necessarily result 
in better initial performance, but with improved display techniques, could 
eventually result in better performance. 

4.1 Performance Differences in the First and Second Evaluations 

It can be seen in Table 14 that four of the six parameters favoring 
the First Evaluation were highly significant (.02 or better). These parameters 
were elevation error, heading error, altitude error, and roll energy expenditure. 
The level of significance for a fifth parameter, lateral error, could not be 
assessed because the First Evaluation reported this error as essentially zero. 
The sixth parameter, velocity error, was significant at a very low level (.18). 
An explanation for the superior performance on these parameters in the First 
Evaluation was the extremely fine display sensitivity to small errors which 
was achieved through the use of a command attitude presentation. 

Table 14 indicates that three parameters favored the Second Evaluation 
and were highly significant (.06 or better). These parameters were longitudinal 
error, pitch and yaw energy expenditure. An explanation for the lower control 
energy expenditures in pitch and yaw was that in the First Evaluation pilots 
tended to overcontrol by correcting for insignificant errors, whereas in the 
Second Evaluation pilots were less aware of very small deviations from an 
idealized vehicle flight path, and hence, corrected much less often. Roll 
commands were rarely introduced in the First Evaluation, the pilots relying 
much more often on pitch and yaw commands. 

The parameters reported in Table 14 are grand medians and the Mann- 
Whitney tests were conducted only between these grand medians, which included 
both on-path and off-path initial conditions. Since the Second Evaluation 
reported much poorer performance for the off-path condition than did the First 
Evaluation (the off-path or on-path condition being much less consequence in 
an error nulling task), it was decided to compare best performance in the 
Second Evaluation with performance for the First Evaluation. This data is 
presented in Table 15. Note that the differences in values are much less 
between the two evaluations. 



4.2 Space Systems Applications 

Table 15 presents a comparison of injection point data with represen- 
tative space system performance requirements. System requirements listed 
below as allowable errors for interplanetary missions are based on the EMPIRE 
Program and Apollo. 

Median Median Allowable 
Errors* Errors* Error for 

First Second Interplanetary 
Parameters Evaluation Evaluation Missions 

Flight Path Elevation (DEG) 0.0025 0.192 0.1 

Flight Path Heading (DEG) 0.003 0.009 0.1 

Velocity (FPS) 5.0 7.3 4 to 10 

Lateral Position w-1 Essentially 1,027 50 to 11,000 
(out-of-plane) Zero 

Longitudinal Position (FT) 6,441 1,181 50 to 11,000 
(in-plane) 

Altitude (ml 

Pitch Energy Expend. (%) 

.Yaw Energy ,?Zxpend. (%I 

Roll Energy Expend. (%> 

9 Grand Median 
+# On-path, l-scale 

121 4,368 3,000 

29.0 13.68 N/A 

24.3 8.28 N/A 

4.6 5.48 WA 

TABLE15 

CONPARISON OF FIRST AND SNCOND EXALUATION NEDIAN 
SCORES WITH SPACE MISSION ALLOWABLE NRRORS 
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of the first six parameters listed above on which allowable error 
data is available, the First Evaluation median performance is either more 
accurate or within the range of accuracies required for a successful injection 
on all of the parameters. Median data for the Second Evaluationmeets allow- 
able error requirements on all but two of the parameters, flight path elevation 
error and altitude error. This observation confirms the reccmxnendation that 
additional display sensitivity is needed to improve pilot performance on these 
two parameters. 

The interplanetary requirements are tentative and based on the best 
available current data. As such, it is subject to retision and more exact 
definition as interplanetary planning advances. 

4.3 Conclusion 

The First Svaluation established the level of performance of a 
standard TV presentation space analog with pilot nulling of computer deter- 
mined vehicle attitude errors. 

The Second Evaluation determined an initial level of pilot perfonn- 
ante when the Space Analog format permitted pilot management of the vehicle 
flight path with respect to a required (nominal) path. The use of a constant 
display gain resulted in relatively acceptable flight performance under ideal 
control conditions but with inherent display deficiencies under poor control 
or high error conditions. The Second Evaluation has also indicated the direc- 
tion for further improvement of the Space Analog: (1) the incorporation of 
non-linear gain in the presentation of vehicle flight path deviations fran 
the Nominal, and (2) the investigation and application of quickened and predic- 
tive information to improve display response to pilot control inputs. 
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5.0 PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

'The results of the first two program simulations have shown the 
Space Analog Display to be a feasible means for control of space vehicles 
during orbital maneuvers. The Second Evaluation has further indibated that 
operation in the Space Vehicle Path Mode permits a higher level of decision 
making and participation on the part of the pilot than when simply nulling 
computer presented errors as the case in the Space Vehicle Command Attitude 
Mode of the, First Evaluation. The Second Evaluation has also defined the need 
for further research in specific areas which should result in a higher level 
of pilot performance. This research can be accomplished with equipment and 
facilities presently available to the program with required but limited modi- 
fication in certain specific areas. It is therefore recommended that a Third 
Evaluation be conducted in the LTV Manned Aerospace Flight Simulator (MAFS) 
to correct the deficiencies in the Space Analog that have been identified. 

5-l OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the Third Evaluation are: 

(1) Improve the natural presentation of space vehicle flight path 
angular and positional errors with respect to a required (Nominal) path by 
investigating techniques for providing a logarithmic or non-linear increase 
in display sensitivity as error is decreased and a decrease in sensitivity 
as error is increased. 

(2) Improve displayed vehicle flight path response to attitude 
control when thrusting by investigating techniques for incorporating quickened 
and/or predictor forms of information in the Space Analog to compensate for 
the inherent lag between pilot attitude control inputs and the visable change 
in vehicle flight path. 

(3) Revise the Vertical Display System Demonstrator equipment 
to correct deficiencies in display element presentation. 

(4) Incorporate an Earth capture flight profile, in lieu of the 
cisplanetary injection profile previously used, to extend the investigation 
of the operational capabilities of the Space Analog to another critical phase 
of the space mission. 

(5) Investigate pilot ability to recognize malfunctions of the 
Space Analog by observation of display element performance (programmed random 
deviations fran the natural environmental format) in the course of normal 
space flight operation; and to identify and correct such system malfunctions 
through the interpretation of advanced integrated forms of vehicle subsystem 
status information appearing on the Horizontal Display, and applicable panel 
controls. This will serve as a more realistic form of operational pilot task 
loading than the first level of information Status-Trend display used during 
the first two simulator evaluations. 
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(6) Define the envelope of flight operation for the Vertical Diaplay 
portion of the Space Analog, i.e ., w&at are the limits, if any, in 0ffRaninal 
Path vehicle conditions, which retain a natural environmental display format 
and do not require eupplementary planning information for noz?nal. flight opera- 
tion? (Is it line-of-eight distance to the Naainal Path and/or other factors?) 

The Third IEvaluation will consist of: 

(1) Review current concepts and applications of logarithmic or non- 
linear gain, quickened, and predictor techniques for information display. 
Select specific techniques for application to the Space Analog and simulator 
evaluation. 

(2) Review current concept8 for space vehicle Rarth capture maneuvers 
and select one that is most representative of future manned space flight. 

(3) Review the circuitry of the Vertical Display Pathway Display 
System DemOnStratOr and define specific hardware change8 needed to correct 
presently .defined deficiencies in display element presentation. Coordinate 
this with the equipment manufacturer. Implement the required Change8 by 
revising existing or procuring new circuit boards for the System Display 
Generator. 

(4) Setup the LTV MAPS and its supporting computer complex incor- 
porating the Earth capture flight profile and revised Vertical Display Pathway 
Display System Demonstrator. Prepare a test program incorporating the test 
objectives defined. 

(5) Conduct a three week test program utilizing, if pOSSible, 
the same pilot 8ubjeCt8 as in the preceding two simulator evaluations. 

(6) Reduce and evaluate test data and compare to the results of the 
previous Rvaluations and to current requirements for manned Mars, Venus and 
Apollo space programs. 

(7) Prepare a formal report containing descriptions of the simu- 
lation setup, test procedures, data acquired, evaluation procedures, results, 
conclusions, and recommendations for further research. -In addition prepare 
a documentary film illustrating the display presentations evaluated. 

5.3 ARTICIPATRD RESULTS 

It is expected that the Third Rvaluation will produce the following 
results: 

(1) The deficiencies in the Space Vehicle Path Mode defined in 
the Second Evaluation will be corrected and the resultant pilot flight per- 
formance will compare closely with that of the Space Vehicle Camnand Mode of 
the First Evaluation. Further, it will be 8hOWZI that the Space Analog con- 
cept of information presentation meets the requirements of current and future 



apace lrystam in a manner that permita maximum manned participation and 
decision making during the most critical phases of space flight. 

(2) Demonetration of a pilot's ability to recognize and correct 
possible malfunctions in the space analog will increase confidence and accep- 
tance of this form of infomation preeentation. 

(3) The application of advanced integrated information presenta- 
tion to vehicle subeyetem malfunction detection and correction, wed in con- 
junction with Space Analog malfunction recognition and as pilot task loading, 
will demonstrate the advantages of these concepts in this area. 
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1.0 DRFIRITION OF SYMROLS 

: Symbol 

e 

GM 

lx 

K =P 
KE 

%s 

Definition 

Eccentricity of nominal trans-Mars orbit. 

Gravitational constant. 

Vehicle altitude relative to reference sphere 
(Earth). 

Altitude error relative to nominal trajectory. 

Vertical display altitude drive signal. 

Vertical display altitude error drive signal. 

Reference altitude rate in attitude command 
computation. 

Reference altitude rate resulting from 1sh. 

Specific impulse, main engine. 

Logic terms for computation of vertical display 
angular drive gains. 

Logic terms associated with display mode selection. 

Logic term associated with main engine operation. 

Represents K&, 1,2,3,4, or 5 in computation of 
display angle gains. 

Vertical display angular drive gains. 

Vertical display altitude error sense signal. 

Gains in attitude command equations. 

Logic term associated with first initiation of 
thrust (time to even computation). 
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Definition 

Inertia coupling constants in roll. 

Inertia coupling constants in pitch. 

Inertia coupling constants in yaw. 

Logic term associated with speed marker velocity 
error computation. 

Logic term associated with total thrusting time. 

Logic term associated with orbital longitude 
relative to nominal insertion (thrust termination). 

Pitch, yaw, and roll gains for automatic attitude 
control. 

Direction cosines relating XDYDZR body axes to 
YpYRZp inertial axes. 

R~z;;~z; change of 11,2,3, m1,2,3, n1,2,3 direction 
. 

Direction cosines relating XRYRZ 
XOYOZO local horizontal-vertica f 

body axes to 
axes. 

Inertial angular rates about XRYDZR body axes - 
roll, pitch, yaw. 

Inertial angular accelerations about XRYRZD body 
axes. 

Stick commanded angular rates. 

Trim knob commanded angular rates. 

Attitude control system angular rate errors. 

Attitude control system thruster fuel measures, 
ideal angular velocities expended about each 
body axis. 

Angular acceleration contributions of attitude 
control system thrusters. 
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Definition 

Angular acceleration contributions resulting 
from main engine misalignment moments. 

Initisl values of &and A;; . 

Variations of A&and A& with thrust-to-mass 
ratio. 

Radius of reference sphere (Earth). 

Radius of nominal trajectory from center of 
reference sphere (Earth). 

Radius of nominal trajectory prior to insertion 
(thrust termination) and perigee radius of 
nominal trans-Mars trajectory. 

Local radius of flight path (vehicle distance) 
from center of reference sphere (Earth). 

Flight path radius at thrust initiation. 

Longitudinal range on surface of reference sphere 
(Earth) from nominal insertion (thrust termination). 

Longitudinal range preset for thrust initiation. 

Longitudinal range terms for scheduling speed 
marker on-off logic. 

Longitudinal range term for changing speed marker 
velocity error computation at thrust initiation. 

Laplace operator. 

Elapsed time from run initiation. 

Lead time in velocity error computation. 

Total thrustj.ng time. 

Time to event. 

Time terms for computation of Kz,1,2,3...11,12. 

Thrust-to-mass ratio. 

Initial thrust-to-mass ratio. 
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Symbol 

V 
v -RR 

% 

N4 

vkn 

% 

%mbl 

V em 
AV 

v 11848 

% 3P,iP 

;B ,?p, zp 

4z 

Definition 

Resultant inertial velocity. 

Velocity change required. 

Vertical display velocity error signal. 

Projection of inertial velocity in local horizontal. 

Nominal insertion (thrust termination) velocity. 

Perigee velocity of nominal trans-Mars trajectory. 

Vertical display pathway velocity signal. 

Required velocity, digital readouts. 

Main engine fuel measure, ideal velocity expended. 

Vertical display ground plane velocity signal 
parallel to reference heading. 

Vertical display ground plane velocity signal 
normal to reference heading. 

Thrust resultant acceleration along XR body axis. 

Iner-tial velocity components in YQYcZC local 
horizontal-vertical reference system. 

Inertial position coordinates in XPYPZP inertial 
reference system. 

Inertial velocity components in XpYpZp inertial 
reference system. 

Inertial acceleration components in XPYpZP inertial 
reference system. 

Thrust resultant accelerations in XpYpZp inertial 
reference system. 

Projection of local flight path radius <r,> 
in XpZP plane. 

Inertlrl velocity in Xp-Zp plane &mg radiur, 
vector projection. 

Horizontal situation display CRT coordinates 
associated with command flight path heading 
line (end of line away from vehicle position 
depicting direction of command heading). 
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I 

Definition 

Horizontal situation display CRT coordinates 
associated with present flight path heading line 
(end of line away from vehicle position depicting 
direction of present heading). 

I 
Reference lateral velocity in attitude command 

computation. 

Horizontal situation display CRT coordinates 
associated with vehicle position and present 
and canmand flight path heading lines (end of 
both lines which corresponds to present vehicle 
position). 

Vertical display pathway lateral offset signal. 

Horizontal situation display CRT position associated 
with thrust initiation command line. 

Orbital longitude, central angle in Xp-Zp plane 
relative to Xp axis (nominal insertion). 

Orbital latitude, central angle displacement from 
Xp-Zp plane (nominal orbital plane). 

Actual flight path elevation from local horizontal 
plane. 

Nominal trajectory flight path elevation from 
local horizontal plane. 

Attitude control, side stick deflections in roll, 
pitch, and yaw. 

Attitude control, trim knob deflections in pitch, 
and yaw. 

Integrated absolute error in pitch, roll and yaw. 

Instantaneous velocity error. 

Instantaneous flight path elevation error. 

Instantaneous errors in pitch and yaw. 
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syItib01 

*3,&Y, 

Definition 

Pitch, roll, and yaw Euler angles for vehicle 
orientation relative to local horizontal-vertical 
reference system. 

Pitch, and yaw commanded attitudes. 

%cwdLua,*- -Pitch, roll, and yaw attitude change requirements - 
digital readouts. 

Vertical display, angular drive signals in pitch, 
roll, and yaw. 

Pitch and heading (yaw) errors. 

Vertical display, pathway angular drive signals 
in pitch error and heading error. 

%c, 

sr, 

Reference pitch angle in attitude command computation, 

Actual flight path heading in local horizontal 
plane relative to reference heading (nominal orbital 
plane). 
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2.0 EQUATIONS 

The implementation of the First Evaluation Simulator program included 

the computation of vehicle motion in six degrees-of-freedom, vehicle configuration 

variations, attitude control system operation, display drive signals, moving base 

drive signals, and data recording parameters. 

2.1 lllmBuTIa lmToll 

The translation, position and velocity, of the vehicle were computed in a 

geocentric, inertially oriented axis system - Xp, Yp, Zp. The XpZp plane was 

the nominal orbital plane with the Xp axis coinciding with the local radius vector 

at the nominal insertion, thrust termination point. 

2.1.1 Equations of Motion 

The equations of translational motion in the inertial reference system 

were: 
. . 
x,- A& 

GM 
r,, XP 

The thrust resultant accelerations in equations 1, 2, and 3, were 

determined from: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Thrust resultant accelerations were produced in the vehicle along only 

the longitudinal, XD, axis - the acceleration along YD and ZD always being zero: 

(5) 

2.1.2 Geometric Definitions 

The geometric relationship of the various axis systems and terminologies 

used in the simulation were as shown in Figure I-A-1; The magnitude of the radius 

vector for the present position of the vehicle was computed from 

rv = + (%a+Yp=, 
YZ 

(6) 

where the projection of the radius vector into the Xp - Zp plane was 

(7) 

The altitude of the vehicle above the surface of the reference sphere - 

Earth assumed to be spherical - was determined from the radius vector: 

The polar angles of vehicle position relative to the nominal orbital plane 

and insertion point were orbital longitude 

and orbital latitude 

sin G&p yfa 1% 

cos&,= S/G l 

(9) 

(10) 
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P ! i 
/I 

The components of vehicle inertial velocity in the Earth referenced local 

horizontal and vertical of present vehicle position were computed from: 

where the vehicle velocity in the nominal orbital plane, Xp - Zp, along 

the projection of the radius vector was: 

The resultant inertial velocity of the vehicle was: 

07) 

with the local horizontal component being: 

The orientation of the flight path relative to the reference nominal 

orbital (Xp - Zp) plane and local horizontal was defined by the flight path heading: 

and flight path elevation angle 

(21) 

(22) 
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2.2 RO!l!ATIONAD MO!I!IOI7 

The rotational motion of the vehicle was defined in terms of body axis 

inertial. angular accelerations and rates, the direction cosines relating the 

orkentation of the vehicle body axes to both the inertial reference and the 

local horizontal and vertical axes, and the Euler angles which defined vehicle 

attitude relative to the local horizontal and vertical axes. 

2.2.1 Equations of Motion 

The equations of rotational motion for computing the bcdy axis inertial 

angular acceleration were: 

(23) 

The constants in equations 23, 24, and 25 - Kp, Kp2, Xq3, Kr4, etc. 

reflect the assumption of constant moments of inertia for the simulated vehicle. 

2.2.2 Direction Cosines 

The direction consines relating body axis orientation relative to the 

reference, inertial axes - Xp, Yp, Zp - were computed from the body axis angular 

rates: 
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The direction cosines relating body ax-is orientation relative to the local 

horizontal and vertical axes - x0, Yo, ZO were: 

2.2.3 Attitude Angles 

The vehicle attitude - body axis orientation relative to the reference, 

nominal orbital plane, heading and local horizontal plane - was defined for a 

yaw-pitch-roll Euler angle convention as shown in Figure I-A-1. 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

. (33) 

2.3 VSHIClX COlWIGURATION VARIAFWXS 

2.3.1 MISS 

The simulated vehicle was assumed to vary mass only as a function of fuel 

consumption by the main, nuclear propulsion engine which was assumed to produce 

constant thrust. Since actual mass and thrust magnitudes were of no concern for 

this simulation, it was important then to compute only the variations in thrust- 

to-mass ratio. For a vehicle with a Con8knt thrust engine and which varies mass 
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only as a result of operation of that engine, variations of the thrust-to-mass 

ratio are a function of only the initial thrust-to-mass ratio, the specific impulse 

of the propellant, and the total operating 

used for the computation of thrust-to-mass 

time of the engine. This approach was 

ratio: 

. (34) 

Engine burn, operating time was determined from: 

(35) 

where the logic term, Kg, was determined from: 

2.3.2 Moments of Inertia and Center of Mass 

The moments, and products, of inertia of the simulated vehicle were 

assumed to be constants, but the center of mass was assumed to vary in the 

Yh and Zb body axis directions. Assuming the attitude control jets to be 

arranged to produce pure rotational couples, the only effects of a variable center 

of mass are associated with the resultant misalignment of the main engine thrust 

vector producing rotational moments in pitch and yaw. A simplified routine was 

used in the simulation to compute the angular acceleration contributions resulting 

from the thrust vector not being aligned through the center of mass. 

(36) 

(37) 
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2.4 AT!CI!NDE CONTROL 

Attitude control of the vehicle was performed by mean8 of the 3-axir 

ride #tick controller in either a RAlpE ccmand or AC-TION ccmand, direct, 

tie. ~Trim knob8 in pitch and yaw were available for providing rupplementary 

rate ccmaand ~ignalr when operating in the RATE conmand mode, only. Except for 

the trim fuaction8, none was l vai&ble in the roll loop, all three control loops 

were identical and the riugle attitude mode rwitch in the cockpit changed mode 

in allthreeloaps sinultaneously. A schematic of the attitude control system 

(u simulated is aham in Figure I-A-2.' Autcmatic contr61 of att$tMe was also _ 

provided for use a8 required. A simplified approach WILL) used wherein the rotational 

equation6 of motion - 22, 23, and 24, and the attitude control system were byparlred 

with the body axia rates being cquted as functions of roll displacement and pitch 

and yaw attitude errors: 

2.5 DLSPIAY DRIVE S1GlU.M 

2.5.1 Vertical Display Anmilar Drivers 

The angular drive rrignala to the 

that the effect6 of VW the gain of 

(38) 

(39) 

. NJ) 

vertical display were implemented ouch 

the displayed angle could be evaluated. 

In addition to displaying the true value6 of the anglee; i.e., uring a constant 

unity gain between displayed and actual valuee; two approaches were available 

wherein the gain uaa varied. 
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In one, a step change in gain wa6 made when the absolute value of the 

angle wa6 equal to oue degree. When the actual angle m6 lesr than 6n abrolute 

one degree, the displayed value was 5 times the mguitude of the l ctu6l value, 

a gain of 5 betwen dirplayed and actual. For actual value8 greater than an 

abrolute one degree the displayed value was equal to the l ctu6l, a unity gain. 

In the other approach to variable dirplay gains, the gain YU continuou6ly 

varied between unity and 5 when the absolute value of the actual angle war in 

the rauge of 0.1 to 10 degree6 ruch that the dirplayed value wa6 a linear fuuction 

of the actual. For actual value8 greater than au absolute 10 degree8 6nd lerr thau 

0.1 degree the gain wa6 constant at unity and 5, rerpectively. 

Selection of the dirplay gain method to be used wa6 available only at the 

computer, aud only one of the three method6 being used for any given run. !Che 

angular drive signal6 for the vertical display are defined below. 

2.5.1.1 Ground Plane, Horizon, and Starfield Orientation 

The Orientation of the ground plaue, horizon, aud starfield were obtained 

from sine aud cosine inputs of the displayed value6 of yaw, pitch, aud roll: 

(42) 

(43) 
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2.5.1.2 Pathway Orientation 

The orientation of the pathway was defined by sine and cosine valuer of 

the airplayed valuer of the heading and pitch error teru: 

(45) 

The display gain8 - kls KG2, etc. for each of the displayed angles were 

deterrmined as follows: 

Letting al = %,%,k, *c,o+ rbw 

then: ~=lc,+SKc,+ 

where the logic tenus Kl, K2, 

2.315 Id(rH+ I 

=.47s\cq,, h 

aad K3 are determined from: 

(4f3 
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The heading and pitch error tema used in equations 44 and 45 were 

computed from: 

vJt= wu,-MJ, 

The heading and pitch camwmd terms of equations 47 and 48 were 

The additional logic term used 

St and K 0 
were determined from: 

( 
SinCBar 

y + -@UP J 
in equations 51, 

(47) 

WI 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53') 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

53, 55, 56, and 57, 
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2.5.2 Vertical Display Position and Velocity Drives 

2.5.2.1 Ground Plane 

The ground plane grid varied size a8 a fur&ion of vehicle .altitude and 

tnaslated a8 a function of the horizontal velocity colqponcnts parallel and 

normal to the reference orbital plane. Because of a limitation on digital-to 

analog convereion capabilities, and since the altitude variation8 involved in 

this simulation were small connpared to the no&al altitude, the altitude drive 

signal for the ground plaue grid ua8 approximated using the altitude error 

term of equation 54 and a nominal bias: 

The velocity drives were: 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

2.5.2.2 Pathway 

The pathway position and width were f'uuctions of vehicle lateral and 

vertical displacements from the nominal path and display mode conditions: 

A Yors = U(,Yp (61) 

62) 

(63) 
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J 
The'logic term, KC and I&, iu equations 61-63 and 45, 47, and 48 were 

function8 of the selected display mode, A!P!CI!CUlB or CM.AT'J!mE- 

*-fyq 

The motion of the tar&rips on the pathway wa8 a function of vehicle 

velocity. Although there could be some difference in thi8 velocity between the 

two di8play mode conditions, k and V for ATTI!CUDE and COMMA ATTITUDE, rmpecti 

the difference was negligible for this situation. As a result, aud since 

conversion space wa8 limited, ;b wa8 used in both modes: 

vPATH = ;co (64) 

The speed markers along the pathway translated as a function of the 

velocity error and were displayed only in the COMMMiD display mode. Tuo methods 

were available for "on-off" control the speed markers. In each case the speed 

markers were turned on automatically as a function of range, corresponding to a 

preselected time interval prior to thrust initiation, providing COMMAND mode wa8 

8eleCted. 

III the first, simpler method, the velocity error was displayed as zero 

(no speed marker motion), until the thrust initiation ccmmaud was displayed, at 

which time the speed marker motion indicated the vehicle velocity differential 

which wa8 to be corrected. The !'on-off" control involved no more than the "on" 

camand, automatically with rauge, then staying "on" a8 long a8 COBMMD display 

mode remained selected. With this method, the thrust termination indication was 

.vely , 

no more thm observation of the speed marker motion slowing to a halt, with eubsequent 
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increase in rate in the reverse direction, if thru8t wa8 not temiuated on 8chedule. 

The logic diagram for this "on-off" method 18: 

(65) 

The second, and more complex method, provided a means for alerting the 

pilot to the impending thrmt initiation requirement with definite command 

indications for both thrust initiation aud termination. With thie method the 

speed markers were automatically turned off and back on five time8 prior to thrust 

initiation, the final one being the initiation conmaud. !lhe timing of these off- 

on comauds to the speed marker control was fully adjustable. The thrust 

termination c oxmud indication consisted of turning off the spted markers when the 

computed velocity error had decressed to zero. An example of the timing of the 

speed marker on-off control used in the simulation wa8 a8 follow8: 

CCM¶MD Display Mode Selected - Speed Markers Off 

!l!hmmt initiation minus 6 sec.- Speed Markers Off 1, ,I ;: 5.5 ;I - ;: 
,1 on 

1, H 4 - ,I Off n I! 1, 
11 11 ;: 3.5 ;; - ;: ,( on 

2 - Off n 11 " 0.3 " - " " Oh and velocity 
error from zero 
to max. 

Thrust termination minus 0.3 sec. - Velocity error decreased to 
zero, followed by 

speed markers- off. 
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In this example, it should be noted that the thrust initiation and 

termination ccummd indications were displayed 0.3 seconds prior to the required 

action a8 an allowance for pilot response. 'hi8 lead tire capability was 8l.80 

built into the velocity error computation so that it could indicate zero at a 
preselected time prior to attaFning the required velocity. The Logic diagram 

for this latter "on-off" method of speedmarker control was: 
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!l!he range functions intbe spcedmarker logic diagrams (Rzl cammnto 

both) were time based, the tines being preset a8 desired: 

(W 

037) 

(68) 

(69 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

The velocity error cmuputation for either method of speed marker control 

vB8: 

fk = KU% VLC- (77) 

with the logic term KRz coming from: 
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andwith v*= JP ('- %zh + (79) 

The preset time comstants, for the example shown for the latter method 

of on-off speedmarker control, had the following value8 

at1 = -20 sec. 

At2 = -10 " 

At3 = -9.5 ” 

At4 = -8 ” 

At5 t -7.5 ” 

at6 = -6. 

at7 = -5.5 ” 

Ata = -4 ” 

at9 = -3.5 ” 

&lo = -2 It 

AtU = -0.3 11 

At= = -0.3 n 

Ate c- -0.2 ” 

(Since T/M wa8 used in equation 77 with AtA to compute au equivalent 

velocity chmge and dV/dt wa8 only about 2/3 of T/M near termination, b;tA was 

adjusted so that computed velocity change corresponded to a lead of 0.3 sec.) 

2.5.3 Horizontal Display 

Three separate presentation8 were canbiued on the horizontal television 

dirplrg (Figure I-A-3) irnd implmmnted wing the I&up in Figure I-A-4 a8 follow: 

2.5.3.1 Vehicle Horizontal Situation 

The horizontal situation display was implemented using a 5-inch diameter 

CRT 8nd a stepping awitch to generate the individual traces. The rectangular 

coordinates plotted on this scope were lateral, out-of-plane, versus lougitudihal, 
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in-plane, range as projected into the inertially oriented Y&, plaue, local 

horizontal plane at ncainal thrust termintion. 

The lateral, Yp, range inputs were scaled such that 2 x 105 feet produced 

a lateral scopa deflection of one inch with zero on the vertical centerline of 

the CRT. The lo~itudinal, Zp, rauge inputs were relative to the nominal thrust 

termiuation position and were scaled for 5 x 106 feet per inch of vertical scope 

deflection. Zero longitudiual range was displayed 1.75 inches above the CRT 

lateral centerline. The reference plane, nominal path line was generated as a 

vertical, longitudinal, line with a fixed position aud length, at zero lateral 

displacement (CRT centerline) with a length of 4.5 inches (f2.25.inches fra 

the center), au equivalent ZP range of 22.5 x lo6 feet. The present path line, 

and the reference plane line were the only horizontal situation display parameters 

during ATTITUDE diaplay mode operation. They were generated from present vehicle 

position and flight path heading inforaatiou with the CRT coordinates for each 

end of the line being computed. This cc+putation was performed in the analog 

computer as follows: 

As~rPling~~ is a small anglq such that the sine of the aagle equals the 

tangent and the cosine is unity, and, letting i. be constant at 25,OOO feet per 

second(which &ndtd to amplify the displayed angle as velocity increased and 
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the required flight path angle approached zero), also using a line length l tvH = 0 

of 0.5 inch, and applying the scale factors and offset, the equations for these CRT 

deflections iu inches were as follows: 

(80) 
031) 

(82) 

(83) 

Three.additional lines were displayed during CCBQWD A!P'fITUDE firplay mod4 

operation. A lateral Use, 2 inches length, centered on the vertical centerline, 

was generated to denote the longitudinal position for thrust initiation. The 

vertical (loaglttUaal) displac ePlcnt of this lint on the CRT was detenaiaed from 

the preset values of RZI and orbital radius at the thrust initiation point: 

The position for thrust termination was depicted by a second lateral lint, 

this one 0.1) inch long, positioutd 1.75 inches above CRT centerline (Zp aad RZ 

values of zero). The rectangular coordinates for one end of the comand flight 

path heading line were the same as those for the vehicle position end (k~,.,~ 

aad Zvm) of the present heading line. The coordinates for the other end were 

computed iu a Amilar mnner as equations 82 and 83 except for the ltngth of the 

lint at zero heading beiug 0.625 inches and the use of $,& 

(85) 

(86) 
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2.5.3.2 Digital Readouts 

!Chc digital readout parameters which were c-n to both display tie 

conditions were present velocity which was equal to V and time to event, required 

velocity; and velocity change which were ccatputed as follows: 

(87) 

where the logic term KI was defined by 

and the denominator term, (38 + .014 AtR), was an approximation for 

dV/dt, 

v REQ = \cIv + ~%obl (88) 

(89) 

The attitude parameters which were part of the digital readouts during 

CM+fhND mode operation were: the present roll, pitch, and yaw angles which were 

eqm to $3, 93, andw3, respectively; the required roll, pitch, and yaw angles 

which were equal to zero, 2C, and VC, respectively; and the roll, pitch, and 

yaw attitude changes which were determined from 

4 co(l(c = -4% (90) 

8 
COUU 

= 8,-e% (91) 

Y -ma = 9=-u, (92) 
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2.5.3.3 Vehicle Subsystems Status-Trend 

The status-trend display; a Series 360, Industrial Electronic Rngineers, 

rear-projection readout; appeared on the horizontal TV screen only in conjunction 

with pilot selection of SIIATIIS-TREND. The indicator positions on this display were 

artificalJ.y produced by illumination of one of the twelve individual film strips 

in the display unit, each film strip providing a different combination of the two 

indicator positions. The selection of the indicator position film rtrip for each 

operation of the status-trend display was made by the digital computer from a random 

order rtorage of the twelve combinations. Each selection was independent of all 

others displayed, there being no intended relationship to previous or subsequent 

selections. 

2.6 MOVINGBASE DRIVBS 

The moving base of the simulator cockpit was driven as a function of the 

computed vehicle body axis angular and translational accelerations. The angular 

accelerations - 6, i, and ; - drove the primary roll, pitch, and yaw motions, 

the translational acceleration - 

drive: 

Roll displacement radians 

Inner pitch displacement, 

Yaw displacement, radians 

Outer pitch displacement, 

A.% - producing displacement of the outer pitch 
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2.7 DA!aREcoRDIlGP- CCMPUTATIOS 
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3.0 c- nATA lllms 

The data input8 for the ccqputer program during the First evaluation 

simulation program were a8 shown 3.x.1 Table8 I-A-I & .2. Table I-A-1 presents values of I 

those paremeters md coartants which were independent of initial conditione. Table 

I-A-2 _ lists the parwtcr value8 for the 15 initial. COuditiOu rituations irhich 

were programed for use in the eimlatlou. 

SIMULATIOHCOHSTAHTS - PIRSTEVAIXIM'IOH 

Parameter 

e 

GM 

I 

f%. 

Kbh, sp 

51 

$2 

% 94 

Value 

1.85070416 

1.407690367xzL016 &/se3 

850 sec. 

0.002 rad/ft/sec 

2-6 per sec. 

0.556 

-0.OlJ.l 

0.0056 

%1 0.0500 

$2 
-0.0100 

%3,4 
0.0050 

%l -0.1053 

52 
-0.0105 

II 
r3,4 

0.0053 

&) =*A, %i 2.0 per sec. 
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TABLE :1-A-l 

SIHUIATI~CONSTANTS - FIRST EVALUATION (Cont'd) 

Par-e ter Value 

2-7 rad/8ec2 

0 

,glJ- rad/ft 

2-= rad/ft 

20.926083~10~ ft. 

22.748918~10~ ft. 

0 

-20 ICC. 

-10 8CC. 

-9.5 sec. 

-8 isec. 

-7.5 sec. 

-6 ICC. 

-5.5 8eC. 

-4 sec. 

-3.5 8ec. 

-2 sec. 

0 

32.2 ft/8ec2 

42,000 fp8 
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Z” I 2 3 . 
COMPUTER I.C. \NpcI: 

UP 0 CT 92p68.40 -~ocsAc 

4% Do 50-l -4r\ 44 -1 

6s Aw- IMW-IZ COuOll 

Fr 22,14e,W8 

VS 
P?s 24,as.a3 

KS 
CPS 

0 

NOTE: I.C. VALUES w 

24,%0.95 24,190.20 

202. IO - 2oo.co 

0 0 0.232 ’ 0.232 -0,232 - 0.232 0 o-230 -4230 0 0.234 -0.2%4 

41.5 AL.9 47.3 - 4L.c -4.9 -4C.l 4l.S 41.3 41 .l - 4c.l -4c.c -4G.c 

-se.3 4c.a I I4c.4 I-4c.c I-&4 1 5a.c I 50.3 t-50.5 I --I I 4c.c I 4c.b I-4443 I 
-Sal 5G.4 -SC.0 So.3 -44.9 44.1 -49.9 SC-C -43-C 43.c 

IONS @ THRUST INTTIATION 
22,740,9\8 ! 22,146,9\S Zf,948,916 22,548,9\8 

2%lnS.56 I 24,mS. Sa I 24,Cfl.M I 2c.o.s.2s I 

218.70 I -218.10 I 0 I 0 I 
0 0.252 -0.252 0 0.252 -0.252 0 

-w umcs -p,q,4 r- wzR2 ZERO Paz w 15 Cowor-rlows . 

TABLE.I-A-2 INITIAL CONDITIONS - FIRST EXALUATION 



4.0 PROGRAM (2HAHGE.S DURING OPERATIOlJ 

Several changes to the simulation program were effected during the basic 

experirental teat phase and for 8 subsequent brief qualitative evaluation of 

different vertical display drive methods. 

4.1 ECPW~LTKSTPHASE 

changes to the basic experimental runs involved: the 
%I 

logic in the 

attitude command contputatione, the velocity error lead tine (At*), the 

speed nnrker logic timing ( At= and At,), generation of the vertical display 

pitch and heading error drive signals, and task loading switch lighting and 

nomenclature. 

4.1.1 ~(gpoa;ic 

Prior to initiation of the emerimental runs it was noticed that the 

step change in pitch command at the noninal thrust ttrmiaationlong$tude 

resulting from- going to zero, as required to change from the nominal 

circular orbit to the hyperbolic path, provided a cue which coincided too closely 

with the primary thrust termination ccmmm d indication, speed markers "off." To 

prevent possible response by the test subjects to this cue rather than the speed 

marker indication, the K @logic was disabled such that K 
0 

remained constant at 

zero and the nominal circular orbital path wa8 maintained past the nominal point 

for insertion into the hyperbolic path. 

4.1.2 Velocity Error Lead Time 

The value of the lead time, AtA, in the velocitg error (VK) computation for 

thrust temination wa8 changed twice during tb experimental rum in attempting 

to ColqpenSate for an average subject response time. The initial value.in Table 

I-A-1 of zero was first changed to -0.7 sec. and later to -0.5 sec. where it 

remained thereafter. 
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4.1.3 Speed Marker Timing 

The preset time values for indication o,f the ignition command with 

the speed markers and for the corresponding step input in the velocity error, 

Atu and A&, respectively, initially were zero as shan in Table,&A-l 

were both changed early in the experimental rm phase to -0.6 sec., to allow 

for subject response time. 

4.1.4 Vertical Display Pitch and Heading Errors 

Prior to the final day of experimental runs the analog computer setup 

was revised to eliminate the servo resolvers which had been used for generating 

the sine and cosine values of %s ana %& in order to l ttaiu smother drive 

signals for the vertical display. The IHJ approach assumed mall angle relation- 

*ships wherein the angular values of 
BED IS and %Is 

in radians were used for the 

sine inputs and the cosine inputs were set constant at unity. In the process of 

making this revision a scaling error was discove&d which previously had been 

present in the displayed values of OgDd and vRDIs. This error was such that 

the displayed values previous to the change were greater than intended by a factor 

of 1.7453. This error was corrected at the time of the revision. 

4.1.5 Task Loading 

In the process of conducting the experimental runs it was determined that 

the use of the red-lighted WARRING awitch-light resulted in some pilot response to 

the automatic task loading alerts at the expense of the primary guidance and 

control task. To correct this tendency the amber illmiuated CAWTIOR switchlight 

was substituted for the red illminate’d WARWING switchlight. 

4.2 VERTICAL DISPLAY DRIVR VARIATSORS 

On completion of the basic experimental runs which were all performed with 

the vertical dinploy configured aa previously described, additional methods for 

tiiving the vertical display in the COMMWD mode were briefly evaluated. These 
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included two differeat l pproache6 for orientation of the background rcelic 

(horizon, ground plane, aud starfield); This involved changes in the pitch and/or 

yaw input signals, the roll input signal remaining as the sine and cosine of blS 

as previously described. In the first approach present flight path orientation 

with a higher sensitivity was substituted for vehicle attitude, i.e.: 

VDfs = p;c1[Kd3 + 4%%] 
'D= = k? k&J + 2k y ] 

(1W 
(109) 

In the other approach, only the pitch input signal was changed. In this 

case the pitch attitude relative to 9BBy was displayed: 

Two additional methods for dkiviag the pitch and heading error inputs to 

the pathway were investigated. The first presented the rehtive orientation 

between the actual and nominal flight paths: 

The other method presented the relative orientation between the actual 

and commauded flight paths: 

limits 2o" (113) 

(n4) 

In addition, the simulation was revised so that the pathway could be driven 

with altitude error and lateral offset during CCMMD mode operation a6 well as 

ATTITUDE node: 

AYD* = Yp 015 1 

A hDE = bhi ABS U3 

%Dls = f$---p- 
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When evaluating these revised diisplay methods the Kalogic wa6 enabled, 

functioning in the attitude commnd computations a6 deescribed in Section 2.5.1.2 

of this report. 
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NASA DISPLAY-CORTROL STUDY 
PYLmREmRT 

1. GRHERALPAHELIAYOIKC 

IA. 

IB. 

1c. 

I.D. 

Could you obtain information from both the Vertical Display and the 
Horizontal Display simultaneouslyf 

RATSEG SCAIE 

- To mme degree 

GROUP (MIW) lIl.mMDuAL 

(1.67) 

When viewing the Vertical Display or the Horizontal Display, could you 
scan the Warning Panel to the right or the System Panel to the left? 

RATINGSCALE 

- To 6at6 degree 

GROUP(MZAN~ SBDSVSDUAL 

(2.67) 1. (3) 

From a pilot'6 standpoint. what struck YOU as p6rticularly uood about 
the panel layout? 

1. Vertical situation display and lights. 
2. Ilo comwnt. 
3. Easy to reach. 
4. Satisfactorily fulfilled requiranents of mission. 
5. Easy reach ani accessibility. 
6. Vertical Attitude Display clarity. 

What struck a6 particularly objectionable about the panel layout? 

1. Arm cro66over to null task loading. 
2. (Same) Plus multi responses for task 1oadIng. 
3. Status-trend display on horizontal situation di6play. 
4. Horizontal Situation Digplay not easily visible during thrurt 

(due to gondola gross pitch). 
5. Same a6 1. 
6. Saw a6 1. 
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lE. Rate the pancl Isyout. 

It&cm SCAIZ GRWP (MEAN) mDIyI[DML 

(3) 1. through 6. (3) 

2. VERTICALDISF'IAY- ATTITUDB /AnzmJm czomlum 

2A. In the @..a$$03 l&de, rate ease of obtaining vehicle orientation 
information as the ilight began: 

INDIVIDUAL 

- Difficult 
- Intermediate 
- Easy 

(3) 1. through 6.(3) 

2B. Row does this presentation coaqpare with the two methods below in 
presentation of vehicle attitude? 

Visual reference. 

RAT= SCALF GROUP(MEAN~ INDIVIDW- 

- No comparison (2.58) 
- Not as good as VFR 
- Equal to VFR 

A three-tuds ball 

RATINGSCAIZ 

1) - Inferior to ball 
2) - As good as ball 
3) - Superior to ball 

GROUP(MEAN) 

(2.90) 

INDIVIDUAL 

1. (3) 4. (no 
basis of 

2c. In-the AttitUdo Mode, rate ease of obtaining mm&ml path information - _s....".--- 
its relationship to your vehicle: 

RATDZG SCALE 

1) - Difficult 
2) - Intermediate 
3) - E-Y 

GROUP(MEA$ INDIVIDUAL 

(2.83) 1. (3) 4. (2) 
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SD. I3 your opinion, is this a feasible way of presenting orbital situation 
infomlation? 

Yes (all subjects). 

2E. In the Ccemand Mode, rate ease of following the attitude comaand profile: 

RATIRG SCALE GROUP(MRAN) INDmuAL 

1: 
I 

- Difficult. (2.75) 1. (3) 4. (2) 
- Intermediate. 

(3 - Easy. 

2F. Any general cannenta on the vertical display? 

1. Roll difficult to interpret. 

:: 
Ground terrain unnecessary in comaud mode. 
Sam as 1. 

4. Accliaritiod to "f1, to" difficult. 
5. Sam a8 1. 

20. Ccmpare the attitude command information given you by the Space Aualog 
with other attitude ccamnand displays you my be familiar with (such 
c a8 the Lear 

RAm scm GROUP (MEAN) IRDIVIDUAL 

(1) - Inferior to other attitude (2.63) 1. (3) 4.(no response) 
comand displays. 

-Equal. 2. (2) 5.(ao response) 
- Superior. 3. (3) 6.(no response) 

IF YOU HAD BACKUP DIGITAL IKFORMATION: 

2EI. To what extent did you use the numbers for attitude control of the 
vehicle? 

RATItS SCAIB 

1) - Agreatdesl. 
2) - some. 

(3) - Very little. 

GROUP (MEAN) IRDIVIDUAL 

(1.67) 
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3. VERTICALDISPLAY-VRI0CITLlBFORMATIOA 

3. Rate the cW velocity marker thrust initiation cue. 

RATRG SCALE GROUP(MEAX~ IuDmAL 

(2.33) 

3B. Rate ccaman d velocity thrust termination cue. 

RATIESCALE GROUP (M!ZA@ 

(1) - Poor. (2-3) 

3C. Rate these cues as to preference for thrust initiation countdown. 

RATIIG SCAIE 

- Poor. 
- Fair. 
- Good. 

GRCUJP IRDIVIDUAL 
l!sELz 

Vertical display comand velocity markers. (2.83) & 6 

Horizontal display initiation point,. 

(if you had this) 
Timer (on horizontal display). 

(1.17) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (1) 

(2.33) (-) (3) (2) (-1 (-) (2) 
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3p. Rate these cues aa to preference for thrust telaiution countdown: 

GROUP 
0 

Vertical dieplay c-d velocity urkera.(2.83) & $j 3' & +j & 75 
Hmiaontal diepley i8itiatiom point. 

(if you had this) 
Tiwr (on horimmtal aiaplw~. 

(1.17) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (1) 

(2.33) (-1 (3) (21 (-1 (-1 (2) 

4. HORlZOWi%LDISPUY-SmTIOA/BEADIIIG 

4A. Rate the effectiveners of the horizontal dieplay depictiom of nminel 
path ud vehicle poritiom/orth hew: 

GROUP(MEM~ 

(1.33) 

IRDIVIIIUAL 

1. (2) 4.(no 
rating) 

4% How did you we vehicle heading amd crplnund heading Im flybag the injec- 
tiom meuver (in relation to inforvtion received from the Vertical 
Display) 

1. Not wed. 
No data (miauuderrtood question). 
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IlrYOUIfADRAClWPDIGITAL IRFORNATIOR 

5. 

%. 

DIGITA.L~-VRILKZCY 

To what extent did you uae diMxl velocity information? 

RATIESCALF 

- Very little. 
- soar. 

3) - A great deal. 

GROUP (MEA@ INDIvlDuAL 

(1) 

6. (1) 

5B. Renk the following in deacendiug order in which you ueed them: 

&Ah 

Present velocity (P) (2) (2) t-1 

Required velocity (R) (3) (3) (-1 

Change in velocity (C) (1) (1) t-1 

6. 

6A. 

SYSTEBMCHITORIK+DISmdYS 

What do you think of a mthod like this for presenting system informtion 
VI. en array of constantly visible syatempuameter displaya? 

1. 

i: 
. 

2: 

Idke dieplay, did not went to ace information if system was function- 
ing PrqPerly. 
Preferred single parmeter dials. 
Acceptable, statu84rend could be by light code. 
Very good. 
Same as 2. 
Acceptable for ease of monitoring, but preferred numerical and trend 
information and mxe automatic operation. 

6~. How much of a distraction was the system monitoring tark for you? 

RATIIE SCALE 

- Very distracting. 
- Moderately distncting. 
- I& problem. 

-Early in the flights. (2.42) 

-L&e in the flights. (2.42) (2) (2) (3) (2-3) (3) (2) 

GRCWP 
i!!E!!u 
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6C. Howim@ortantdidyou consider the ryatemmmitoring taak: Apportion 
F time in percentage between the two taska a8 you recall it: 

GROUP 
<HEBIR) 

INDIVIDUAL 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

- Duriw coast. Flbht Hauauement (64.2&l (25) (70) (50) (70) (90, (W 

System Monitorinq (35.W (75) (30) (50) (30) (10) (20) 

- D=aKt-t* =ghtzhaag-t W-d) (50) c3Q) (90) (95) (!a (90) 

System Management (15.W (50) (10) (10) ( 5) (10) (10, 

7. WcmLDYouBE ~TOSH(YEASAPaMTI#A~SI)QLATIORLIKB~? 

Yea (all subjects). 

8. ANYC- OR CRTIICIS~ OFTRE SIMULATIOROR OFAIVY PAIIELFZATUFE? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

None. 

Replace attitude trim potentiometers with "beep" trim; place as on 
aircraft (pitch end roll on stick, yaw on left console). Only digital 
readouts required are: roll, right-left; pitch, w-down; yaw, left-right; 
and their values; aud time-to-go. Yaw profile should be leas abrupt. 

Better roll information needed. 
legible (larger). 

Digitel information should be more 

Eoriomtal display not necessary for this maneuver. 

Eeed analog display of trim displacement, or sane way of determining 
this. No way of gauging amount to put on in present setup. 

A better horizontal diapley presentation might be of ame use. Thrust 
ignition/termination cue should be positive light onset. 
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SECQND EVALUATION - SIMULATION EQUATIONS 
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The implementation of the Second Evaluation Simulator program was as 

described in Appendix I-A with revisions to the display mode ncmenclature, dis- 

play drive signals, and data recording parameters. 

1.0 DISPLAY DRIVE SIGNALS 

1.1 Vertical Display 

In the Second Evaluation the vertical dispm had two modes of operation - SPACE 

vFW.X~E ATTITUDE.ARD SPACE VEHICLE PATH. The ATTITUDE mode was identical to the 

ATTITUDE mode of the First Evaluation with the PATH mode replacing the pre- 

viously used COMAND.ATTITUDE mode. 

The display mode logic terms in the equations, KN and Kc, which were 

formerly associated with ATTITUDE and COMMAND ATTITUDE mode operation, iespec- 

tively, in the First Evaluation, were used for ATTITUDE and PATS mode operation, 

respectively, in the Second. 

The vertical display angular drives were essentially as defined in Section 4.2 

of Appendix I-A: 

Y DIS =Ql cKN y)3 + 4 % j%] (1) 
8 DIS =%2[%83 +=cKJ (2) 

P KDIS = GA [ % YE + K& k h-j (3) 

8 EDIS =KcS cKF Kc (r-b)NoMg (4) 

The values of EDIS and %IS were originally limited in the Second Evalua- 

tion to 2 20' and + 15'snd - l2O, respectively; these limits were later removed. 

The gains K& and Kp were adjusted such that full screen displacements 

of the path tip were obtained in the PATH mode for values of PR of + 0.4 deg. 

and (r- rK*) Of 2 1.4 deg. 
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In the ATTITUDE mode, fullscreen path tip displacements were obtained for 

values of YE Of 2 lg.1 deg. ande3 of f. 8.5 deg. 

Full screen deflection of the starfield, horizon, and ground plane were 

produced with p3 and @,.values + 12.9 and + 8.6 deg., respectively, in the 

ATTITUDE mode and with ph and rvalues of + 3.2 and 2 4.3 deg., respectively, 

in the PATH mode. These values are illustrated In Figure 11-A-l. 

The lateral offset and altitude error drive signals were as defined by equations 

ll5-117 of Appendix I-A with the maximum displayed error for each being +lOO,COO 

feet, i.e., errors greater than 100,CGO feet produced no changes in path lateral 

offset OI! path width. Automatic scale change capabilities, as well as single 

scale, were incorporated for the&YPIg and AhpIg signals. With the automatic 

scale changes, the ranges were provided for both AYDIg and P hpIg - + 10,000, 

+ 50,000, and + 100,000 feet - the scale changes automatically performed at 10,ooO 

and 50,000 feet. 

The tarstrips were used to denote the range of dYDIg - the tarstrips on 

and moving as a function of velocity (normal operation) when the absolute error 

was equal to or less than 10,OCO feet; the tarstrips on with a zero velocity input 

(tarstrips stationary) when the absolute error was greater than 10,000 feet 

but less than or equal to 50,OCG feet; and the tarstrips turned off when the 

error was greater than 50,000 feet. 

Path brightness was varied to denote A hpIg range - maximum with the error 

equal to or less than 10,ooO feet; medium for 10,ooO to 50,000 feet; and minimum 

for greater than 50,000 feet. 

For single scale operation - _ + 100,000 feet with no scale changes - the 

tarstrips were always on and moving and path brightness was always maximum. 
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The K@ logic was enabled for all runs in the Second Evaluation. 

1.2 Horizontal Display 

The horizontal display was the same a8 for the First Evaluation except that 

the horizontal situation display had only one display mode - the same as pre- 

viously used with the COMMAND ATTITUDE mode with the required (command) flight 

path heading line and the digital readout8 deleted. 

2.0 DATA RECORDING PARAMETER COMEWTATION 

The revisions to the printout data requirements for the Second hraluation 

deleted the requirements for equations 97-101 of Appendix I-A. An additional 

equation was incorporated for hROM, nominal flight path altitude: 

hNOM = P NOM - b 

The computations of the remaining data printouts were as defined in Appendix I-A. 

3.0 COMPUTER DATA INPUTS 

The data inputs for computer program during the Second hraluation were the 

8a1.132 as stated in Section 3.0 and revised by Section 4.0 of Appendix I-A. 
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NASA DISPLAY/CONTROL STUDY 
SECOND EVAIUATION 

PILOTREPORT 

1. VERTICALDISPLAY 

IA- 

IB- 

1c - 

lD- 

In the Thrust Phase did you find that following the nominal flight 
path, rather than attitude c-ds, made the task of cisplanetary 
injection . . . 

RATINGSCALR GROUP&SAN) INDMDUAL 

(1) more difficult (1.0) 
(2) no difference ;: I;{ ;: I:] 
(3) easier 3. (1) 6. (1) 

(1) less interesting (2.4) 1. 2) 

I 
2) no difference t 

';a {;j 

3) more interesting 2 6 ! 6: (3) 

Did the absence of vehicle attitude information handicap you in 
achieving the ncmninal flight path? 

(1) considerably (1.6) 1. (1) 4. 0) 
(2) occasionally 

5' [: 1 
t 

(3) not at all . 2: (:j 

Was the Vertical Disulay, in the Thrust Phase, more realistic than 
in the first evaluat'lon‘i- 

t 
1) less realistic (2.0) 1. 1) 
2) no difference 2. -) t 

(3) more realistic 39 (3) 

During the Thrust Phase, when estimating your heading 
angles, estimate the per cent of time you relied upon 
extent of displacement of tip of path frcxn cross; (2) 

‘4. (2) 
5. 12) 
6. (2) 

and elevation 
(1) direction and 
vehicle flight 

path attitude as given by horizon, ground scene, and sky field movement. 

(1) 7&* 
(2) 36%* 

* Percentages do not total 
lC& because two subjects 
gave percentages totaling 
more or less than lOC$. 

Did the lag in nominal flight path movement 
troller input result in any confusion? 

1) considerably (1.5) 

following attitude con- 

Rate the velocity marker as a cue for thrust initiation and cutoff. 

(2.5) 1. 3 4. 2 

2. [I 2 3. (2) 56: !I (33) 



2. HORIZCNTAL DISPLAY 

2A - Did you use the Horizontal Display more or less often in this 
evaluation than in the First Evaluation? 

RATING SCALE GRCKLP(MEAN) INDIVIDUAL 

(1) less often (3.0) 1. (3) 
2 no difference 

II 2 (3) 
N/A 

4. (3) 
3 more often 2: I{ z 

2R - Did you use information on the Horizontal Display to supplement 
that on the Vertical Display? 

(;j ydeat u (2.8) 

t 3) often 

If (2) or (3) define information used 

a. Vehicle position with respect to ncminal path 
b. Vehicle path heading 
c. Vehicle position with respect to thrust initiation line 
d. Vehicle position with respect to thrust termination 

a. 83 1. (a,b,c,d) 4. 
b. 103% 2: t b) 
c. 83$ 
d. S@$ 

a,b,c) 2: :$:,d) I 

a,b,c d) 
I 

3. IF YOU HAD DIGITAL INFORMATION IN THE FIRST NVALUATICN, DID THR ABSENCE 
OF THIS NUMERICAL INFORMATION HANDICAP YOU IN THIS EVALUATION? 

(1) found tasks more difficult without it 1. N/A 
2. N/A 

4. (3) 
(2) would like it on certain maneuvers 
(3) not at all 3. (2) 

N/A 

(2.3) 
2: (2) 

4. SYSTEMS MONITORING 

4A - Was the systems monitoring task during the Thrust Phase more or less 
distracting than in the First Evaluation? 
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4B - How important did you consider the systems monitoring task? Indicate 
by apportioning your time in percentages between the two tasks as you 
recall it. 

BATINGSCALE 

During coast: Flight management @) 
Systems monitoring($) 

=y5y .&-fggg$ 
(41%) 8b j3~ 4.6 20 .5 50 

During thrust: Flight management ($) 
I 
76ab) 50 50 90 90 95 80 

Systems monitoring($) 24%) 50 50 10 10 5 20 
5. SCALECHANG~G 

5A - Did you find that the scale chsnging during thrust provided a more 
sensitive feedback on your achievment of nominal flight path? 

(1) Was more detrimental 
than a single scale 

(2) No difference from 
use of a single scale 

(3) Assisted in acquisition 
of the ncminal path 

(1.8) 1. (1) 

5B - Would you recommend a different combination of scale changing? 

1 No 
II 2 Yes (Explain)* ;; 1:) ;; I;\ 

* See Section 3.6.4.5 for recommendations. 

5c - Which cues are most helpful as an index (indices) of scale changing? 

GROUPMODE 

1 tar strip presence and motion 

II 

(2) 
2 brightness changes 

;* ‘;j ;* [;I 
3 shift in flight path 3: 3) I 6: (2 1 

6. GENERALPANELLAYUJT 

6A - From a pilot's standpoint, what struck you as particularly good 
about the panel layout? 

1. The relocation of the task loading (CLEAR) button to the left side 
panel from the right hand panel in the First Evaluation. This 
change permitted the right hand to be kept continuously on the 
controller during thrust. 

2. Ease of access to all controls. 

3. The tandem arrangement of the Horizontal and Vertical Displays. 

4. The initial training received on the Attitude Mode Displays. 
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6B - What struck you as especially objectionable about the panel layout? 

1. The Horizontal Display was too smsJl and outlines were somewhat 
blurred. 

2. The moving index on the Horizontal Display was not displaced 
far enough from the ncminal path. 

3. Inability to read panel light labeling until they were lit. 

4. The scan angle between the Horizontal end Vertical Displays 
was too great. 

6~ - Rate the panel layout. 

GROUP MEAN lxDIvlDuAL 

I 

1) poor (2.3) 
2) satisfactory 
3) good 

g 1;) ;; (t 

7. ANY ADDITIONAL C-S OR CRITICISMS Ol? TIE SlMJIATIcBs OR ARY PARRL 
FEATURES. 

Comments are discussed under Section 3.6.4, Questionnaire Analysis. 
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